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MINUTES OF MEETING 
September 15, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr Presiding 
Attendance: 1 Honorary Member, 43 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "A Pedantic Quibble, or 

The Epistle as Example" 
Written and read by Randolph L. Wadsworth, Jr. 

President Starr opened the meeting with. the announcement that Robert 
Hilton had been appointed by the Board .of Management to fill the unexpired 
term of the late Edward J. Schulte. 

Dr. Eslie Asbury read the Memorial for Joseph Sagmaster on behalf 
of the Committee of himself, Charles A ring and George Stimson. The 
thorough and sensitive appreciation of his work and contributions to the Club 
suggest the following envoi: 

The mind bequeaths its legacy of thought 
Transmitted on a carrier wave of sound 
Before the signal fades; and now 
The key is open but the voice is drowned. 
Within the secret chambers of the ear 
The voice persists, bereft of sound by death's 
Slow process and the drawing out of time 
To wear away the brain and beats and breaths . 
The presence fades like the once-growing chill 
Caught in the throats of those who know life goes, 
Accompanied by soft relentless bowing, 
Dimenuendo, to a peaceful close. 
No brazen trumpets blare to mark his going 
But in the reading room mute horns are blowing still. 

It seems fitting that the new literary season should be opened with a sort 
of "Poet and Pedant" overture. Randolph Wadsworth, Jr., that most non-pedantic 
of pedants, offered a new and plausible, if not convincing, interpretation of one 
of the epistolary poems of John "It tolls for thee" Donne. The study evokes five 
questions and another epistolary poem: 

1. Can there be a just assessment of any man's works without a 
thorough knowledge of the world he worked in? 

2. If the Elizabethans punctuated as casually as they spelled, 
does the semi-colon make any difference? 
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3. How much of Donne's "grittiness" is rooted in the strangeness 
of Elizabethan syntax, and how much in the deliberate obscurity of 
poetic ambiquity? 

4. Will the light-hearted pedagogue successfully publish his irre
verently couched report of a scholarly investigation? 

5. Will John ever be Donne? 

EPISTLE TOR. WADSWORTH, JR., 
AND BY IMPLICATION TO J. DONNE 

(1975) 

Sir - men be no lumpes 
Nor arkes neither where 
Beasties wild their rumpes 
Or colons into semi-colons tear 
Unless controlled by fear 
And whip and spur; 
Each man's a team of good and wicked urges 
Together knit by sense and bookish purges: 
Thus doth the man who gets his parts together 
Indeed become a man for any weather; 
So thou high-spirited with joy of living 
Combine thy pedant scholarship with wit, 
Gaity and learning both together giving: 
Thou canst not easily get out of it. 

In true pedagogic style, Ducky handed out copies of the poem to the class 
to facilitate our following his exposition. 

Following the reading of the paper the Annual Meeting was begun and con
eluded by the reading of his usual bright and perceptive minutes by Roger Clark, 
the outgoing Secretary, (approved with the usual applause), the Secretary's annual 
statistical report and the annual report of the Treasurer. 

There being no further business, old or new, the President declared the 
meeting adjourned. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
September 22, 1975 

Vice President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 40 members, 6 guests 
Paper Entitled: "Lonesome Valley", written and read by •. John Vester 
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BIJf Vester came with a paper about his unpremeditated journey into 

the lonesome valley of death and back, as the result of a nearly-fatal auto
mobile accident. With the exception of a praiseworthy concern for his Last 
Will and Testament, the doctor's version passed over those trivia which law
yers are obsessed with: "How did it happen? Whose fault? How many hurt? 
Witnesses? Insurance?" etc. Instead, we had the unusual picture of a doc
tor's professional awareness of his own precarious condition, his participa
tion in decision -making as to treatment, and wry observations on the problems 
of the physician as patient, often in clinical detail. Certainly no more vivid 
illustration could be provided for "death' s process" as recently discussed in 
Dr. Mayfield's paper, though the process here was laboriously and success
fully reversed. 

The account of the writer's medical struggle out of the lonesome valley 
neatly balanced a compendium of poetic reflections on death and dying. All 
in all, a thought-provoking paper! 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
September 29, 1975 

Vice President Samuel F. Pogue Presiding 
Attendance: 40 Members, 2 Guests 
Budget organized and read by John A. Reid 

The first paper, "The Croix de Guerre", was quickly identifiable as 
having been written by Louis M. Prince, a veteran of the North African cam
paign, and probably the sick lieutenant of the story, whose mastery of the 
written word, military or otherwise, had obtained a French decoration for 
the sad sack company dog-robber. The award, for salvaging ostensibly 
vital provisions under fire, was in fact for getting 34 cases of after-dinner 
liqueurs out of a burning building. The lieutenant's reward was standing at 
attention at the endless award ceremony with a killing hangover. At this 
point, he might have considered changing the title to "The Spoils of War". 
A neat and well done story, with the authentic Prince touch. 

The second paper, "Asinine Reflections", turned out to be by Dr. 
Donald J. Lyle. It was an informative and humerous dissertation on mules 
and jackasses. One illusion was destroyed for this reviewer. I used to 
think that the gentlewoman of the Middle Ages was especially romantic when 
riding on that exotic steed the "jennet". How did I know it was only an ol' 
mule? 
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The third paper was a sentimental journey by John Reid to the White 
Mountains which made most of us long to retrace it. The wedding andre
ception which occassionedl or perhaps were only the excuse for 1 the trip 
were held outdoors with the White Mountains for a backdrop. What can 
that young couple do for an encore? 

The fourth paper "The Prize of High Calling" was by Harrison P. 
Warrener. Beginning with God's fireside chat with Moses, Hass gives a 
fine homily on man's search for his proper place in life - his true calling 
- and seems to suggest that we can all be called if we just listen. He 
omits a discussion of the implications of Matthew 22:14, "·'.For. many are 
called but few are chosen". Must we not only listen for but to the call? 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 1 Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 6, 1975 

Vice President Samuel F. Pogue Presiding 
Attendance: 43 members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Cambyses and Other Victims of the Media", 

written and read by Phillip Adams 

Cambyses was not the only fellow to get an undeservedly bad press, 
nor were the Picts the only nation to get ripped by the media, but they are 
surely typical victims. Although, as Phil Adams points out, Cambyses 
conquered Egypt and otherwise expanded the Persian Empire begun by his 
predecessor Cyrus, he didn't come across well with his contemporaries. 
As somebody once explained it: "One man's Mede is another man's 
Persian." 

Coming on to picket for the Picts with placards depicting Pictish 
pictographs, Phil pictured them as a people of considerable artistic talent, 
and not at all the male chauvinist Picts, or more properly Pictlets, of 
Kipling's fancy. They, like Cambyses, were recorded by their enemies, 
or one might say, stricken by unhappy media. 

This urbane and witty presentation carried a serious message. It 
also whetted this reporter's appetite for the picaresque Picts. 

At the ensuing business meeting the September minutes were appro
ved, and the presiding Vice President urged members to turn in their bio
graphical materials. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 13, 1975 

Vice President Samuel F. Pogue Presiding 
Attendance: 33 members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Secret Thoughts and Secret Places", 

By Richard Rust, Jr. 

This was an excellent example of the genre popular with Club mem
hers - descriptions and recollections of a favorite place. With a mosaic of 
vignettes set in a base of sea-shell fragments, Dick built up a history of 
Sanibel Island from its rising from the sea to its threatened innundation by 
condominia. "The isJand itself", he says, "has become an endangered 
species". But still, in the secret recesses of its nature preserve, it holds 



places for Dick and Esparanza and all of us who treasure our secret thoughts 
and places. Non lasciati ogni speranza, voi ch' entrate. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

·October 20, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: Members 49, Guests 2 
Paper Entitled: "Retqrn of the Marquis" 

By: John A. Diehl 

As we move into the Bicentennial Year, John explores the phenomenon 
of the Marquis de Lafayette, one of the genuine heroes of the American Revo
lution, both in his own right and as a symbol of French support of the American 
cause. Lafayette's amazing popularity on his return to America in 1824 is 
attributable not only to his own personality and performance but to the "groping 
for self-awareness" (or perhaps for a national identity) which was then current 
in the country, 

The account of the ceremonies in Cincinnati was fascinating. The sing
ing of five twelve-line stanzas in his honor suggests twelve five line stanzas, 
only one of which is here reproduced: 

There once was a Marquis from France 
Who came to a Queen City dance. 

When he missed the red rug 
As he stepped from his tug, 

He splashed good Yankee soil on his pants. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 27, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 73 Members, '1 Honorary Member, 1 Guest 
Historical Note: "The Debates 1849-1861 11

, written and 
read by Dr. Eslie Asbury, the Club Historian 

Un-titled paper written and read by President Stephen 
Z. Starr 

After a graceful grace by His Grace, Bishop Krumm, and the usual 
excellent repast graced by a fine wine, the members were treated to another 
witty discourse by Honorary Member Seasongood, who has been a member for 
half the total life of the Club. It was pleasant to note that although his 97th 



birthday had been boistrously acknowledged during dinner, Mr. Seasongood 
has not yet reached his anecdotage. 

Dr. Asbury read another of his invaluable studies of Literary Club 
history, analysing the results of Club debates prior to the Civil War. The 
voice votes of the 1975 members on the philosophical questions of the 1850's 
were remarkably parallel to the votes at the original meetings. Perhaps 
someday Dr. Asbury will collect all of his historical material in a single 
volume for club members. 

As Edward Gibbon epigrammatized it: "The winds and waves are 
always on the side of the ablest navigators." This is probably why old pros 
like Asbury and Starr can turn out ear-catching papers no matter what the 
subject. Steve connected Edward Gibbon with the Literary Club through his 
membership in The Club of London and with the American Bicentennial 

, through the 1776 publication date of the first volume of The History of the 
. , Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. This seems like pretty tenuous 

wind and current for a successful literary cruise, but Steve brought it off 
neatly. 

Gibbon, a true son of the Age of Enlightenment and/ or Reason would 
probably have been at home with the Founding Fathers of the Literary Club. 
But his style, pace Messrs. Starr and Churchill, is a little lie surely, not 
to say ponderous, for modern popular taste, and perhaps (alas!) over
acidulous for modern scholarship. Yet as Mr. Gibbon and all of our 
scholarly papers this season have demonstrated, scholarship can be fun, 
and most of our modern pedants could well consider whether a colorful and 
personalized style like Gibbon's might not be a great help in spreading en
lightenment (and/ or reason). 

The progression from Murray Seasongood in person; to the early 
heroes of the Literary Club, brought into focus by Eslie Asbury; to the 
titanic Gibbon brought to life, hydrocele and all, by Steve Starr, made a 
highly satisfactory 126th Anniversary. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, Secretary 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 3, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 7 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "When I have Fears", written and 

read by Louis Nippert 

The title to this paper has a double meaning: not only does Gus 
have fears for our natural and human environment, but fears that he 
might not have a chance to unburden himself of his concerns, His 
basic fears were temporarily allayed by his involvement with the 
triumphs of the World Champion Reds (an organization considerably 
younger than The Literary Club). His secondary fears should be per
manently allayed by his successful paper unburdening himself of his 
primary fears. When historians in future generations want to know 
how informed and intelligent people analyzed and proposed to attack 
our environmental problems, they should read this paper first. 
Nader, behold your zenith? 

At the business meeting the minutes for October were approved. 
There being no other business, old or new, the meeting adjourned, 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 10, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 54 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "They Never Framed His Father", written 

and read by David Reichert. 

They framed Whistler's mother, but not his father, who was, in 
fact,eminently deserving. George Washington Whistler was a West
Point-educated engineer who had a large hand in the earliest railraod 
construction here and abroad. It seems unfortunate that a man 
named Whistler should be a civil rather than a locomotive engineer. 
It is also unfortunate that Whistler's father died in Russia before his 
famous son James Abbott McNeal was old enough to immortalize him, 
or someone who could be passed off as him. 



No mean artist himself, Dave Reichert painted some vivid pictures 
of the early environmentalists who tried to block railra.Ods and their 
"blazing speeds of 15 milers per hour", of the anomolie's of 19th Cen
tury Russian civilization: barbaric, brutal and brilliant; and the mag
nificence of the Tsar's private train running on a railroad literally built 
by hand. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 17, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 32 Members, 2 Guests. 
Paper Entitled: A. E. - Rara Avis, written 

and read by George Riever•hl 

The secretary's cocky prediction that "A. E." would be the late Irish 
poet was shot down by the end of page two of this keenly appreciative 
paper on Amelia Earhart, the female counterpart of Lucky Lindbergh. 
This pioneer and chronic women's libber and fly-person held 28 jobs be
fore she was 35, demonstrating versatility rather than incompetence. 
In spite of her versatility, however, she found time to make many 
valuable contributions in the field of aviation. Rising above a childhood 
and youth plagued by family and financial problems, she made a perma
nent place for herself, quite aside from her dramatic disappearance in 
mid-Pacific. George, by the way, thinks she was just forced down and 
lost at sea. Try to tell that to the Kennedy Assassination Experts. 

The members whose presence was deterred by the football exhibition 
missed a great exhibition at The Literary Club .. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 24, 1975 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 41 Members, 6 Guests 
Budget organized by Dr. Robert A. Kehoe 

By what Bob Kehoe insists was a complete coincidence, all three 
papers were concerned with the dire forecasts for the future of western 
civilization. Charles Aring, in "From Competititon to Cooperation" 
fears that a national, or perhaps world-wide, obsession with business 
success at any cost is degrading, not to say bio-degrading, our whole 

culture. 



Bob Kehoe, in "Man and Environment" fears that industrial pollu
tion and the auto-intoxication of urban over- production is degrading, 
not to say bio-degrading, our whole culture. 

Ed MerkiJI, on the other hand, in "On Rescuing the Planet" seems 
to fear that the triple-headed environmentalists, by explaiD4ing all things 
with conjecture, are making such an abject farce of Aring's and Kehoe's 
valid concerns that we may end up doing nothing and bio-degrading, not 
to say degrading, our whole culture. 

Thus we ended the month where Gus Nippert started; and where Dick 
Rust left Iii earlier in the season: the world's accelerating production 
and population promise to reduce the world to a dismal slum unless we 
can agree on some effective curative programs, and resist being hypno
tized by the hysterical flappings of the beheaded, not to say three -headed 
ecological chickens. As all of our papers have implied, these problems 
can be cured, if we have the will. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 1, 1975 

PRESIDENT -STEPHEN Z. STARR, Presiding 

ATTENDANCE: 49 Members, 4 Guests 

PAPER ENTITLED: The Man with the Blue Guitar, or 
Where Have All the Leaders Gone? 

Written and read by Warren Bennis 

This paper presented us with another set of concerns: the causes 
and effects of the loss of leadership in an amok society. It may be that 
in an increasingly complex and interdependent social order positive lea
dershi~, as opposed to administrative competence, is no longer possible. 
~z~~e~ gives a clear and vivid exposition of the problems. The ten
tative answer of group leadership is ominous - are we going the way of 
the ants and the termites? Or is the Polyb,an Man on Horseback already 
looming on the horizon? 

At the business meeting following the paper, ,. Stanley Troup 
was elected to membership. There was no other business. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 8, 1975 

PRESIDENT -STEPHEN Z. STARR Presiding 

ATTENDANCE: 40 Members, 2 Guests 

PAPER ENTITLED: Gigantic Conspiracy? 

Written and read by Forest Frank 

The paper discussed what it justly called the "intellectually uncom
fortable" subject of extra-sensory perception - the apparently uncanny 
ability of the mind to receive impressions from sources other than the 
standard five senses. Over the yearsAtremendous amount of time and 
treasure has been expended in studying a subject that is evidently in
tangible and erratic by the usual measuring rods of modern science. 



Forest reports a large volume of parapsychological data that is un
explainable as mere quirks of the five senses. The claim that the 
whole field of research is a gigantic conspiracy no longer seems 
tenable. Perhaps we should reserve judgment, bearing in mind 
William James's observation that "there is no worse lie than the 
truth misunderstood". 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 15, 1975 

PRESIDENT: STEPHEN Z. STARR, Presiding 

ATTENDANCE: 43 Members, 5 Guests 

PAPER ENTITLED: I Watched The Cradle Rock 

Written and read by Holden Wilson, Jr. 

The cradle was a long time in the design stage before John Brickels 
started to rock it. The cradle in this case is the football program at 
Miami University. To expect a die-hard University of Cincinnati alumnus 
to give fair treatment to this paper is the ultimate in optimism. It has 
been pleasant for Mr. Wilson to revolve in the inner circle of Miami sup
porters while that school has inexorably outdistanced the Bearcats as a 
football power. His detailed account of the process of cradle rocking 
and the many humerous and instructive anecodotes made for a cheerful 
evening. 

Evidently, the secret of rocking the cradle is robbing the cradle -
Hayes, Parseghian, Pont, Mallory, et al. beat a big name school, move 
on to a big name coaching job, and then recruit all their assistants from 
Miami. Sid Gillman set the record in this fine art, but he made two mis
takes: he wasn't the Miami head coach when he robbed the cradle, and 
he didn't go to a big name school. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 22, 1975 

PRESIDENT - STEPHEN Z. STARR, Presiding 

ATTENDANCE: 47 Members, 7 Guests 

1 CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION by the Trustees, plus one ringer and one piper. 
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The program was introduced by Trustee Lewis Gatch, who read 
the story of the Three Wise Men by St. Matthew and John of Hildeshein. 
The program continued with the remaining Trustees and the ringer
Secretary impersonating Wise Men, a notion more far-fetched than the 
famous gifts: 

Paper Entitled: I am the Magus Named Melchior, in which 
Walter Farmer presented an essay on gold, its everlasting
ness, its incorruptibility and its malleability. A suitable 
gift to Christ the King. 

Paper Entitled: Balthazar on Incense, in which Frank Davis 
brooded about smoke, its transcience, its intangibility and 
its mystery. Sort of maldlin, with an obscure poem to 
match. 

Paper Entitled: The gift of the Third Wise Man, in which 
Robert Hilton saw the gift of myrrh as symbolic of self 
sacrifice: the gift of life itself as an act of love in the 
face of rejection. 

The program concluded with a pyrotechnic display of bagpipery, 
by the well known Pipe Major Lomond Nimmo, who not only played 
some traditional music but several Christmas Carols and a composi
tion of his own. 

The traditional Holiday Feast, featuring Dr. Asbury's Fiftieth 
gift of a wild turkey, followed the program, and a good time was had 
by all. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 5, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 49 Members, 2 Guests (on a bitter cold night). 
Paper Entitled: "Plus Ja change, Plus c'est la ~me Chose" 

written and read by Alastair M. Connell 

Preceding the paper of the evening, Eslie Asbury read the Memorial 
for Edward J. Schulte, the nation's leading church architect, devoted Club 
member and practical intellectual. Other members of the memorial com
mittee were John Kiely and William Sullivan. 

President Starr's expressed hope that, in spite of its French title, 
the paper of the evening would be English was partially frustrated. In
stead of a dose of Gallic we were treated to a touch of Gaelic. John Ste..-

.:war.t, Third Earl of Bute and inventor of Kew Gardens, was the subject 
of this fascinating bicentennial paper. As mentor to George III Bute was 
instrumental in passing on the Scottish concept of a tri-partite separation 
of those governmental powers which the English Commons had long since 
usurped. The author demonstrates that British and particularly Scottish 
experience, not French philosophy, was the background of the U. S. Con
stitution. 

The Celtic peoples of Britain, long subjected to English arrogance 
and overweening self-importance, have developed a wryly humerous and 
pseudo self-deprecating manner in their relations with the Saxons or Sas
senachs. Alastair's first Literary Club paper was a classic of the genre. 
Like the Welsh, and sometimes even the Irish, Scots do not have to brag 
in order to demonstrate their superiority. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 12, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 45 Members, 6 Guests 

11 Paper Entitled: "Reading, Top to Bottom, 
written and read by Walter Friedenberg 

For the second successive week the Club was treated to a notable 
first paper. As should have been obvious, the title alluded to Chinese 
writing, not only ideogrammatic but literary. In a language where an 
ordinary round-eye can't tell a fish (yu) from a feather (y'ti) there are 



Minutes of Meeting 
Page Two 

bound to be exotic implications to the most mundane subjects. Thus, 
much of the common humanity of Chinese and European does seem 
top to bottom in the literature as well as the script. 

We learn that the Han poets wrote long free-verse poems called 
"Fu". This humble person seeks to analyse our paper in a sort of 
"mini-fu", (probably a contradiction in terms) as follows: 

MINI- FU ON LITERATURE 

Last month, when the moon was past its first quarter, 
We heard tales of the oldest literature in the world -
So much familiar so much strange. 
From the 23rd Century B.C. 
And the warriors' songs, the Five Classics 
Promoted by old Confu&ius, 
To Mythical Lao-tzu and the many uses of nothing, 
The writers of fu 
And the lovers of wine, 
The painters of poems, 
Li Po and Po Chu-i, 
The Ming novels of Robin Hoods and Magic Monkeys, 
The Gold-Vase-Plum, and thence 
Vaulting the Centuries to The Dream of the Red Chamber. 
So at last to Ah Q, 
The oriental schlemiel, 
Topped by the Quotations of Chairman Mao. 
After sterile times literature 
My blossom anew. 

Please try not to misunderstand this humble pseudo-scribe. Frie
denberg paper not sterile. Friedenberg paper pregnant, and well delivered. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 19, 1976 

President: Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 16 Members, 0 Guests, on a bitter Siberian night of ice, 

snow and bad visibility, 
Paper Entitled: "Russia: The Closed Door or the Open Window?", writ

ten by Alister Cameron, read by Eugene Mihaly 



MINUTES OF MEETING 
January 19, 1976 
Page Three 

Alister Cameron recently visited Russia and brought back some 
figurative caviar - rich food for thought. Like an orphan (some might 
even say a bastard), Russia has no history in the usual European sense. 
The Tartars were to Russia what the Saxons were to Britain, or the 
Spaniards were to the Incas and Aztecs. In addition, Russia missed the 
Renaissance and has never really caught up. Its literature, finally 
cranking up in the 19th Century, was said to have vaulted "in a violent 
foreshortening" a millenium of literary development. Russian philosophy, 
science, and social structure all reflect an alienation from the mainstream 
of European culture. 

This little space cannot do justice to the paper, which should be 
widely circulated. Like Friedenberg's study of Chinese literature, it 
brings home the fact that people superficially like ourselves in many 
respects are often essentially alien, and must be studied profoundly in 
order to be understood. 

Either because of the small attendance or as a reward to the Faith
ful for braving the filthy weather, Tsar Starr issued a ukase allowing 
smoking during the reading. To this writer's limited knowledge this was 
a "first" for the Club - certainly the first time in many years. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 26, 1976 

President: Stephen Z. Starr, Presiding 
Attendance: 37 Members, 4 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Robert H. Allen 

In the unavoid~ble absence of the Secretary, notes were taken by 
Mr. James Elder. The Secretary has collaborated in producing a joint 
venture in minute giving, possibly another "first" for the Club. This 
should afford the reporters some relief from personal liability, or at 
least a comfortable anonymity, comparable to that enjoyed by the non
by-line,J reporters in the public press. 

"The Social Circle", by Bob Allen, dealt with the search for an 
ideal society. The circle is by definition "ideal", but society, as a 
gathering of imperfect people, cannot be perfect (pace Plato, More, 
et al). St. Paul tends to accept imperfect governments on the render-
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to-Caesar principle, but Marx and the modern economic philosophers 
preach, not heaven in heaven, but heaven on earth. 

"The Rabbit" was chased out of Bob Van Fossen's underbrush by 
a dog which couldn't catch the rabbit. The rabbit, like the para -medic 
squads being developed locally, had too much speed and expertise to 
fail. Bob Van Fossen, from his Red Cross experience, points out 
that we need many more para-medic squads. Perhaps they should 
emulate the rabbits in one more respect. 

"Money in the Bank", by Bob Allen, discusses briefly the uses of 
capital. Capital and labor, like Mutt and Jeff or matter and energy, 
must interact as a team. The surplus product of labor may be called 
"savings", but until savings are "invested" they possibly do not become 
"capital". If Jones has a greater income than Smith, Jones can invest 
more than Smith, and he is then even "more better off" than Smith. 
This is the most unkindest cut of all. 

The reading concluded with Norman Levy's "Poems Written While 
in Japan". Like the miniature painters, Hilliard for example, the 
Japanese like to condense things to the minuscule. Norm has not imi
tated, but conveyed a Westerner's impression of a Japanese mode, 
remniscent of Noguchi's Hokkus. 

Thus ended a free-swinging month, swaying from political philo
sophy (Britlsh) to Chinese literature, back to political or social philoso
phy (Russian), to political social and economic philosophy (American) 
and ending, as all writing should, with a touch of the poet. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 2, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 46 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Most Famous Buffalo Trace" written and read by 

Taylor Asbury 

The great Buffalo Trace led from Limestone (now Maysville) 
up the hill to Washington and thence toward Blue Licks on the Licking 
River. It was the foundation of the 65 mile road from Maysville to 
Lexington, studded with historical sites like Washington, Spring Tavern, 
Forest Retreat Tavern, and Postlethwait's in Lexington. Across the 
trace from Forest Retreat was the estate of "Old Stone hammer": Gover
nor Thomas B. Metcalfe. The house he built there is still called Forest 
Retreat, and has been restored and is used by the Asbury family as a 
country home and the pleasant site of Literary Club outings. 

This historical paper fits well into the Bicentennial Year, deal
ing as it does with the earliest settlement of Kentucky. Blue Licks was 
in point of fact the last battle of the Revolutionary War. One-third of 
the Colonial force consisted of officers. There were no Sergeants. No 
wonder we lost. Too many chiefs and too many Indians. 

At the business meeting following the paper the minutes were 
approved without incident, and Robert E. "'W _I:' l1!kltt was elected to 
membership. · t«..l,.4h. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 9, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Is Eros a U. S. Citizen?" written and read by 

Kornel Huvos 

In announcing next week's paper, the President again inveighed 
against the use of foreign languages in members' papers. 

Fortunately the evening's paper, though replete with French 
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viewpoints, quoted them all in English. The French attitudes toward 
Americans, particularly American women, have changed from sterio
type to steriotype but have always reflected an innate Gallic superiority 
complex in the amorous arts. While they ridicule the Americans for 
mammary fetishism, the French reveal themselves as fetishistically 
attached to women's legs. Kornel gets to the bottom of it by revealing 
that your basic Frenchman really has a buttocks fixation, (~ are, 
of course, guilty as charged. "Dear Abby" has revealed that among 
the targets of American girl watchers, "bosoms are way out in front". ) 

Fetishistically, the French may be at the bo'tt&-.-)but one has 
the impression that the Italians are more agressive about it. 

In the end, and when all is said and done, the writers of one 
nation seldom flatter the people of another. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 16, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Rex Quondam, Rexque Futurus?" (Question Mark!) 

Written and read by James L. Elder 

As a true Scot should, the author takes a hard scientific view 
of the accounts of Arthur, the Once and Future King, Passing over the 
single egregious error of asserting that the Romans had an overlordship 
in part of Ireland, his facts were impeccable. (Parenthetically, the first 
Romans to grab any of the action in ~reland were the Roman Catholics). 
Having proved beyond a doubt the existence of a historic Arthur, and per
formed a virtuosic exegesis on the works of Gildas, Nennius and Bede, 
he leaves the poetic Arthur where he finds him - in the heart, not in the 
head, 

Ironically, the dour Scot's shrewd analysis misses the under
lying significance of the perfect quotation with which he ends his paper. 
Mr. Elder equates Ashe to the inspirational New York Met (was it the 
wild Irish Tug McGraw?) whose war-cry was "You gotta have faith, 
baby!" What Ashe is really saying - perhaps without even realizing it 
himself - is in the antepenultimate sentence of the quotation. After 
pointing out that if you look for Cadbury Castle from Glastonbury Tor, 
it will escape you, he goes on to say "It is there (emphasis added) but 
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from that angle it blends expertly into the hills behind it. 11 In other words, 
it takes the poet's eye to see it. Was it not Taliesin who said 

II • J 

And when we went w1th Arthur of mournful memory, 
Except seven, none returned from Caer Vandwy. "? 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 23, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 40 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "1809", subtitled "Genius: a not so gross national 

product", written and read by Charles D. Aring 

Who would believe a Darwin, Fitzgerald, Lincoln, Poe, Tenny
son, Mendelssohn, Gladstone, Holmes, Sr. and Gogol all could be born 
in one year? Are geniuses born or made? 

Is it the year of birth, for example 1809, or the years of matura
tion, say 1815 to 1825, which nurture genius? Is it the activity (or per
haps hyperactivity) of public figures like Byron, Beethoven, Jefferson 
and Napoleon in a given period which effects or affects the emergence of 
genius? Is it astrology or sunspots which stir the unborn child and active 
adult alike into super-activity? 

The Secretary has a feeling that the author has given us a clue 
in the subtitle. As Charles works it out, all the factors seeming to bear 
on the incitement of genius tend to make it a true national or international 
product, Can we learn to control childhood development so that more and 
more can retain and control childhood's daydreams and introspections? 

The definition and characteristics of genius were interesting and 
seemed valid enough, but the dictum that teamwork has never created a 
masterpeice is vulnerable, to say the least. Even if the performing arts 
are denied the right to create one-time masterpeices, how about the Gothic 
cathedrals or the master painters of the Renaissance, with their apprentices 
working feverishly on backgrounds? Or how can we explain the 1975 World's 
Series? 

So ended another free-swinging month with papers by gifted new
comers and seasoned veterans ranging from history (American) sociology 
(Franco-American) to exegesis (Early British) to psychology (international). 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, today, March 1, is St. David's Day. 
The Scots have good old tried-and-true St. Andrew, authenticated by the New 
Testament, the Irish kidnapped the good British Patricius (or Quatricius as the 
Gaels called him), but the Welsh have native -born and bred St. David, and let 
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~i; no one ask "are you bragginf or complaining?" 

•.. ·.: 

•• 

In honor of this obscure and unmemorable saint, I offer an obscure 
and unmemorable, verse, to wit: 

INVOCATION FOR ST. DAVID'S DAY 

When over the gray bogs of the world and 
the harsh birds calling 

From the rocks where the iron waves roil 
on the frozen shore 

Red rage ravages the House of Red and Dwellings blaze 
on either side of this the captive sea 

Where Bran and Conaire and all the shouting dead 
Forfeit their lives among grim clashing hordes; 
Ensnared with these 
Are lives of all the saints in their beehive cliffs, 
Quatricius of the Druid Christ, and on this day 
You, Dewi Sant, tower through the mists 
Across the gray bogs of the world 

and the harsh birds calling: 
Let spring from your steps 

the trefoil of the triune god 
Before the spring dawn rises on the winter world -
A glimmer on the threshold of the dark. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 

-4-
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MINU!.rES OF MEETING 
March 1, 1976 

Vice President Samuel F. Pogue Presiding 
Attendance: 42 members, 1 guest 
Paper entitled: "Random Thoughts in a Bicentennial Year" written 

and read by Robert M. Galbraith. 

The author reflected briefly on some of our national anomalies 
after two hundred years of cultural and political evolution. Among other 
things he questioned whether Miss Sweeny, if she married Mr. Gonzales, 
would thereby become a member of the "minority". In his haste, he 
neglected the obvious answer: "Not if they move to Mexico. " 

In the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were 
approved, and Robert Wolverton, the newest member, signed the book. 
Vice President Pogue announced that the new security system would pre
vent break-ins at the clubhouse wft~mrt raising an effective hue and cry. 
Several members, including Messrs Stimson, Mansfield, Hilton and Elder 
broke up the members with a discussion of breaking in and breaking out. 

The Club approved expansion of the essay contest and granting of 
$200. 00 in prizes for essays sponsored by the Historical Society. The 
Vice President appointed Messrs. Reichert, A ring and Levy to a com
mittee to judge the essays . 

The meeting adjourned. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
March 8, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr Presiding 
Attendance: 44 members, 5 guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Soil is Bare Now, Nor Can Foot Feel, Being Shod" 

written and read by Charles M. Judd 

The title of this paper, embracing a quotation from Gerard Manley 
Hopkins, was almost as long as the previous week's paper. 

Chuck is concerned that our loss of contact with the soil may be 
dehumanizing us. Every man is governed by his assumptive world -
things as he sees them - and if an appropriate attachment to Mother 
Earth is omitted from the as9.1mptive world Chuck's authorities argue 
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that such a man becomes less than a man. Chuck may be right when he 
suspects himself of romanticizing earlier societies. Is the factory 
worker less human than the feudal serf? What is human? 

Homo sapiens does seem to be drawn toward the soil. The en
closure movements of England and Scotland drove thousands to the New 
World in search of land; parks in the slums are crowded; flower pots 
teeter on high-rise window sills. Is this an atavistic urge, or an essen-

} tial element in humanizing the species? 

With the almost runaway population growth we are now contem
plating there will be less and less opportunity for the individual to find 
a place to commune with nature. We'd better play all the golf we can 
before it's too late. Or, failing that, take Chuck's advice and go bare
foot. 

MINUTES 0 F MEETING 
March 15, 1976 

Presdent Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Beauty Abishag and More in the Poet's Treasure

Trove", written and read by Victor E. Reichert. 

Robert Frost knew his Bible. Victor Reichert knows his Robert 
Frost as well as his Bible. He can thus show us that Frost's works hark 
back constantly to Holy Writ, not only in direct imagery but in oblifue re
ferences and sometimes almost subconscious allusions. Out of the poet's 
vast treasure -trove, Victor has chosen for this paper an assortment of 
Biblical gems. The first is a quotation from Job that God 1'is more to me 
than my necessary food". Victor knew where to find it - in the King James 
Version, which is of course the Poet's Bible. 

Perhaps the reason that so many have turned away from the King 
James is that it is not only the Poet's Bible, but the Scholar's Bible as 
well. Like all good poetry, it doesn't tell you everything - you have to 
figure it out, like the Biblical use of "quit" where we now say "acquit". 
See also the beauty Abishag whom the king knew not. Frost uses re
ferences and short-hands which only show their full meaning to those who 
have the background. 

He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. Matt 11. 15, Maz:¥k 4. 9 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 22, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr Presiding 
Attendance: 46 Members, 8 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Goldy", written by Bert Smith, read by 

John Kiely. 

Before the paper, the Clerk made a brief progress report on the 
historical resume's. 

Berts' paper had been forseen by many as an essay on Oliver 
Goldsmith, which it was. Oliver was a classic example of ne'er-do-
well scion of a family of clergymen. A consummate wencher and com
pulsive gambler, he managed to bumble through years of schooling with 
a Bachelor's degree from Trinity in Dublin1 a Master's from Padua, and 
possibly an MD from somewhere. In spite of feints toward Church, Law 
and Medicine, Goldy ended up where he belonged: as a writer of con
siderable competence, a member of the Club and a verbal sparring-partner 
to the egregious Dr. Johnson. 

Bert's expertise on Eighteenth Century letters gave a Tom Jones 
flavor to the paper which was appropriate. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 29, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 49 Members, 3 Guests 
Budget written and read by Eslie Asbury. 

·The first paper, "More Trollope", was longer than the full-length 
paper which led off the month, although it did not seem to be. As's early 
reference to George Saintsbury as a champion of Anthony Trollope brought 
to mind Saintsbury's definitive opus "Historical Manual of English Prosody", 
thus opening the door to a formal Triolet which is entitled: 

Rx 

A dollop of Anthony Trollope 
Is good for whatever may ail you: 
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Senescence, arthritis or polyp. 
A dollop of Anthony Trollope 
To the aging conveys quite a wallop 
Which never can fail to regale you -
A dollop of Anthony Trollope 
Is good for whatever may ail you. 

Trollope was curiously modern in his approach to the novel, and 
is constantly being upgraded by the critics, although his contemporary 
authors appreciated him from the start. 11As ", in the first paper, features 
Trollope's post office career and his probably platonic 20-year affair with 
Kate Field. Much of Trollope's attitudes and character are deduced from 
his own writings. 

Of particularly lasting value to the Literary Club is the compendium 
of qualifications for a good club member by Trollope, a good member of 
The Garrick Club. 

The second paper "The Art of Trollope" includes Asbury on C. P. 
Snow on TroJlope. It points out the concern with character, adult character 
for the most part, and his selectiveness in writing about what he knew best. 

Several of As's comments and asides were so spontaneous that he 
was suspected of the sin of going off the record, but not so. They are all 
in the paper: the pearl in the garbage can, the chicken pluckers and the 
literary Pete Rose. 

It was a tough month for the secretary: philosophy, poetry, bio
graphy, and literary criticism. All that meat and no potatoes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 5, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Platonic Guardians and the Constitution", 

written and read by Morse Johnson 

A nation operating under the rule of law needs legal 
processes for determining what the law is. Chief Justice 
Marshall saw that our basic law, the Constitution, needed 
interpreters, and that the u. S. Supreme Court ought to 
do the job. Morse presented a fascinating study of one 
area of interpretation: the step-by-step development of 
the concept that separate treatment of the black population 
was illegal. Every person is entitled to equal protection 
of the laws, and separate, the Court says, is not equal. 
The Justices could behave like Plato's all-wise umpit.es in 
Brown v. Board of Education (known in the trade as Brown I) 
where segregation was unconstitutionally sanctioned and en
forced by law. Let us hope that Morse will favor us with 
another equally excellent paper showing how the Platonic 
Guardians proceeded from Brown I to Brown II, in which they 
oversaw the enforcement of their orders, and on to the mul
tifarious spawn of Brown II, where educational segregation
in-fact has been gradually equated to segregation-by-law. 
The guardians, having accepted the anti-segregationist 
philosophy that public education is the tool for rooting out 
segregation 11 root and branch 11

, have been driven into the edu
cation business - a far cry from platonically guarding the 
law. 

Quis custodiet ipsos custodies? 

At the business meeting following this significant 
paper, the minutes for the month of March were approved. 
The President read a letter from Dr. McCall of the University 
of Cincinnati advising that only three papers had been entered 
for the contest, and that none was worthy of forwarding for 
judgment. The President refrained from comment on the pre
sent state of education, and requested that ideas for the 
awards program be submitted to the Board of Management. 

Robert W. Mulligan was elected to membership. 

There being no further business, the meeting was ad
journed. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 12, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "Impressario", written and read by 

S amue 1 F. Pogue 

(The reading was preceded by the official signing 
of Father Mulligan as the Club's newest member). 

A professor of French Literature, one of several who 
optimistically hoped to teach your Secretary the rudiments 
of the language, was fond of comparing Napoleon to a dam, 
holding back the progress of French letters and culture. 
When the dam broke, Paris was flooded, and Sam's list of 

patrons of the Opera in the 1830's reflects the high quality 
of the Romantic outpouring. It takes more than creative ar
tists to crank out culture: someone must publish, manage, 
promote and sponsor. 

At the opera, a bourgeous gentilhomme named Louis 
Veron was the impressario who brought not only composers, 
librettists and designers together, but added stage de
signers, and not least important, audiences, including 
bourgeois culture - seekers and professional claques. Not 
only the artists and the bourgeoisie benefitted from the 
contact - M. Veron also did very well for himself. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

Apr i l 19 , 19 7 6 

President Stephen z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 40 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "America's Last King", written and read 

by James E. Traquair 

Another of the Scots Guard read his first paper - the 
third such in 1976, and the second with a Bicentennial slant. 
After the paper, Jim was bluntly accused of honesty by a 
frustrated member who had evidently spent much thought on the 
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probably subtle misdirection of the title. America's Last 
King was of course George III, who was set in perspective 
as the third Hanoverian king of England, etc. 

A modern psychologist might have seen in George a man 
whose affective life was disasterously stunted. George also 
shared a touch of the ancient conviction that a king must be 
good or the county would go bad, thus applying the Donatist 
heresy to the doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings. He further 
believed, much like Nixon, that since only he knew what was 
good, all who disagreed must be evil. 

Of course the American Colonists were not only bad, 
but greedy. How could they fairly demand to be allowed·to 
g~ their own way without being willing to ~ their own way? 

This paper, like Alistair Connell's, was so thought
provoking that one could easily write a full length review. 

What will Jim do for an encore? 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 26, 1976 

President Stephen z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 39 Members, 4 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Randolph L. Wadsworth, Sr. 

The first paper, "Porn Scorn" was a polished poem by 
Norm Levy, for the most part in octosyllabic distichs, basi
cally iambic, but interestingly varied with trochees and hy
percatalectics. The writer seems to predict that in time we 
may find purity more shocking than pornography. 

The second paper was Ed Merkel's satire on the boob 
tube: "Dear Viewers". The unconsious idiocy of the weather
men, the vacuous ads, the righteous reporters insisting on 
their right to know all and tell all, and the non-promotional 
drabness of the non-commercial solicitor, as well as the mouth
ings of the talk show interviewees, all take their deserved 
lumps, (to mix a metaphor) from this expert needler. 

"The Night the Japs Marched through Our Camp", was 
Roger Newstedt's recollection of an incident on Luzon during 
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ww II when a detachment of Japs was reported to have marched 
straight through the encampment of an Amphibian Tractor Batta
lion. The ghastly spectacle of semi-visible warriors grinding 
doggedly ahead somehow recalls the death-pale warriors of La 
Belle Dame Sans Merci, or the future kings of Scotland parad
ing for Macbeth. Equally incredible is the way the report 
marched up through channels. We must conclude that more 
people than Lt. Berlin were qualifying for a "section eight". 

The last paper was written by Ducky and reviewed by 
the President. A quotation of his review preceded the paper. 
The Secretary refrains from comment on the interpretation ·of 
tradition, but will comment only on the humor. The Alf and 
Bill of WW I became the Willy and Joe of WW II. The hilarity 
of the humor, perhaps, lies partly in the reader•s sense of 
shared misery which adds the necessary bite. The title "Four 
Letter Fugue" itself is an Alf-and-Bill-style commentary on 
informal military language. The comment on the state of in
tercourse in Ireland was outstanding. Soldierly humor may 
be black, but in times of stress there is no "better • ole". 

End of month. The Secretary creeps off exhausted to 
a well-earned vacation in Spain. These minutes have been 
read to you (I hope) by Mr. Wadsworth, Jr. Be kind to him. 
For this month, he gets the last bite. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 3, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 45 members, 5 guests 
Paper Entitled: "Rejection," written and read by Booth Shepard 

The Acting Secretary, hereinafter party of the second part, 
would take this opportunity ( 1) to welcome back the Secretary, 
hereinafter party of the first part; (2) to thank First Part for 
being invited to take his role these several weeks; (3) to promise 
the auditors to keep the minutes brief both because the election 
follows and because the year-end review is clearly First Part's 
privilege; and (4) henceforth to abjure, forswear and otherwise 
forgo all such barbarisms as the foregoing. 

Before Booth read his paper, President Starr offered 
(with a waggish aside on his Wassermann performance) the Club's 
congratulations to Ralph Carothers on his recent marriage and 
announced as well the death of Jim Nelson and the appointment 
of Morse Johnson, Bob Hilton and John Reid to prepare a memorial. 

Booth's paper itself, a slashing satirical attack on the 
combined evils of bureaucracy and media hype, seems to have per
plexed as many hearers as it enlightened. While the imaginary 
voyage is a time-honored vehicle for such attacks, many of the 
audience seem in this case never to have gotten aboard, possibly 
because Booth did not signal by any exaggerated change in manner 
the transition to his narrative proper from introductory comments 
by himself and the Sage of Concord. The story proper, detailing 
the misadventures of an Ohio couple's participation in a govern
ment program to alleviate overcrowding by colonizing space, affords 
a suitably chilling view of social engineering transformed into 
the extinction of free will with the aid of unscrupulous P. R. men. 
The trick in such pieces is to distort familiar modes and practices 
just enough to expose their monstrous potential, a trick Booth 
executed with skill in portraying the ponderous maneuvers and 
language of his spurious agency, called HAW, and the machinations 
of their hired flacks, a group named APE. It is a credit to the 
fictive Ohio couple, of course, that the habit of independence 
and a preoccupation with moral choice render them unsuitable fo: 
participation in a future Booth would have us choose now to avo1d. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the Minutes for 
April, prepared by First Part in a wry approximation of the 
academic style, were read ?Y a hapless Se?ond Part ~nd approved. 
There being no further bus1ness, the meet1ng was adJourned. 
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MINUTES 0 F MEETING 

May 10, 1976 

President Stephen Z. Starr presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 2 guests 
Paper Entitled: "God Save the Green," written and read by 

Elliott Palmer 

Elliott's title is clearly ironic: only God could have 
saved the American Fenians--the "Green" of the title--from 
themselves. In his deft and sprightly account of factional 
strife between rival Fenian camps and of their aborted plan 
to save Ireland by invading Canada in 1867, Elliott consistently 
earned chuckles with cannily humorous juxtapositions and through 
his apt use of colorful quotations. Most craftily of all, Elliott 
made the high point of his paper from the low point of the cam
paign: ·• trainloads of Fenians heading north from such points as 
Memphis, Nashville, Columbus and Pittsburgh, all claiming with 
impeccable Celtic logic to be bound for California. It's a good 
thing First Part, leek in hand, will not review this piece; for 
how could he forbear to ask, "Wasn't Wrong-Way Corrigan after 
all an Irishman?" 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 17, 1976 

President Stephen z. Starr presidin~ 
Attendance: 55 members, 15 guests (only 11 of whom were 

shepherded to the Guest Register) 
Paper Entitled: "Dickens' Letters from America in 1842," 

written and read by George Ford 

Second Part fears he will be accused of party criticism 
if he over-praises this most un-academic if learned production. 
The large turnout, however, suggests he was hardly alone in his 
great expectations, just as the prolonged applause implies broad 
acceptance. President Starr put it succinctly enough in asserting, 
"Well, that performance will simplify your task." 

Does any of us anticipate a more sensitive treatment of 
the difference between Dickens' earlier and more rapturous 
letters from his American trip of 1842 and the harsh impressions 
of our country printed in the travel book American Notes or in 
the novel Martin Chuzzlewit? George's analysis, as entertaining 
as it was informative, persuades one that Dickens' view of Americu. 
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would have been far more mellow if his journey had been shorter 
by several months and several thousand miles. The paper was 
remarkable especially for its sympathetic entree into the mind 
of a brilliant writer brought by ennui and fatigue to employ his 
gifts of observation and mimicry in a way increasingly petulant 
and savage. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 24, 1976 

Vice-President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: L~5 members, one guest 
Budget organized and read by Garven Dalglish 

The Clerk began the proceedings with a genial lesson in 
arithmetic intended to show that 69 of our 98 active members 
cannot expect to write a paper in any given year; so now you 
know why you don't come up every 2t years to the day;or, if 
you still don't know, please ask the Clerk and not the Party of 
the Second Part. 

The purpose of Garven's own prefatory comments, cryptically 
invoking the Clerk and certain "hovering spirits" to aid him 
in a departure from the usual Budget format, did not become clear 
until well into the second or third paper, when topical references 
at last gave the game away. It was just conceivable that "A True 
Story", despite a reference to the archaic practice of chaperonage, 
might have been written by a present member with a good ear for 
19th-century grandiloquence; but no current member or even group 
of members could likely have kept up the style, much less gotten 
together the facts, to :·make up Oran Follett's interview 
with Lincoln, a paper on "The Condition of our City" prepared 
for the 6lub's thirty-sixth birthday, or wry asides on Club 
attendance in the 1880's. It turned out, of course, that our 
Librarian had spent weeks selecting a historical budget from 
papers written between 1887 and 1897 by C. T. Greve, Joseph 
Wilby, Charles Wilby and William Cochran. Garven may have had 
this Budget partly thrust upon him by the Clerk; he carried it 
offlike one born to budgeting. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jv.~.tl ~A /. lu;:t/rllfizf f. 
c./&'1; ~t}- ·& """ 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

June 7, 1976 

VICE PRESIDENTf Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, Two Guests 
Paper Entitled: 1976 - Liberal Conservative, written and read 

by Guido J. Gores 

In November, 1969, the author discussed the quandary of 
thoughtful liberal Republicans (is there a contradiction in terms 
here somewhere?) and now, in June of 1976, he revisits the scene 
of the working oligopoly, and considers at length the shifts in direc
tion and emphasis in our society during the interval. These minutes 
can not review in detail or even superficially the concerns to which 
the author addresses himself. The Secretary suggests only that the 
paper is worth re-reading at leisure. The reader may not always 
agree, but if he wants to argue he had better do his homework. 
Guido considers that if our social system is to survive, we must 
preserve what he described as our "long established and universally 
accepted social values". As a few examples he cites "ethical con
cepts of right and wrong", the continuation of the family and the work 
ethic, and "the enforcement of the will of the majority" but with ac
ceptance of defined minority rights. 

Of the number of papers this past season expressing the deep 
concerns of the writers with the state of the nation and the world, this 
is the most exhaustive and probably the most profound, although it is 
depressing to reflect that transfer payments are included in Gross 
National Product. -

At the ensuing business meeting the following officers were 

elected: 

President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Clerk 
Trustee - 1979 

Samuel F. Pogue 
Frank H. Mayfield 
Frank G. Davis 
John A. Diehl 
Dale P. Osborn 
Elliott P. Palmer 

II 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

June 14, 1976 

The meeting was held at the home of Frank H. Mayfield and 
after a tasty repast served by tasty waitresses the meeting was held 
in the back yard with the terrace serving as an effective platform. 

Vice President Samuel F. Pogue presided. 
Attendance: 65 Members, one honorary member, 5 Guests. 

-. Paper Entitled: Halotd's Comet, written and read by 

\:. ·vJ\,/ ,·: Lewis G. Gatch 

Before the paper, Honorary MemberSeasongood read a few 
"appropriative words" with his inimitable and witty anecodes. Mur
ray's is a tough act to follow, but Lew Gatch did it with grace and 
ease. Starting with a bunch of the guys at Princeton betting on which 
of them would first get an ambassadorial appointment, his story 
wound through a series of serio-comic misadventures as each of the 
foreign service types came a-cropper. 

What if any nuggets of fact were imbedded in this aspect of 
the paper is speculative, but the underlying framework was the 
fabulous growth of little Haloid into mighty Xerox, and the supposi
tion that the stakeholder of the ambassadorial wagers had invested 
early and stayed late with the company. 

It was an ideal tale for a warm summer evening, and the 
humor and irony were well topped off with a geometrically acce-

lerating double -double whammy at the end. 

It was also a fine up-beat ending for a particularly colorful 

literary year. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

September 20, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 

Attendance: 45 members, no guests 

Paper Entitled: 11 Time in our Times, 11 written and read 
by John W. Peck 

Time is what you do when you get caught. If the practices of 
penology in the federal system fall somewhere between country-club 
management and military administration, blame the ambivalent attitudes 

. of modern penelogists. It is probably not coincidental that the 
security of federal prisons is styled like women's skirts: m~n~-, 

midi-, and maxi-. In the constant ebb and flow between rehabilitation 
and deterrence, John feels that the current trend is toward deterrence, 
but there is plenty of room for movement. 

Disparities in sentencing, the teeter-totter relationship between 
judges and parole boards, the handling of presentence reports and 
other problems have never been reduced to certain and equitable 
patterns, but like our whole system of government, they are better 
than the existing alternatives. 

John wisely sticks to ~ exploring af the administrative aspects 
of coping with the convicted felon. The philosophy: how best to 
protect society from its aberrants, who is an aberrant, etc., would 
require at least one more full paper. 

At the Annual Business Meeting following the paper, the minutes 
of the June meetingswere read and approved. Treasurer Diehl presented 
the Treasurer's Report, revealing a change in accounting procedures, 
a revaluation of the Clubhouse, and the general rise in costs. Noting 
that income had fallen below expenditures for the first time in years, 

1he moved an amendment to the constitution increasing the annual dues 
from $75 to $100 per year. The motion requires posting for four weeks 
and a final vote at the business meeting in November, 1976. 

The Secretary's annual report was then presented. 
Under New Business, Randolph Wadsworth, Sr. moved that Ralph 

Carothers and Eslie Asbury be made Honorary Memberse As required by 
the Constitution, this proposal is to be posted and voted on at the 
November, 1976 meeting. 

There being no futher business, the meeting adjourned. 

'I 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

September 27, 1976 

president Samuel F. Pogue presiding 

Attendance: 37 members, 2 guests 

Budget organized and read by woodward Garber 

Before the paper the President appointed Robert Hilton, Douglas 
Mansfield and John Kiely as the memorial committee for Robert Elder. 
The President also noted that the name of Stanley Troup had inadvertently 
been omitted from the current roster and expressed the regret of the 
Board of Management. A further announcement regarding Bob VanFossan 
and the late John D. Ellis is garbled in the Secretary's notes, and 
enlightment is requested. 

The first paper of the evening, "Recollections':·. Fact or Fantasy" 
by Dale Osborn rang changes on the theme "You can't go home again." 
Reconstructed buildings in Williamburg, shrunken pews in Bruton Parish 
Church and the unlikely recollection of a seven-masted schooner at 
Newport News shook Dale's faith in his boyhood memories. But his research 
revealed that the Thomas W. Lawsonx which he remembered, ~ in fact 
the only seven-masted schoone~ ever built. At Williamburg, the desire 
for authentic restoration which made a hash of his boyhood home, 
ultimately restored the stately Breton Parish pews. Dale's faith was 
vindicated. Even if you can't go bQme again you can at least go to 
church. 

Woodie dug deep for the second paper which will probably win 
the Secretary's Longest Title Award. In 1885, Charles T. Greve sub
mitted a paper slightly longer than the title: "Extracts from a 
Letter of an Asiatic Traveler in America, Picked Up by the Wayside, 
that is, the Letter was Picked Up." This was clever description of 
Cincinnati's quaint habits, like flooding the city and burning the 
courthouse. The device of focusing the local perspective through the 
eyes of strangers~ was probably not new even then, but has always been 
good for laughs. 

Roger Clark furnished the next paper: "Seven Years of Playing 
Go4 •• " His observations on the problems of writing papers hit several 
nails right on the head and were well worth presenting to the member
ship. His observations on the club's mechanics of voting were perhaps 
debatable, but there is no doubting the accuracy of his assessment 
that the papers range widely through fascinating subjects and tend to 
be "very good indeed." Playing God among the Archangels can be rewarding. 
Further comment should be reserved until the incumbent's retirement. 

The fourth paper 
1 

"Number Thirty-Four", was a puzzler, as it had 
a strange antique ambience, and seemed to baffle even the shrewdest 
analysts of anonymous budget papers. Secure in the hindsight that the 
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paper was written by~ Farney in 1886, we can sense the painter•s eye 
in the quick vivid images, and ~ Victorian lilt ~ the prose. All 
of us here must be fans of Farney the painter, and a revival of Farney 
the writer adds another dimension to the man. 

Woodie should have entitled the whole interesting evening 11 Remem
brance of Things Past. 11 

lly submitted 
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Minutes of Meeting 

October 4, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 45 members, 3 guests 
Paper entitled "Ryan", written and read by Louis M. Prince. 

Everybody has had a Ryan: a ghastly, embarrassing creature 
without empathy or self-consciousness, who foists himself on 
others with a mixture , three parts obnoxious and one part pathetic. 
Lou Prince's "Ryan" was a posing, cocky infantry lieutenant who 
blundered into Louis's battery in Sicily as a living example of 
Emerson Venable's dictum that every person has a bump of ego big 
enough to fill the empty space in his head. 

Ryan, by sheer effrontery, and with an imagination that de
served to be put to better ust,created a self-image which fooled 
nobody but himself. The ability to eat a raw olive without wincing 
in order to conceal his initial blunder in putting it in his mouth, 
or to imagine his run-down farm as a Blue-Grass estate may evoke 
contempt, but pity must follow. 

Why would Lou and Betty put up with him? Maybe it will in
crease him in his childrens' eyes. Maybe in the dim places in 
Ryan's soul it will bring a little light. As Lou quoted Morris 
Arnold: "Love thy neighbor doesn't mean you have to like him." 

This was one of the most sensitive papers read to the Club 

in recent years. 

Minutes of Meeting 

October 11, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 43 members, 6 guests 
Paper entitled "To Get Across", written and read by Herbert 

Curry. 
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A memorial for James Nelson, prepared by Bob Hilton, John 
Reid, and Chairman Morse Johnson was read by the Chairman. Jim 
Nelson was a man of wide experience and accomplishments. The 
list of his papers alone was an impressive tribute to his talents, 
but the deft summary of his activities was an apt memorial to the 
whole man. On motion, the membership unanimously accepted the 
memorial and directed its transmission to his next of kin. 

The President announced the terms of next year's Literary 
Contest, which will be appended to the minutes upon their re
moval from the Bulletin Board. 

Many of us were raised on heroic tales about constructing 
the Panama Canal: whipping yellow fever, the Gatun Locks, the 
Culebra Cut, Gamboa and all the rest. Herb tackled the earlier 
and equally heroic building of the Panama Railroad, Manzanillo 
Island, and forty-seven miles of right-of-way in almost five 
years. Considering the then state of the arts, the feat was 
as mind-boggling as the Canal construction itself, two gener
ations later. The account was so inspiring that it can only be 
rewarded with a poem borrowed from Keats: 

On First Looking Into 
Curry's Panama Railroad 

Much have I travelled on the rails and ties 
And many goodly trains and stations seeni 
Round many wondrous railroads have I been 
Whose building costs have soared into the skies. 

Now of one tropic line have I been told 
That Aspinwall conceived as his demesne 
Yet never did I grasp its import keen 
Till I heard Curry speak out clear and bold: 

Then felt I like some coolie in the bogs 
When threatened by the alligator's jaw, 
Or like the Monzanillion heaving logs 
While Trautwine and his Irish workers braw 
Looked for each other through miasmic fogs 
Upon the noisesome swamps of Panama. 

I 
I I 
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Minutes of Meeting 

October 18, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue Presiding 
Attendance: 49 members, 6 guests 
Paper entitled "Memory and Memories~' written, read and sung 
by Murray Seasongood. 

On October 27, 1976, Murray will have celebrated his ninety
eighth birthday. This, we understand, makes him the oldest reader 
of a paper in the Club's history. Denying any special knowledge 
of the anatomy of memory, he dug into his memories for a paper of 
recollections ranging from his childhood through his life as a 
reformer and his meetings with other prominent people. How many 
others remember the Court House Riots? How many others can still 
sing songs learned in their first grade of school? As Murray 
said of someone else, his voice no longer fills the hall, but 
neither does it empty it. 

No use retelling the tales which only he can tell. Many 
good seasons has Seasongood seen, and many more may Murray see. 

We look forward to his next paper. 
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MINUTES OF 127th ANNIVERSARY MEETING 

October 25, 1976 

president Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 65 members, 1 guest 
Paper entitled "Rutherford B. Hayes and the Literary Club", 
written and read in abstract by Eslie Asbury. 
Paper entitled "127th Anniversary", written and read by 
President Samuel F. Pogue 

It was appropriate, in the One Hundredth Anniversary year 
of the nomination of Club Member Rutherford B. Hayes, that our 
Historian Eslie Asbury should present a detailed historical 
paper on the association of President Hayes with the Club. "As" 
abstracted the high points of the paper, making a pleasant after
dinner entertainment out of a weighty historical contribution. 
The influence of the Club on Hayes and vice-versa came to a cli
max with Hayes's appointment of 14 Club members to important 
offices requiring (and receiving) Senate confirmation. 

The Secretary ventures to suggest that the Historical 
Society should separately bind, index and catalogue As's papers 
on Literary Club history. 

Sam Pogue's paper wandered from his lack of enthusiasm for 
a 127th, or vigesimoseptemcentennial, to his association of colors 
and numbers (e.g. 4 is light blue, 6 is black, and 5, of course, 
is pink). 

High school geometry was never as much fun as Sam's geometry. 
His belief that the serene circle is probably superior to the un
pretentious square is possibly biased, but everyone must agree that 
parallelograms are no damned good. My own favorite is the protean 
line~ which can do everything but contract to a point. 

This delightful paper should have been illustrated by 
Steinberg. 
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An Aberrant Square from Columbus 
Formed a Blue Liason with a Rhombus 
Of their offspring - an Arc -
Caught exposed in the park 
She exclaimed, "Well if that ain 1 t the Dumbes 1 11 

So ended a month with a little bit of something for every
body but the concerned citizen. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
NOVEMBER 1, 1976 

Vice-President Frank A. Mayfield 'presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "God and Stones" written and read by Norman A. Levy 

This paper in free verse was beautifully and slowly read as be
fitted the solemnity of its subject matter: man's search for God during 
several millenia. It showed the painstaking craftsmanship which the 
Club has come to expect from Norman Levy. According to the paper, 
each man searches for truth, for the divine, alone. Geometry of God 
in reason and depth of feeling in poetry were described as the pinnacle 
of religious insight. The separate searches for God through the three 
major religions of the world, Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity were beautifully juxtaposed. Each religion holds forth the torch 
of hope to each traveler through this world entering the kingdom of death, 

necessarily alone. 

Chairman Mayfield announced the death of Bart Shine. 

Treasurer John Diehl's motion to increase the annual dues from 
$75. 00 to $100. 00 by amending Article 3, Section 6 in accordance with 
the provisions for amendments set forth in Article 6, Section 2, was 
passed. Mr. Diehl said that it had been 13 1/2 years since the last 
dues increase and that last year we had an operating deficit of $1, 500. 

Upon the motion of Randolph Wadsworth, seconded by Doug Mans
field, Eslie Asbury and Ralph Carothers were unanimously elected honor
ary members. Eslie Asbury announced that he reserved the privilege of 
paying dues. Ralph Carothers announced that he was wearing the necktie 
of the Royal Army Medical Corps. membership in which he described as 
"the other great honor" that had been bestowed on him during his lifetime. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Robert W. Hilton, Trustee 
Acting Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
NOVEMBER 8, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 28 Members, 9 Guests 
Paper Entitled "Murders in the Rue Le Seur", written and read by 

William Miller 

Preceding the paper of the evening, a memorial to Bart J. Shine, 
prepared by Hoke Green, Dale Osborne and Chairman Eslie Asbury was 
read by Eslie Asbury. It was moved, seconded and passed that the 
memorial be spread on the record and a copy sent to Bart's daughter, 
Caroline Shine. 

"L'affaire Petiot" was a grisly and vicious lesson on how to make 
a fortune in your own basement. During the German occupation of Paris 
in WW II one Petiot and his associates operated an escape ring which 
took exhorbitant fees from would-be fugitives, then murdered and cre
mated them, picking off the rest of their assets in the process. The 
story was worthy of Poe and the descriptions were worthy of Dante, 
yet Omar said it best: "w·e are no other than a moving row of magic 
shadow-shapes that come and go ••• " 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
NOVEMBER 15, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, no guests 
Paper Entitled "A Man and his Book", written and read by John A. Kiely 

Preceding the reading of the paper, a memorial to Robert Warfield 
Elder, prepared by John A. Kiely, Douglas M. Mansfield and Robert W. 
Hilton was read by Chairman Hilton. It was moved, seconded and passed 
that the memorial be spread upon the record and a copy sent to Barbara 
W. Elder, Bob's surviving spouse. The memorial impelled the following 

ENVOY 

The Fates have cast their bitter shards again 
To banish your bright spirit from our world, 
So you indomitable man of men 
Have quit the stage with banners still unfurled. 

-2-
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By day you search the titles of another land, 
But in the dusk when shadows dance the walls, 
Smiling, with Themis and with Thespis hand-in-hand, 
"(ou take innumerable curtain calls. 

John Kiely's subject, like John himself, was a scholar and a book 
lover. Richard DeBury, tutor and later Chancellor to Edward Ill, sub
scribed to the theory that books should be bought and not sold. Against 
the background of excesses and brutalities of the Second and Third Ed
wards, he assembled scholars and books to create one of the outstanding 
libraries of the Late Middle Ages. His book on books, the "Philobiblon" 
dwells on the care and use of books as well as their collection. 

The paper was a great comfort for us bibloholics who are hooked 
on books themselves as well as their contents. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
NOVEMBER 22, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance:. 31 Members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled "When the Safarts• Over", written and read by 

J. Vincent Aug 

The paper really deals· with two African safaris. One was staged 
by the Cinfiinnati Zoo, at the close of which Whitey had to face the reality 
of an imminent Literary Club paper. The other was staged by Henry 
Kissinger, at the close of which Henry must face the realities of unsuc
cessful white policies both in pioneer Rhodesia and old established South 
Africa. The natural scenery as well as the political scenery in southern 
Africa may never be the same again. 

The paper speaks ably for itself and is not readily condensible. It 
should be re-read in a year or two against, may we say, the background 

of the future. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
NOVEMBER 29, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 37 Members, no guests 
Budget organized and read by Robert W. Hilton, Jr. 

-3-
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The first paper, "Rewrite of a Saga", by Forest Frank, harks back 
to the author's salad days when he was young and green as a cub reporter 
for the Louisville Courier Journal. Forest relates from first hand know
ledge the story of the Pulitzer Prize-Winning coverage of the Floyd Collins 
story. The winner was a would-be singer, short-time reporter, and even
tually obscure radio executive. The prime mover was one Neil Dalton, a 
city editor with a nose for news who spotted the first terse dispatch re
porting the entrapment of Collins in Sand Cave. Dalton wrote or re-wrote 
the stories for which the reporter Skeets Miller got the prize. Dalton's 
reward, perhaps more valuable to him, was the admiration of his profes-

sional peers. 

The second paper, "Concert at Noon", by Van Meter Ames, was an 
appreciation of John Cage, the composer of percussive pieces involving 
a whole new technique of performing. In this concert, a piano was "pre
pared" by being stuffed with assorted junk to keep it from sounding like a 
piano. It evidently works out satisfactorily, and saves Cage the expense 
and trouble of transporting bulky percussion instruments. One is moved 
to wonder though, whether the piano, after being 

11 
de- pre pared 

11
, ever 

sounded normal again. 

The third paper was "Ri\rer Adventures - A Night To Remember" in 
which Donald Lyle recalls a canoe trip which he made with a friend just 
before WW I. Taking a sixteen-foot canoe loaded with an incredible cargo 
of gear down the Ohio and up the Kentucky river involved a game of leap
frog with a house-boat, "living off the country" during over-night stops 
ashore and a series of pleasant meetings with friendly natives. The Night 
to Remember saw Don and Mac ferrying a pair of escaped convicts across 
the Kentucky River in the dead of night. Even the convicts were remark-

ably civil for criminals. 

This has been a long tough month, even though the Secretary got 
able relief the first week. Five Mondays including a real live business 
meeting and three long high-class budget papers have required a shorter 
shrift for the authors than they deserved. We all thank you for listening. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 

-4-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 6, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Quads from SWU's?" written and read by 

John C. Lee 

Of all the "concern" papers of recent years, this was the 
11
con

cerndest11, and not without reason. It takes one-sixth of a Quad to pro
duce 18 million SWU 's, which will in turn produce four Quads, where a 
quad equals one quadrillion BTU's, and a SWU is a separative work unit 
required to produce a kilogram of power grade uranium. If this doesn't 
scare you, a reasoned consideration of this closely reasoned paper surely 
will. We are not only running rapidly out of fossil fuels, especially pe
troleum, but uranium ore will be gone in 25 years at the present rate. 

We seem to have a suicidal urge in the U. S. to continue wasting 
petroleum, blocking atomic development in the name of the environment, 
whatever that means, and worshipping sun power. John suggests rigid 
conservation of oil, plus work to develop nuclear fusion and effective 
storage batteries, to liquify and gassify coal, and to develop practical 
solar heating practices. These may pull us through if we can pull our
selves together before the Ay-rabs and the environmentalists pull us 

down. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 1'3, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: 11A Few Lines" written and read by 

Bruce I. Petrie 

Bruce pointed out that the "few lines" of the title were not liter
ary but geographical. He might have added that they are not "few" either. 
The Secretary has again rushed to his pocket computer to determine that 
there are 1, 296, 000 lines of longitude counting degrees, minutes and 
seconds, and 648, 000 degrees, minutes and seconds of latit\ide·· for a to
tal of 1, 944, 000 lines theoretically tattooing the earth's hide. 
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Everybody foresaw that Bruce's ship captain would cross the 
International Date Line at flank speed, disregarding. o o 

the desire of the men to enjoy at least a few minutes of Christmas. No
body anticipated that the anecdote would lead to a concise but detailed 
account of how the concepts of longitude and latitude were developed and 
finally computed. The paper was amusing and instructive. 

=- ~-:::.""":.-- -:--.:::-::-:::---. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
December 20, 1976 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 53 Members, 9 Guests 
Holiday Celebration by the Trustees 

After softening up the membership with an excellent eggnog and 
other goodies before a roaring fire, the Trustees presented a widely
varied intellectual menu, as follows: 

~ £ 
1. "Christmas Eve 1950t written and read by Elliott,.. Palmer. 

Why is a tree so handsome on the lot and so homely in the livingroom? 
Why are the steps in assembling the tree -stand mutually exclusive? Why 
is there not a Santa Claus to help fathers assemble ten-speed bikes for 
little tykes? In Elliotts 1 s 1950 Christmas Eve there was in fact a Santa 
Claus: good ol' Lou Grassmuck, the across-the-street neighbor who carne 
to a midnight rescue of the bike squad. Lou may not be Santa Claus, but 
he~a jeweler, which may have accounted for his agility in bicycle me
chanics. How does the Secretary know all this? He asked good old Lou, 
and Lou says to tell you it's all true, and you'd better believe it. 

2. "A Very Personal View of Christmas, Christ and Christians" 

written and read by Robert W. Hilton, Jr. 

Christmas, as Bob says, has a special meaning for Christians. 
Beyond the "myths" which flourish and intertwine with fact and truth, the 
devoted searcher will find a message of .continuous redemption through 
confession of errors committed by thought and word as well as by deed. 

' Although yielding occasionally to the current Episcopalian tendency to 
denigrate prior ecclesiastical articulations, the paper was thorough, 
detailed, thoughtful and well intentioned. 

3. "Throw Down Jezebel", written by Fred W. Hinkle and read 
by Louis Gatch, was a revival of an old Literary Club classic. Lou hopes 

-2-
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that by next year he can have a usable transcription of the phonograph 
record of Fred's reading. It couldn't be much better than Lou's. 

The meeting concluded with another wild turkey dinner, cour
tesy of Eslie Asbury, the Trustees and some chicks. It was a very fine 

Holiday Celebration indeed. 

Res~ZJi 
Fran~. Davis 

u 

-3-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
January 3, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 49 members, 3 guests 
Paper Entitled: "A Mystery of History", written and read by 

Thomas S. Gephart 

The paper, combining study and original research by the author1 
dealt}O. with a fellow citizen of Tom's from Anderson, Indiana. Louis 
Joseph Weichman and his true relationship with the assassins of Abra
ham Lincoln are still mysteries of history. 

Through John Surratt, a college friend, Weichman had taken 
lodgings in a boarding house in Washington which became the center, 
if not the headquarters, of the Booth conspiracy. Did Weichman have 
any knowledge of the original plot to kidnap Lincoln, or its devolution 
into attempts on the lives of Lincoln, Johnson and Seward? Did he make 
a deal to testify for the prosecution, thus saving his own skin? Was he 
intimidated by Stanton and the police? Or was he just volunteering the 
simple truth? 

The paper works skillfully from Weichman's death in Anderson 
to the development of Tom's interest in the affair, to the affair itself 
and to the comments of interested parties and their descendants, both 
from the public record and in correspondence with Tom himself. A 
very rewarding paper. 

At the business meeting following, the minutes of the previous 
month were approved after Elliott Palmer's middle initial was amended 
from 11 R 11 to "P". 

Messrs. James Coates and Martin Macht were elected to member
ship. There being no other business, the meeting adjourned. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
January 10, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 13 members, 1 guest 
Paper Entitled: "I am the Chaplain of the Pinafore", written and 

read by Samuel Sandmel. 

Snow and bitter weather deprived all but a handful of the faithful 
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of a hilarious account of Sam's adventures and misadventures as a 
Marine Corps Chaplain in W. W. II. The temptation to recount the 
countless priceless anecdotes being irresistable, only two will be 
recounted: first, the veteran navy cook who could not make out the 
newly created insignia for the Jewish Chaplains and asked "Excuse 
me, sir, but what the hell is that on your sleeve?" On being told 
that it was 11 Jewish Chaplain", he became very, very red in the 
face and said "Excuse me, sir. If I had known the answer, I would 
have asked the question different. 

11 

Sam's experiences across the Pacific from Hawaii to Eniwetok 
to Saipan to Okinawa recalled military foul-ups around the world: lost 
mail, wrong supplies, inter-and intra-service rivalri.es and jealousies, 
and the resulting swaps, trades and midnight requisitions: all with fami
liar rings but new twists as Sam spun them out. Typical was the second 
of the recountings: the mess sergeant who used the matzo (delivered af-
ter Passover) for breading pork chops. -

It was an uproarious evening. Maybe we can get Sam to do it again 

for a larger crowd. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
January 17, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 21 members, 2 guests 
Paper Entitled: "Presbyosis", written and read by Stewart B. Dunsker 

Although the membership seemed to be adapting to the vicious we a
ther, the attendance was again not up to the calibre of the paper. 

11Presbyosis" is the name of a fictional disease which brings on 
premature and very rapid aging. The paper describes the disease as 
it runs its fatal course in a young boy. The possibility of a cure is 
glimpsed as the result of collaboration between a shrewd old family 
physician and a brash and brilliant young researcher. The sympathetic 
portrayal of the young patient's decline is counterpointed by the detec-
tive story of the pursuit of a cure. 

The anti-climax came when the researcher applied to the F. D. A. 
for permission to begin clinical trials of the new and potentially suc
cessful medication, and was turned down by Computer 895 until he could 
prove that it would not cause cancer in laboratory animals. 

This was a quick and brilliant forty minutes. 

-2-
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it runs its fatal course in a young boy. The possibility of a cure is 
glimpsed as the result of collaboration between a shrewd old family 
physician and a brash and brilliant young researcher. The sympathetic 
portrayal of the young patient's decline is counterpointed by the detec-

tive story of the pursuit of a cure. 

The anti-climax came when the researcher applied to the F. D. A. 
for permission to begin clinical trials of the new and potentially suc
cessful medication, and was turned down by Computer 895 until he could 
prove that it would not cause cancer in laboratory animals. 

This was a quick and brilliant forty minutes. 

-2-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
January 24, 1977 

Vice President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 28 members, 3 guests 
Paper Entitled: "They Had Their Troubles Too" written and 

read by Richard W. Vilter 

The Secretary is indebted to Garven Dalglish for his notes of 
the meeting. Since Dick is retiring from the Professorship of Medi
cine at the U. C. College of Medicine, he is preparing a longer paper 
on his experiences. The one read consisted of selected excerpts. 

In the early days of medicine in Cincinnati, Daniel Drake and a 
Dr. Morehead battled both intellectually and physically over their con
cepts of teaching medicine, and Morehead challenged Drake to a duel 
which was never consummated. As the years rolled by many colorful 
characters like Jedediah Cobb, James Graham and Roger Morris 
graced the college. 

One last duel was never consummated. Dick Vilter should have 
blasted Tom Spies for plagiarism. The paper was replete with anec
dotes and historical memorabilia. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
January 31, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 40 members, 7 guests 
Budget Organized by Edward W. Merkel and read by Messrs. Merkel, 

R. W. Hilton and S. Z. Starr 

Although the weather remained savage the troops were rallying, 
with or without leaders. The meeting is difficult if not impossible to 
report with malice toward none and charity for all, as a great leader 
once said, but as another great leader said, we will do our damndest -

angels· can do no more. 

In December of 1975 Warren Bennis read a provocative paper 
subtitled "Where Have All The Leaders Gone?" The paper was in 
fact so provocative that the Three Budgeteers of January 31, 1977, 
were moved to take arms against Bennis's sea of troubles and, by 
opposing, not end them, but rather explore the heartaches and the 
thousand natural shocks that the unwary modern leader is heir to. 
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In "What's Going On Here?" E. Merkel presented an extensive 
review of Bennis's extensive review of the slings and arrows suffered 
by the leaders. 

R. Hilton followed with "The Need To Be Led - According to 
Bennis", exploring why people want leaders, especially at the age
level of the university students. (Why people want to be leaders was ---left an open question. ) Bob seems to feel that the bigness of the big 
university automatically defeats would-be leaders, and that Warren 
should have forseen this. 

S. Starr, in "Leaders Ahoy", also feels that Warren should have 
forseen that leaders would be slung and arrowed by the very attitudes 
which Warren himself evidently approves of. Leaders must be able 
and willing to say "no". They must be tough, ruthless, remorseless, 
and relentless. Failing in this, they will be whipsawed by the very 
forces which they seek to lead. 

Returning for the wrap-up, E. Merkel, in "Where They Have 
Gone", asserts that institutional chaos, caused in large part by the 
agressions of intellectual would-be reformers, has resulted in uni
versities unleadable by a single leader: that the myriads of vice
presidential, or provostal, or chairpersonal mini -empires may now 
be the real seats of power. Echoing a part of the Hilton paper, Mer
kel speculates that institutional autonomy is being lost to poji:licized 
central authority, and that is where the leadership has gone. And 
echoing Starr, he points out that the responsibility for institutional 
chaos is squarely on the shoulders of the academic intellectuals 

themselves. 

But this has gone on too long. Reviews of reviews of reviews 
quickly cease to be rewarding. 

It has been another long month with interesting and challenging 
papers unfairly impeded by foul weather. Can Spring be far behind? 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, Secretary 

-4-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 7, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 

Attendance: 41 Members, no guests 

Paper Entitled: "Our Mother Tongue, Its Evolution, Its Use and Abuse". 
Written and read by Donald J. Lyle. 

It took a long time for the English language to develop. One might 
challenge the use of Geoffrey of Monmouth as a historian, but since Don 
turns out to be a good Arthurian, we will let that pass. More debatable 
was Alfred's claim to credit for establishing English as a respectable 
tongue. It is obvious, in point of fact, that the Angles and Saxons have 
always been too dumb to master any foreign language. Even the brutal 
Normans couldn't beat French into them. Or, as one of the English said: 
"I had rather my son should hang than study Latin". 

The Elizabethans did a lot for English Literature, but Sam John
son was really the hero who pulled it all together. Don's paper was a de
tailed account of how English has developed and proliferated, almost with 
a life of its own. Thank goodness that we have not been like those French 



,. 
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purists who want to cast the language in concrete. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were 
approved without incident, and Joseph Stern and James Kennedy were 
elected to membership. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
February 14, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 33 Members, two guests 
Paper Entitled: "Eyes to See, Ears to Hear: The Making of a 

Magnificent Maestro" 
Written and read by Jack M. Watson 

This paper, even more than Tom Gephart's, depended on primary 
research and inquiry. When full-length biographies of James Levine are 
written (and let us hope that Jack Watson will write the first), this paper 
will be indispensable material. To the numerous Club members who have 
known James Levine's father Larry as actor, singer and script writer, it 
is no surprise that Jim should appreciate the theatrical aspects of music. 
To those who knew Dr. Horace Stewart it is no surprise that his percep
tiveness should have contributed to Jim's musical initiation. -

The Levine career, leavened with Levin and Lhevinne, has had 
a brilliant beginning. If Jack's professional analysis and the estimates of 
Jim's orchestra members and singers hold up, James Levine can surpa-s·s 

Toscanini. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
February 21, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 45 Members, three guests 
Paper Entitled: "Lack of Familiarity Breeds Lack of Contempt or 

Jellysid e Down", written and read by Robert J. 
Kalthoff. 

Are you ready for another paper with a marathon title and a lot 
of primary, original, research? In spite of some unnecessary soul
searching and doubts about his ability to make a constructive contribution 
to the literature on the late Richard Whitney, Bob seems to have done just 
that. The man who "stood for all that was wrong with Wall Street" was 
found, on close examination, to have had personal grace, charm and 
ability - popular both with his fellow inmates at Sing-Sing and with his re-

latives and intimates at home. 
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By personal correspondence and perusal of a multitide of 
periodicals, Bob penetrated to the non-public character of the "White 
Knight" of Wall Street. Bob sees him as a "self-anointed sacrificial 
lamb", who took all the responsibility for the sharp ani shifty dealings 
he and many others took part in. He had been protected by others in 
earlier difficulties, and he protected others in his turn. He never be
lieved it could happen to him, but it did. 

There are many more nuances to the paper than can be covered 
here. It deserves re-reading. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
February 28, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 41 members, two guests 
Budget organized and read by George P. Stimson. 

Mr. Stimson opened the budget with some off-the-record remark!i 
to the effect that the remarks would remain unremarked because they had 
not been recorded. 

Gargantua, a paper which only Randolph Wadsworth could have 
written, was a biography of Ringling's famous gorilla. Starting life in 
America as "Buddy", the house pet of a little old lady in Brooklyn, Gar
gantua was bought by John and Henry Ringling, slipped onto the Orange 
Blossom Special under false pretenses, and finally installed in an air
conditioned cage for travelling with the circus. Carrier won an adver
tising award for their claim that the cage was "Jungle Conditioned". 

Gargantua may have been a fairy, he was certainly a misanthrope, 
but Henry Ringling claimed he was a Yale man. 

The second paper, by George himself, was about Tip Top Gold / ., 
Mines, in Gambell Gulch, Colorado. After a tour of the Gold D. Mine, -~ · ". 
which George recounted vividly, he bought a couple of hundred shares at 
7 1/2 cents per share. As he expected, there were no monetary dividends. 
As he did not expect, there were plenty of human interest dividends in the 
communiques from the operators, the material for this paper, and of course 
the unique experience of touring a colorful old mine and stamp mill. We all 

got a dividend. 

A Guard For Mister Whipple turned out to have been written by 
Herbert Curry. It was a magnificent spoof of the University of Cincinnati's 
agonizing over its football program, and a projected solution to its apparently 
unsolvable problems. In retrospect, the solution was obvious: just as the 
university food services were franchised to independent caterers, so the 
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football franchise was to be sold to the highest bidder. Naturally the 
highest bidder was Cincinnati's number one advertiser, civic backer 
and soap-maker. The 'Cats and all their works were merchandised, 
along with all the company products which could be related to the 
players or the game. Naturally, nntional championships and jammed 
stadiums followed. The result was an overwhelming financial and 
artistic success for all concerned, but whatever became of Mrs. Ol-

son? 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 

4 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 7, 1977 

Vice President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Profile of a Hero", written and read by 

Edgar H. Lotspeich 

Horatio Nelson was a complex character, but Gar elected to treat 
only the heroic aspect of the man in this paper. Successfully hewing to 
his line, the writer suggested that the 18th Century attitude toward the 
naval hero was equivalent to our modern lionization of the sport star. 
Since the remoteness of the naval arenas from everyday life toned down 
the abattoric aspect of war at sea the abstract action cast a golden aura 
over the boys on the burning decks. 

Certainly Nelson's pivotal victories: The Nile, Copenhagen, and 
Trafalgar, were vital to Britain's survival, but the Admiral's own style 
contributed heavily to his heroic image. Gar considers Nelson's sense 
of duty, or "calling", his thirst for glory and love of combat. The same 
qualities lend style to our great athletes as well as our own great warriors. 
Nelson was also, like U. S. Grant, an excellent manager, and had the 
same tactical goal: destroy the enemy's combat capability in the field. 
Somehow it seems appropriate that he should be struck down on the occa
sion of his greatest truimph, at the last major fleet action fought under 
sail. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were 
approved as read. There being no other business the meeting was ad-
journed. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 14, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Auroville" written and read by Samuel A. Trufant 

Auroville is not in southern France; it is near Pondicherry in 
India. It is named for Sri Aurobindo, n~ Aravinda Ackroyd Ghose. 
Contrary to what your Secretary thought he was hearing, Aravinda's 
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father was not a ghost, and his English mentor was not a Druid, but a 
Mr. Drewett. Nevertheless. Ghose fils became a mystic on his return 
to India after fourteen years in England and flung himself into the cause 
of Indian nationalism and independence. Kipling might have picked him 
as the archetype of the English-trained Indian who reverts (as it were) 
to type. Hounded out of British India, the yogi followed an "inner direc
tion" to Pondicherry, under French control. There he founded the pro
tean school or "ashram", which bears his name, Gallicised as Auroville. 
It is best described by Sam: "There was no end to the bewildering acti
vities in the Ashram". 

It is difficult to get a handle on the Sri Aurobindo Ashram and the 
first reaction is to make fun of it. The kidding is out of place, however. 
Is this strange merger of East and West devoted to mechanizing primitives 
or primitivizing mechanization, or neither of the above? One has a strange 
dream -like vision of A urobindo, like the Mahatma, balancing precariously 
between oriental contemplation and dynamic occidental escapism. Is this 
the ultimate spphistication? 

The paper serves up more food for thought than can be digested at 
one sitting, even in the lotus position. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 21, 1977 

Vice President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 28 Members, no Guests 
Paper Entitled: "An I.ll1llodest Proposal", written and read by 

Charles Robertson 

In a startling change of pace from the previous week's think-piece, 
Charles came up with a delightful satire on the alphabet-soup world of 
government projects, where the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) prints 
all notices of procurement invitations, contract awards, requests for pro-
posals (RFP's), etcetera (etc). 

The story tells how Clearvalley Research and Applied Programming 
Co. (CRAPCO, naturally) took on an RFP for RD&D of an energy efficient 
waste disposal system (this should have become EnEWaDs), at the invitation 
of the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). The pro
blem was to slant a proposal for re-using the heat in used bath water in 
such a way that the ultimate contra~ would have to be awarded to CRAPCO. 
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The problem was also how to meet all OSHA, EEOC and EPA regulations, 
solved in part by subcontracting a firm of (you should pardon the expression) 
female plumbers. The proposal is accepted, CRAPCO gets the contract, 
but how can they perform? 

The paper was a nifty combination of Tom Swift and Jonathan Swift. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 28, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 29 Members, 1 Guest 
Budget organized by Ralph Carothers, and read by the authors. 

"The Howard Athenaeum", by Douglas Mansfield, discussed one of 
the indispensible adjuncts of Old Harvard: The Old Howard. A favorite of 
the undergraduates as well as of Ann Corio, Adjunct Profes&>t:~ of Ecdysis, 
the Old Howardl( started life in 1845.- as~theatre disguised as a place of 
worship. By the time it burned down in 1961, it had evolved into a place 
of worship disguised as a theatre. All the Great Goddesses of striptease 
appeared there, in the best sense of the word. 

It is unfortunate that the author caught the fabulous Rose La Rose 
at the Athenaeum_. at the squalid end of her career, instead of in her earliest 
years, all rosy and pink as you'd probably think, at The Cat & The Fiddle. 

"A Mass of Paradoxes", by Roger Clark, considered Nathanael 
Greene, second greatest General of the American Revolution, who never 
won a battle, although he drove the British out of the South in a single year. 
This may not be as much of a paradox as Roger suggests. What should one 
expect from a Quaker with a business background and no previous military 
training? Greene's other great contribution to the War must have been his 
service as Quartermaster at Valley Forge. That was an assignment to try 
the most diligent Quaker. The ultimate paradox was that Greene's post-war 
plantation in South Carolina bred Whitney's cotton gin, which led to the cot
ton explosion, the proliferation of field-hand slavery, and the Civil War. 

Ralph Carothers furnished the final paper, a "drama in five acts" 
entitled "Beds". The five acts were anecdotes or reflections on a variety 
of beds. One: Hospital beds, like truck or locomotive~ wheels, hotel 
rooms, factory hands, etc. are measures of size, though McGuffey the 
Reader apparently had some hang-ups about them. Two: a wagon bed is 
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handy for a necktie party. Three: beds are handy for sex, even for the 
shy young officer who wondered if once a week was beastly., Four: a 
sick bed for Cookie Llvagetto put Red Barber into an ~~r of senti
mentality, and an effort to teach the Brooklyn fans how to spell the Christ 
in Christ Hospital. Five: there is a bed of sleep. Like Ralph, I wish 
you all good night and pleasant dreams, but first, let us thOOk the writers 
for this past month's papers. They were great material- all cut differently, 
but all real gems. 

Davis, Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

APRIL 4, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 55 members, 1 guest 
Paper entitled 11 The Great Diamond Search 11

, written and read 
by Nelson s. Knaggs 

Prior to the reading, Clerk Osborn reported progress 
on getting the resumes of members and former members. Oliver 
Gale's research has been very helpful. 

The Club was then treated to another of Ted Knaggs's 
fabulous adventures in foreign parts, this time in South 
Africa, where he and some associates founded Spectrum Ex
ploration and Mining Co., Ltd., and ultimately found a site 
where there were actual diamonds. 

There was enough here for several papers: descriptions 
of the search, the mining process, a tape of the Xhosa ("Kobza") 
people • s incredible "click" language, an account of the develop
ment of diamond mining in South Africa and a biography of Cecil 
Rhodes. A highlight was Ted's vivid description of the great 
hole at Kimberley. 

Now all Rhodes lead to Rudd 
Along the dust of bones 
At Kimberley's Hell-mouth 
Steel-webbed with cables 
Tuned to clicks and babble. 
Under the dry heat of a dry sun, 
More seen than veldt, 
The ice-man cometh. 

At the business meeting the minutes of the previous 
month were approved, and there being no further business the 
meeting was speedily adjourned. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

APRIL 11, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 41 members, 2 guests 
Paper entitled: "The Steeki t Yetts - A lale of a Border 
House;" written and read by James f. Traquair. 

All the blue bonnets are back o'er the border; 
The Butcher o'Cumberland's loose in the land. 
North to Culloden in bluidy disorder 
Hirple like corbies the Jacobite band. 

By Traquair wi' groans and frets 
The princely rabble came: 
Will ye no be steekit yetts 
'Till Bonnie Charley's hlme? 

Of course Charlie did not come again and the yetts are 
steekit yet. Jim Traquair told the tale of Traquair House, 
an ancient ornament of the Scottish Lowlands, whose main gates 
were welded shut until the Stuarts should regain the British 
throne. Traquair house started as a royal hunting lodge in 
the TWelfth Century, and has endured for eight more centuries, 
rebuilt, altered and enlarged, and its Museum Room contains 
a library of historical records which must be priceless. All 
the great Scots came by here sooner or later, but it took a 
Welshman named Griffin to abscond with one of the Traquair 
lassies and fetch her to the New world for a fresh start in 
Virginia. 

This paper was one of our fine historical contributions. 
Jim has done the Scots Guard of the Club great honor. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

APRIL 18, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 39 members 
Paper entitled: 11 I am the Chaplain of the Pinafore 11

, 

written by Samuel Sandmel and read, this time, by Robert 
Hilton, Jr. 

Because of the serious illness of Roger Clark, who will 
read his own paper when he gets back, Sam Sandmel's paper 
was reread in Sam's absence by Bob Hilton. 

The paper was reported in the January minutes when it was 
read to a Corporal's guard of hearty souls in the heart of a 
blizzard. It was just as much fun this time as it was the 
first time. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

APRIL 25, 1977 

Secretary Frank G. Davis presiding 
Attendance: 47 members, 5 guests 
Budget organized and read by William E. Anderson. 

The Secretary announced the unexpected death of Bert 
Smith, and said that President Pogue would appoint a Memorial 
Committee in due course. 

fh-t 

Although his comment was actually read at the end ofAoudget, 
Andy Anderson explained that he bad asked several associate 
members to write and had received an enthousiastic response. 
Now for the papers: 

11Magic Casements" (Logan Morrill), 
One with which we could not quarrel, 
Sees beauty in the finite 
And the Infinite Beyond. 
But when some probing cutie 
Tries to stump you with 11Why beauty? II 
The answer to the question 
Is quite simple: don't respnd. 



The next paper, "A Tlaloc Tale", was sent by Harris on p. 
warrener: 

D~ep in his stream dreams 
Tlaloc, God of Rain, 
Pipe dream of the wisest sage of all, 
Whose gifts of water brought 
Or water left behind 
Are better left alone. 
Ask - it shall be given thee 
Full measure like the open sea: 
Thus do the Gods of Rain 
Bring on the ~ of gods. 

RciG-"" 

"Protecting One • s Property - or the Restraint of Trade", 
Bert Smith•s final contribution to the Club, was largely 
about books, which were what Bert knew best. Why were the 
damsels of the Middle Ages like the ancient folios? They 
were both subject to having their treasures stolen. 

Bert describes a number of methods used to put books 
into the equivalent of chastity belts, but the most fool-proof, 
and dam-fool, system was that of Gilbert Moseby•s interior 
decorator who sawed off the books and glued the spines to the 
shelves. Sort of like putting a chastity belt on a department 
store mannequin! 

At the close of this learned and amusing paper the Club 
stood in silent tribute to the late author. 

The last paper was contributed by Malcolm McGregor. 
"Discipline" purported to be an anecdote by Malcolm•s friend 
Marmaduke, regretting the fading away of discipline, and more 
specifically corporal punishment, in modern education. Marma
duke recalled a caning which he received, not for eating for
bidden candy in the classroom, but for talking with his mouth 
full. Obviously, he never forgot the lesson. 

So ended another month of infinite variety: Mexican gods 
and Scottish nobles, diamonds and folios, marines and miners, 
chaplains and crusaders, beauty and beatings. Also, it is 
good to know that our associate members are still in good 
form. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

MAY 2, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 46 members, no guests 
Paper entitled "American Heritage Part I", written and read 
by Lucien Wulsin, Jr. 

Prior to the reading of the paper, President Pogue 
appointed John Kiely, Richard Vilter and Charles Aring as 
the Memorial Committee for Bert Smith. 

A swirl of dust beneath the dusty bough, 
A lonesome goat, a pickup truck and thou 
Beside me sweating in the wilderness, 
Ah! Wilderness were wilderness enow. 

I sometimes think that never blew so red 
The dust as whence some Ancient People fled: 
That all the kivas in the arid west 
Sprang from sipapus of the spirit dead. 

For I remember pausing by the way 
To view those pueblos of a former day, 
And with their all-obliterated tongues 
Theymurmured chtho"ic hymns and seemed to pray. 

Lucien painted a vivid but somber picture of the ancestors 
of the Hopi Indians of the southwest - the first urban society in 
the u.s. - complete with high-rises and literary clubs but without 
whe~ls or beasts of burden. In view of current thinking on the . 
pervasiveness of the Mississipean and Mexican pre-Columbian civili
zations, the construct of a relationship between Toltechs and 
Anasazi (the Navajo name for Lucien's urban society) is very appealing 

We look forward to "American Heritage Part II". 

At the ensuing business meeting the minutes were approved: 
and Dal!lsborn, our Clerk, reported the successful progress of 
the assemby of two books of resumes, one for active and one for 
past members. He thanked Traquair and Gale for their research 
efforts. 

Donald Lyle then presented the club with a handsome 
rubbing of the John Lyon brass from the chapel at Harrow, and 
read a brief account of the history of the chapel and how his 
hostess gave him a surreptitious rubbing. 
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The paper will be included in the records of papers 
under date of May 2, 1977. 

There being no further business, etc. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

MAY 9, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 49 members, 3 guests 
Paper entitled "The French Have Just Begun 11

, written and read 
by Douglas Mansfield. 

The French have just begun cooking, when their three 
centuries of cuisine are contrasted to a Chinese tradition 
going back almost 4,000 years. The first cookbook was on 
the art of flavoring food, by one I Yin, a man for all seasonings. 

t4 "', '-'f Whereas the French have M!QiJ expanded on the medieval 
necessity of covering up spoiled meat with spices or intricate 
and overbearing sauces, Doug argues that the Chinese have developed 
fi\fe schools of cooking consonant with the suggestive style of 
their art and literature in general. (The mistaken notion that . 
Chinese cookery is based on a starvation-oriented culture probably 
arises from the fact that one is generally hungry a few hours 
after eating chop suey.) 

Doug dwells on the poetry of colors, flavors, odors, and 
textures in Chinese cooking, and the contrasts and blendings 
which are deliberately composed by the poet-chef, who even knows 
how to blow up a duck. 

The compulsion to cut everything down to bite-sizes raises 
an interesting cultural question: Which came first, the chop stick 
or the chop-chop? But time compels us to tear ourselves away from 
further consideration of this fascinating study. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

MAY 16, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 42 members, 5 guests 
Paper entitled "The Young Phenomenon", written and read by 
J. Roger Newstedt. Since the Secretary was absent, this paper 
is reported by Herb Curry as follows: 
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This paper represents a Literary Club favorite - a 
biographical sketch of a little-known historial figure - at 
its best. Thomas Young, Newstedts's subject, was active at 
the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. His 
interests ranged from the study of the human eye, its function
ing and mal-functioning, through tides and capillary of fluids, 
to linguistics. In each area he labored on the frontiers of 
knowledge and in each he made important discoveries. In each 
instance, however, the recognition for the advance went to 
another, whether it be in physics or in deciphering the Rosetta 
Stone. 

As earlier Literary Club papers have suggested, history 
is littered with unrecognized men such as Young, men who have 
remained unrecognized frequently because their discoveries were 
in some way premature and so lay buried in the Proceedings of 

· t · f · · t Aj" e(l d · 1 · a sc1en 1 1c soc1e y. ~. Newste t 1mp 1es another reason for 
Young's obscurity: the awkward and soporific quality of his 
writing. Newstedt's essay should not suffer the same fate~ it 
is a model of clear and elegant prose. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

MAY 23, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 55 members, 4 guests 
Attendees with jackets - 30, without jackets - 29. 
Paper entitled "Breaking the Tablets - Pique, Compassion or 
Iconoclasm?", written and read by Eugene Mihaly. 

Here is another profound paper by Gene Mihaly. After 
the shamans and the prophets come the students and the teachers. 
The revealed pronouncement yields to the reverent deduction. 
Whereas modern fundamentalist sects insist that Holy writ means 
exactly what King James or some other alleged translator said, 
the literature of Midrash seeks the truth concealed in the 
parables, allusions, or suggestions of the texts. Why did God 
not say it was good, after the waters were parted in the second 
day of creation? Because separating like from like is not good. 
(Incidentally, he didn't say anything after he separated Eve from 
Adam, either.) Why should you love your neighbor as yourself 
if you have a bad self image? (One is reminded of Groucho's 
famous line: "I wouldn't belong to any club that would have 
me as a member". ) 



When Moses broke the tablets of the law he gave the 
Midrash scholars a real work-out. Was it done out of anger 
at the errant Children of Israel? was it a compassionate act 
to relieve them of the burden of the Covenant when they were 
not yet ready for it? Or was it a deliberate breaking of the 
tablets to prevent the stones from becoming objects of worship 
in themselves? Now, how about some Midrash on John 1: 14 - "And 
the wont was made flesh"? 

~.,It~ 

This was truly a learned paper: Midrash on Midrash. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

June 6, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 47 Members, 9 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "When Smith Was Young", written and read by 

Alan R. Vogeler 

Smith was young, and Young was a smith. Joseph Smith was still 
a lad when he evoked a Joan-of-Arc-type vision, or an archetypal vision: 
an archangel illuminated by arching arc-lights bearing an archaic ark of 
arcaJ~It.e archives, thus becoming the architect and archon of a new faith 
based on the Book of Mormon. 

Brigham Young, who succeeded Smith as President of the Church, 
might be said to be the smith who welded the Mormons into an iron band 
of practicing believers in the face of savage persecutions. Developing 
under the leadership of Smith and Young, the Mormon story must be 
among the foremost examples in history of the power of faith. 

It is hard for a low-church Episcopalian to comment further on the 
subject-matter, but the paper itself was compelling, and carried the 
listeners irresistably along from Joseph 1 s first vision to his assassina
tion at the age of 38. 

At the election following the paper, the following officers were 
elected: 

President 
Vice President 

Frank H. Mayfield 
Walter I. Farmer 

Secretary Frank G. Davis 
Treasurer John A. Diehl 
Clerk Dale P. Osborn 
Board of Robert W. Hilton 
Management (three year term) 

There being no other business, the meeting adjourned. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 
June11, 1977 

President Samuel F. Pogue presiding 
Attendance: 58 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "A Study in Frustration", written and read by 

William A. Sullivan 
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A couple of years ago we learned from Frank Mayfield that death 
is a pro~_ess. Now we learn from Bill that man is a process, and that 
the Mississippi Queen is probably also a process, albeit a somewhat 
spasmodic one. Abandoning the concept of a bright short paper (he 
didn't have time to write one), Bill created a bright longer paper that 
just seemed short. His cruise on the half-gassed Mississippi Queen 
was an occasion for the kind of true humor that is underlain by pathos: 
the new and pretentious river boat without enough power to proceed up
stream. The heroine of the story was stubby Kate Tully, the towboat 
which surreptitiously herded the flabby giant back home, and sometimes 
even onto mudbanks. 

Under the Gatch's spreading oak 
Our William Wordsmith reads; 
The wit and wisdom of his lines 
Are more than he concedes. 
His words among the dusky limbs 
Like swifts and swallows dart 
Confounding those who like to cry 
"More matter and less art!" 

It was an evening to remember, with the historic Gatch home as 
the focal center of hospitality, and the cateresses duplicating last year's 
tastiness. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

September 17, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Mr. Jefferson Finds a Physician11

, written 
and read by Charles Aring 

Thomas Jefferson must have been among the last of the "Renais
sance Men". In his time it was still possible to become proficient in 
a number of the arts and sciences. The information explosion had 
not yet made specialization and compartmentalization almost obligatory. 
Among Jefferson's accomplishments was evidently a working knowledge 
of medicine as practiced in his day. 

Ironically, his theory that medical knowledge must be accumulated 
so that doctors could act from factual rather than purely theoretical pre
mises has necessarily contributed to the knowledge explosion which has 
made Renaissance Man obsolete. Not even Jefferson could master mo
dern medicine, architecture, agriculture, law, mechanics, etc. etc. in 
the present state of the arts. 

The physician whom Jefferson found, Dr. Robley Dunglison, saw the 
practice of medicine in much the same way that Jefferson did. This is 
hardly surprising. Nor is it surprising, in view of Jefferson's advanced 
views on so many subjects, that the Jefferson- Dunglison views are still 
cogent today. 

Even Jefferson could not have forseen one by-product of medical com
partmentalization: the billing process. The graceful minuet between doc
tor and patient as to fees has been replaced by the business-like rhythm 
of computerized billing or the strumming of bookkeepers, accountants and 
the like. 

The annual business meeting followed the reading of the paper. Presi
dent Mayfield first announced the death of Dale P. Osborn. The motion by 
Walter Farmer to award Posthumous Honorary Membership to Dale was 
carried by acclamation. President Mayfield appointed Messrs. Asbury, 
Vilter and Farmer to the Memorial Committee. 

The President next announced that, pursuant to the constitution, the 
Board of Management had appointed John C. Lee as Clerk to complete the 
Osborn term of office. 
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The President then announced that the Board was concerned that 
some members had not written for a long time, and reminded that a 
full length paper is expected approximately every two years. 

The minutes of the June meetings were then read and approved. 

The Treasurer's Annual Report of nine pages is attached hereto. 
In substance it indicates that more income will be required to main
tain our current inflation-inflated expenses. 

The Secretary's Annual Report is also attached hereto. 

Both reports having approved, the meeting adjourned. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

September 26, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, One Guest 
Paper Entitled: "Pious Tourism'·- The Gains in Spain"..

written and read by John M. Krumm 

Before the paper, John Keily read the Memorial for Bert Smith, 
the Club's Number One expert on books. The Memorial, for which 
Charles Aring and Richard Vilter were also on the Committee, is at
tached to the minutes, and a copy has been sent to Mrs. Smith. 

At what point does the symbol take on a life of its own? Con
stantinJs• vision of the Cross accompanying the highly unlikely mes-
sage "In hoc signa vinces" triggered a change in the Roman and ·Ulti
mately the entire Western world. The alleged discovery of the actual 
"True Cross" in Antioch inspired the starving Crusaders to sweep the 
Saracens away and lift the seige; and the spirit of St. James the Greater, 
whose body, contrary to all logic, was reported buried in Northern 
Spain, inspired the beleaguered Spanish Christians in their centuries
long campaign to oust the Moors. 

The shrine of Santiago de Campostela, in spite of the tourism, the 
commercialism, the anti -historici'~y and the taint of fraud, still seems 
to support a sense of awe and immJhence associated with the presence 
of Santiago Matamoros. (St. James in Spain is mainly in the mind). 

John Krumm quotes Thomas Kendrick: "Santiago himself was there
fore in a sense created by the crusade he led ..• " . Thus a symbol ac
quires a life of its own. When fact contradicts faith, there may be a 
higher truth hovering over both. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 3, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 39 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "As You Loathe It!' written and read by 

Randolph L. Wadsworth, Jr. 

Ducky opened this paper with a discourse on flatulence, leading 
into a quotation from Troilus and Cressida wherein the mental flatu
lence of Ajax evokes a dubious blast in recog-J!lition of Hector. Recall 
now if you will that the explosive charge known as a "petard" derives 
from the French "peter" and Latin "pedere": to break wind. Recall 
further that Hector actually set himself up for a hero's death. Not 
only was he blowQ. in by Ajax, but he was then hoist by his own petard, 
a most engaging image. 

Troilus and Cressida is a most difficult play, and Ducky makes 
the most of it. Neither the Greeks nor the Trojans are decent pro
tagonists. If the play is more emetic than cathartic, it is also more 
cryptic than metaphoric. 

One thing is certain. The Earl of Oxford, having broken wind be
fore the Queen and then having fled in embarrassment for seven years, 
was not of sufficiently crude temper to have written Shakespeare. It 
was clearly the work of the robust and uninhibited Elizabeth. As Ducky 
sums up the play: "Uniquely powerful and uniquely underestimated". 
Also, uniquely involuted. 

At the ensuing business meeting, the minutes were approved prior 
to adjournment. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 10, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 47 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Without Time" written and read by John H. Wulsin 

As Samuel Johnson used to say: "Time with all its celerity moves 
slowly to him whose whole employment is to watch its flight." John 
Wulsin presented a fascinating study of the gradual evolution, or devolu
tion, of a man who little by little casts off the stritctures of time as we 
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know it. His apparently fictional friend Bo, significantly surnamed "Adam
son", moves from life as a fighter pilot (a literal slave of time) to the noble 
savagery of Rousseau, while marooned on an Eden-like South Pacific Island. 
Gradually ridding himself of the "curses" of watch and calendar, he raises 
the question of whether our perceptions of time are fallacious, and perhaps 
other perceptions as well. 

In spite of a hot time with the local Eve, shipped in for his delec
tation, he has not been expelled from his Eden, presumably because he has 
in effect put the apple back on the tree. 

This paper keeps drawing back one's attention. Is Bo' s life, like 
Melville's moments, "Gold-beaten out to ages"? Is it a life worth living? 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 17, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 9 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "India, Untouchable or a Member of the Family?" 

written and read by Charles M. Judd 

In his thoughtful and original analysis of a very difficult subject, 
Chuck suggests that the existence of poverty is a measure, pro tanto, of 
the defectiveness of a social system. 

Is poverty primarily a self-perceived condition? The Judd thesis 
seems to be that in India, with a comparatively unmechanized agricultural 
society and a comparatively undifferentiated social order, people do not per
ceive themselves to be poor in our sense of the word. 

In America, on the contrary, a mechanistic and depersonalizing 
economic system creates and preserves underclasses who are unhappy and 
resentful, leading American thinkers to "block out" our own poverty and 
to "block out" India because they perceive it to be a nation of poor people: 
that is, poor by our standards. 

By thinking of India as poor, must we also think of it as ipso facto 
deflective? If so, defective in what respects? The pervasive odor of burn
ing cow manure is undoubtedly preferable to the pervasive odor of industrial 
smog, but without mechanized agriculture who will be able to export food to 
the undernourished and startting? 

-2-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 24, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 56 Members, 6 Guests 
Papers Entitled: "Dr. John Aston Warder - Reuben H. Warder", 

written and read by Eslie Asbury 

With this double paper on the Warders, father and son, As extends 
his valuable collection of studies of prominent Cincinnatians directly or 
indirectly associated with The Literary Club. As one of Dr. John Warder's 
obituaries put it, he was the Johnny Appleseed of all trees. Aside from an 
active medical practice in Cincinnati in the Mid-Nineteenth Century, Dr. 
Warder was an international authority on trees. Among his most remark
able contributions to forestry were the discovery that the mock orange can 
be useful, and that prairie farms can benefit from windbreaks of sturdy 
trees. His organizing of the American Forestry Association, which led 
to Arbor Day and the Presidents' Grove in Eden Park, was also a note
worthy contribution. 

As the twig is bent, so the tree is inclined. Dr. John's son Reuben 
devoted his life to horticulture, serving in several professional capacities 
including the Superintendency of the Hamilton County Parks, and Chicago's 
Lincoln Park. In 1885 he became a member of The Literary Club. 

Such men, As points out, are not spectacular performers, but their 
contributions are often greater and longer-lasting than those of some of our 
more famous citizens. 

MINUTES OF 

ONE-HUNDRED-TWENTY-EIGHTH 

ANNIVERSARY MEETING 

October 31, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 68 Members, 4 Guests 
Papers Entitled: "L. F. Gustav Bouscaren", written and read by 

Eslie Asbury, and "The Vice President's Book 
and the Case of Ms. R. S. " written and read by 
President Frank Mayfield 
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Prior to the dinner the Club was treated to a brief dissertation by 
Lewis Gatch on the proper technique for acquiring tasty cateresses for 
the procurement of luscious repasts or vice versa, an artful and deeply 
felt invocation by James Kennedy, and a gracious introduction of his 
guests by the President. 

Senior member Seasongood's regrets were read, and best wishes 
were expressed for him by acclamation. The Club' expects that next year 
he will be back among us. 

After another of the Gatch girls' outstanding dinners, Historian 
Asbury delivered another of his outstanding papers on former members 
of the Club. As As says, the history of the Club is the history of its 
members. As shrewdly observes that the few French who migrate out
side their own culture are remarkable people. L. F. Gustav Bouscaren's 
father not only migrated to Kentucky but raised a devout Catholic family, 
including Gus, who became the Chief Engineer of the Southern Railway and 
a member of the Literary Club. Of such stock is the nation and the Club 
proudly composed. 

The President's paper dealt in depth with the significance of tradi
tion, especially as it is found in the Literary Club. The spirit of the Club, 
like the British Constitution, is not clearly defined, nor should it be. There 
is an instinctive sense of what it is all about which must be felt. Without 
this feeling, or aptitude for the feeling, no new member is truly "clubbable" 
in the old phrase. 

The letter of Secretary Mathews to a female would-be member (Ms. 
R. S. ) beautifully summarizes the spirit of the Literary Club. 

The Vice President's Book, a little-known club tradition, is in it
self a collection of traditions customs, etc. Of such things/\is a Club com-
posed. J ;.~ · 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 7, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 49 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "To Do The Right" written and read by Oliver M. Gale 

This was a vivid short story perched precariously on the edge of 
reality: the Idi Amin-type dictator of the African equivalent of a banana 
republic, the CIA-type operator plotting for the dictator's demise, and 
the business-man narrator, caught in the middle of the plot. The moral 
problem was more than a superficial kill-or-be-killed dilemma. Even 
if you know that your target is a maniacal mass killer, can you look him 
in the eye and do him in when you have come to know him as a personality, 
however flawed? 

This paper, like the one for the following week, is reported only from 
the text, as the Secretary was absent, thus missing the style and inflec
tions of two of the Club's better readers. This story was so good in type 
that it must have been outstanding when read aloud. 

At the ensuing business meeting Alfred Gottschalk and Robert B. 
Hollister were both elected to membership. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 14, 1977 

Vice President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 41 Members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "An Adams on Horseback" written and read.by 

Stephen Z. Starr 

As in the case of the Gale paper, one instantly recognized on reading 
it that this paper was written to be read aloud. Occasionally we hear a 
paper of profound views and scholarly workmanship which is so thought
provoking that the listening mind is drawn off into independent musings 
and loses the thread of the argument. Steve's paper moves forV!ard 
directly and briskly with a segment in the life of Charles Francts Adams, 
Jr, Grandson of one President and Great-Grandson of another. It must 
have been tough to have been an Adams. They seem, all the way back 
to John, to have been sternly introspective and severely self-critical. 
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Charles Francis, Jr. was no exception, but after he finally mastered his 
indecisions and entered the Union Cavalry, he found that his Civil War 
experiences wer~the most rewarding of his life. 

·fp 1'1 /'.r& rJ&tN 

Although Steve as a biographer decries the impossibility of identifying 
with his subject, the studied use of direct quotations permits Adams to 
identify, as it were, with himself. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 21, 1977 

Vice President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Mete:mf:*)Faoai~', written and read by Stanley Troup 

M &"iAMo>~ p J1 o SIS 

Back to live action. Stan got to the subject of metamorphosis by 
way of a laboratory study of fireflies which piqued his interest in in
sects generally. From insects to metamorphosis, that spectacular 
change from caterpillar to butterfly, was a short step. 

From metamorphosis to concepts of immortality is a not-much
longer step. If the larval form seems to die, only to come back as a 
winged and dashing creature, may not the human soul do likewise? 

Stan also speculates that Literary Club members metamorphose on 
Monday nights from business or professional men into something dif
ferent. Intellectual dragonflies, perhaps? 

In this first paper, Stan has set a high standard for future per
formances. 

MINUTES OF lVIEETING 

November 28, 1977 

Vice President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 5 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Morse Johnson 

The first paper, both biographical and autobiographical, described 
Bob Hilton's relationship with a remarkable benefactor named, like the 

-2-
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paper, "Uncle Alfred". Uncle Alfred was a tempestuous man of un- A\J 
• • trca.vl-tt.t1'-'f. .~r e-ve, ... ~ _ 

pred1ctable moods. Apparently h1s onlyApredlctable reaction wag/\to cff'oflr tJ""''~"'Y; 
call down fire on the head of the then sonofabitch in the White House, 
one F. D. R. 

In addition to a deft characterization of "Uncle Alfred", Bob had 
a couple of vivid descriptive passages: the Park Avenue apartment and 
the dime-a-dance parlor setting opposite poles for his stay in New York. 

In "The Stump", Bruce Petrie tackled another kind of biography. 
Like Lew Gatch and the Secretary, Bruce evidently is soft on inanimate 
objects. Collaborating with the termites, and other vitally necessary 
clean -up people of the good earth, he tried to remove a stump in order 
to improve his garden. Brooding on the tree's biography as revealed 
by its stump and by extension on the biography of the vanished Midwes
tern forests, Bruce cleared away the stump, but then, conscience
stricken, replaced it with a memorial mound. 

In dealing with inanimate objects, one cannot permit sentimentality 
to cut down objectivity. This is not to deplore Bruce's sensitivity to 
Nature, but only to point out that with suitable imagination - moving the 
memorial mound but enlarging and dignifying it, for example - one can 
have one 1 s cake and eat it too. 

"By God, they've gone too far!" epitomizes our frustration with 
public servants who try too hard to solve often insoluble problems in 
often inscrutable ways. In his paper entitled "Public Servants Are In
dividuals", Morse Johnson presents a capable brief for measuring public 
employees by the same standards that are applied to workers in the pri
vate sector. It is strange that in this county, and probably in most others, 
public servants are regarded as comparatively incompetent freeloaders 
and fair game for all the rest of the population. 

MorsJs proposal for modifying this attitude by asking that we discuss 
public servants as individuals rather than as faceless "theys" would cer
tainly lead to the consideration of each individual on his own merits or de
merits. Still unanswered is the question of why we tend to be so hostile to 
all those political hacks sucking the public teat. 

And on this note election month came to a close. 

Respe tfully submitted, 

UJ~ 
Fr hk G. Davis 
Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

December 5, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 37 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "All Gaul is Divided" written and read by 

George H. Palmer 

·Prior to the reading of the paper, the President appointed Messrs. 
Sullivan, Mansfield and Kiley as a memorial committee for Roscoe L. 
Barrow. 

Pass the word - Arthur is back - again. He is returned to us this 
time in an intricate study by George Palmer, entwining the atmosphere 
of Tintagel and the Arthurian lands, the ancient echoes of the historical 
Celts, the more recent chimes of Arthurian literature and rippling re
flections on the modern Celts into a design as intricate as a Tara brooch. 

The paper included a good study of the compulsive divisiveness 
which has plagued all C.eclts, and might have added that Arthur himself 
was pulled down by a typical intra-mural feud. Although perhaps unduly 
influenced by Roman attacks on Gaulish religion, George has a good grip 
on the Celtic world which outlived Rome in the West and spawned the 
Arthurian era. 

This was another first paper which handled a good subject well. Wel
come to another member of the Round Table. 

Following the paper, there was a brief business meeting, at which 
the minutes were approved as read. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

December 12, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "£uro-Communism-How Zbig a Threat?" written 

and read by Robert Taft, Jr. 

Before the paper, Eslie Asbury read the memorial for Dale Osborn, 



longtime member, past President and longest-time Clerk (20 years). 
From his dedication and service to the Club, he has become, in the 
words of the memorial, a Club immortal. 

Bob Taft's paper had a title slightly different from that announced 
on the card. To those who heard him read it, there seemed to be an 
allusion to the highly visible Italian communists, vi&; "Suro-Communism
How-za-big-a threat". As written the allusion is to the unpronounceable 
Zgibniew Brezezinski, viz: "How Zbig", etc. I just thought you'd like to 
know. 

Bob recently attended a meeting of the Trilateral Commission, com
posed of ex-government or business persons from Japan, North Europe 
and the U. S. and Canada. More than their European counterparts, the 
Americans (usually charged with failure to plan ahead} were concerned 
with the growth of Euro-Communism in Italy, France, Portugal and 
Spain. Even if the Communist parties of those countries do not try to 
Bolshevize their respective governments, how will they affect their 
foreign policies in respect .to NATO, ties with Moscow, etc. ? Will 
international communism fragment or snowball? 

This is a time of rapid change. Events are outstripping ideas. Our 
co~~~p~}_<?.!!~ of all these things are as important as facts. The Trilateral 
Commission and other international idea-markets, by shaping ideas, may 
be helping to shape events. 

It was fascinating to share an inside view of the Commission meeting. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

December 19, 1977 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 52 Members, 7 Guests, 2 musicians and 2 cateresses. 
Program organized and read by the Trustees, under the leadership 
of Senior Trustee Lewis Gatch. 

Our Steward, Russell Cook, was introduced by the President, who 
presented him with his annual Christmas present and thanked him for 
his continued invaluable service behind the scenes. 

Lew Gatch then announced the turkey, Eslie Asbury's 36th Annual 
contribution, and pointed out that this was no reference to his literary 
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contributions. 

Lew read two numbers, the first being "Christmas at the Branch" 
which quickly appeared to be another of Don Lyle 1 s valuable local 
reminiscences. Don' s father was the first superintendent and Medical 
Director of the Branch Hospital, later the Cincinnati Tuberculosis Sana
torium, finally Dunham Hospital. Christmas at the Branch was a com
munity affair in the sense that many citizens contributed, but the patients 
participated by making, gathering and performing. Each event was an 
unforgettable experience for Don. 

Lew~si second reading was a poem from William Miller, "To mem
bers of the Literary Club, Christmas, 1977". Although presented with 
apologies to Frank Sullivan, any apologies were unnecessary. Each 
member of the Club was hailed in flexible, trochaic tetrameter and 
season's greetings extended in appropriate images. 

In greetings back to Miller, Bill, 

: .,. · ·We'll fill our glass and drink our fill. 

Elliott Palmer then read his paper "Christmas Celebration 1849", 
speculating on what kind of Holiday Repast graced the tables of the Club 
on its first Christmas. In the absence of As and Russ Cook some mem
ber must have volunteered to do the job. Elliott takes him on a shopping 
tour based on the local newspaper ads and articles of December, 1849. 
From the butchers' parade to Drake's Grocery via Butcher and Wunder's 
at the Fifth Street Market, the volunteer was exposed to all the kinds of 
meat we know today plus venison, bear and buffalo. The dinner must have 
been quite a feast, whatever it featured. 

"Christ, Christmas, and the Literary Club, or Honesty and Generosity 
as Necessary Foundations for Good Writing", by Bob Hilton, concluded 
the literary exercises. Bob makes a good pitch for truthfulness, but never 
quite comes to grips with objective fact versus subjective truth. This 
may be because his definition of the Word as reason and objectivity, while 
true as far as it goes, may not go far enough. After all, the Word was 
God (John 1:1) and God has numberless aspects and attributes. (Genesis, 
Exodus, et seq). 

On generosity, Bob is on firmer ground. The willing sharing of one
self, literarily or otherwise, really brings us back to the Word made flesh. 
Bob finishes with a few drolleries at his own expense, none of which took 
the edge off his initial perceptive reflections on more sober matters. 

-3-



The literary exercises were followed by a mini-concert performed 
by two talented young ladies who really went for Baroque, and who even 
furnished a little dinner music for the dispatch of the Asbury turkey. 

So ended a long but rewarding evening, beginning with egg-nog and 
ending with a piano-cello jam session. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 2, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 29 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled "The Couple" written and read by Ernest G. Muntz 

Once upon a time Ernie Muntz was a tour director. It was a little 
like one .of those bad dreams where you are unprepared for an exam or 
supposed to perform something beyond your expertise. Anyway, he 
groped his way around the world without even knowing the names of the 
local curriencies beforehand. 

His first problem turned out to be his biggest asset: the unmarried 
couple originally (but not finally) booked to room together. In a series 
of sensitive anectodes Ernie revealed that they were an uncle and niece 
with a brother-sister sort of relationship, and they became the favorites 
and morale builders of the tour group. The sex interest was furnished 
not by "the couple" but by a retired Army Colonel and a young matron. 
So much for first impressions. 

This might have been a short work of fiction. Ernie assures us that 
it was all true. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved, and Henry R. Winkler was elected to membership. 

MINUT.ES OF MEETING 

January 9, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 22 Members, no Guests 
Paper Entitled: "On The Road to Thunder Bay" written and read by 

Hoke Green 
Co fJ S II I l/T to "J 

Before the paper was r~ad, Henry Winkler signed the PW.l be~\and 
was welcomed to membersh1p. 

In a significant, if subconscious, association of the symbolism of 
Aaron's breastplate (as perceived by Robert Graves) with the appropriate 

.. 
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season for his story, Hoke chose September to drive into Ontario's 
New England -like autumn on the road to Thunder Bay where the 
amethyst-hunters play. Possibly because of its color, the Greeks 
saw the amethyst as a preventive against drunkenness. Graves sees 
it as representing September "the wine month" on Aaron's breastplate. 
Your Secretary sees the amethyst as becoming the February birthstone 
because the Romans saw it as a love potion, and St. Valentine's day 
falls, naturally, in February. Any questions? 

Hoke once did a paper on Australian black opals. This one, start
ing out as a Canadian travelogue, concluded as another interesting 
mineralogical dissertation on amethysts and the great mine at Thunder 
Bay. In the days when we studied geography, we learned that Port Arthur 
and Fort William were at the west end of Lake Superior. They are now 
Thunder Bay. Is nothing sacred? 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 16, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 8 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "The Making of a Secret Agent" by George Ford 

January has been a foul-weather month again this year, and this 
Monday, when the reader made it from Rochester, New York7and eight 
other hardy souls made it from greater Cincinnati, was particularly 
vicious. 

It is hard to realize that nobody under 35 has very many 'if any me
maries of World War II. For all of them, this paper should be required 
reading. It tells of the background, education and training of Frank 
Pickersgill, a Canadian secret agent, trained to organize the resistance 
behind the Nazi lines. 

Kipling once observed that it is a heart-breaking thing for an Army 
doctor to pull a young subaltern through a long illness only to see him 
picked off by a stray bullet in his next minor skirmish. So it was heart
breaking to see Pickersgill, after all his background and training, picked 
up by the Gestapo before he could even get his bearings, and then tor-
tured to death. 

The paper develops Pickersgills' character so vilridly that the lis
tener or reader feels that he must have known him personally. This pa
per ought to be re-read before a full house at the first appropriate time. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 23, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "To Be Announced", subtitled "Two Visits To 

Ungava", written and read by Charles 0. Carothers 

Before the paper, Bill Sullivan read a touching memorial for Ros
coe L. Barrow. Besides outlining Roscoe's career, Bill and his Com
mittee conveyed their great sense of personal loss at Roscoe's passing. 

January seems to have attracted a wide interest in Canada and Cana
dians this year. Thunder Bay, Pickersgill, and now northern Quebec. 

Back in Shakespeare's -or was it the Earl of Oxford's-day;! Henry 
Hudson was exploring the Bay of the same name. (Hudson, that is, not 
Shaxpur). He was abandoned by a mutinous crew and irretrievably lost. 

Last summer, Chuck Carothers and a hardy band (all of whom were 
present at the reading as guests) flew over Hudson's Bay in an ancient 
PBY to Ungava, the portion of northern Quebec bounding the Bay on the 
east. Some of his anecdotes and descriptions have a real and realistic 
bite: the barren camps full of trash, the eskimo kids playing through the 
nightlong summer dusk, the guides running off after the first caribou or 
seal, the "slog through the bog" to the head, etc. 

Although Chuck's companions had a rather uncomfortable time of it, 
no one was moved to put him overboard in a small boat to perish like 
Henry Hudson. As an old eskimo-lover (hyphenated) put it: 

There is a joy in 
feeling the warmth of 
Inuit lifestyle 
But the old footprints are fading 
in civilization's heat. 
Orange juice and petrol fumes 
replace the taste and smell 
of blubber, and things 
Will never be the same again. 

AYUQNAtUIQUQ, URULU! 



,I 
·.' 

(Which is to say: it cannot be helped -
All clogged up with foreign matter -
Hostility and annoyance are expressed 
hereby) - URULU, URULU! 

The foregoing urulu is directed against cultural imposition not 
against the Carothers paper. ' 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 30, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 24 Members, no Guests 
Budget organized and read by Campbell Crockett 

The first paper, by Campbell himself, was entitled "The Delayed 
Gratification Swindle". For every swindler there must be a "swindlee". 
Are we not swindling ourselves if we choose to regard each passing 
moment as a chore, to be struggled through on the way to an ever-reced
ing gratification? Is gratification only to be deserved if it is sweated 
for? Surely the good old puritan work ethic, like Red Auerbach's de
ferred cigar syndrome, suggests that we enjoy something more if we 
have to work for it first. On the other hand even a junkie has to work 
and plan for his next fix. 

Of course material progress depends on saving and waiting, but, 
as Campbell seems to be saying, gratification need not be sinful; and 
what if saving and waiting become gratifying in themselves? Is this 
sinful or merely masochistic? 

In the second paper: "blind hysterical fury", Morse Johnson tries 
to demonstrate that the absence of evidence of Shakespeare's existence 
conclusively proves that he could not have written the plays attributed 
to him by the gu\].lible. The characteristic of Sweet Will which most 
arouses the ire of the antistratfordians is Shakespeare's apparent in
ability to spell his own name. (Blind, hysterical fury is evidently not 
a monopoly of the Stratfordians.) 

The plea of the antistratfordians is curiously like that of the funda
mentalist "creationists", who demand that the Genesis account of crea
tion be given equal educational dignity to current scientific theories of 
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cosmology and evolution. As long as we close our minds to what we 
don't want to hear, "the rest is (naturally) silence". A silence almost 
as great, by the way, as that supporting the authorship claims on be
half of Bacon, Marlowe, Oxford, or even the true author, Good Queen 
Bess. 

Long months breed long minutes. Sorry about that. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 

-5-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 6, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 40 Members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "It~ Greek to Me" written and read by Harrison P. Warrener 

In the course of this paper, a disquisition on the infinite complexities 
of the modern Greek language, Has touched on a point of considerable in
terest to all of us heirs of Greek culture. Western Europe acquired and 
retained the ancient classic Greek language brought by Byzantine refugees 
from Turkish tyranny, while the Greek of the homeland changed into a 
quite different language. Just as classical ruins persist in Greece, so a 
"puristic" form of modern Greek seeks to preserve the ancient language. 
But classic Greek, like the literature and art treasures of the ancient 
Hellenic world, really belong_sto all of Western civilization; and modern 
Greeks, both in language and culture, seem as far removed from Homer 
or Phidias as do the rest of us barbarians. 

The paper, built around the Warreners' Linguaphone Course in modern 
Greek, had too many delightful facets to permit easy summarization. The 
illogic of English and the intractability of Greek seem to balance each other. 
Idiotic English conjugation matches irrational Greek pronunciation. We 
chuckle when a "HERO" sandwich is spelled "GYRO" (rypo), but how about 
English "GHOTI" which spells "fish"? (GH as in enough, 0 as in women, 
and TI as in completion. ) Then too, the Greeks have the Aorist, or at least 
a word for it: 

A verb in the aorist tense 
Cried out to its subject: "Go hence · 
you intransitive bum 
You have come and you've come 
But not in the pluperfect sense". 

One can only conclude that we are all Greek to somebody. 

The meeting was pleasant and warm, with a fire in the fireplace, and 
the members were introduced to a sword, presented to Lawrence Carr many 
years ago and rediscovered by the House Committee during a review of the 
premises. The minutes having been approved as read, the business meeting 
adjourned. 

r' 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 13, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 19 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: " A Conversation", written and read by Robert H. Allen 

Food for thought and food for the Lelly were deftly whisked together 
in this epicurean gallimaufry. Fo\rr; members of the Literary Club, whose 
names were strongly evocative, enjoyed a gourmet dinner and pleasant dis
cussion before a Club meeting. 

The comments on the authorship of Homer may not pass unremarked. 
It is obvious that Sappho wrote the Odyssey. But the iliad is another mat
ter, for discussion at another time. 

Our Vice President and others were somewhat repelled by Rob's se
lection of a muscatel to accompany the rich fish dish. Unless Sommelier 
Garber has a more plausible explanation, we must conclude that Mr. Allen 
has not joined the brown bag set, but was merely the victim of an unfor
tunate typographical error. Although he may have intended to say "a light 
muscat", his reference to the Loire indicates that the typo substituted 
"muscatel" for "Muscadet", that perfect soul-mate for a slab of sole. 

The participants in this fabulous feast wound up with an intellectual 
savory: exercises in vilification with all the charm of a ripe old Gorgonzola; 
then a sip of sweet wine - God forbid a muscatel! - from the Song of Songs 
and a Robert Frost apple. 

De gustibus non est disputandum. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 20, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 56 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: " Reflections on La Serenissima Reppublica" written 

and read by Walter Langsam 

Before the reading of the paper, Alfred Gottschalk came forward to 
sign the membership book. 
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Walter's paper might well have been entitled "The Artful Doges". 
Through a millenium of crumbling Roman influence, western feudalism 
and Eastern despotism, the Dages of Venice manipulated a commercial 
empire far ahead of its time. Shortage of arable land deprived the cul-
ture of the foundations of feudalism, so instead of standing armies, 
Venice relied on floating navies. Being a seaport well situated between 
Western Europe and the Levant helped, but Walter argues that the character 
of its people, particularly the leaders, was crucial to Venetian development. 

For whatever reasons, the oligarchy of Venice operated a highly sue
cessful corporation for centuries, being noted among other things for their 
spectacles, whether patriotic pageants or optical lenses. 

Venice is a fascinating subject for study. Walter has opened some 
intriguing doors. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 27, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 38 Members, 1 Guest 
Budget organized, read, and, as it turned out, written by Roger W, Clark 

Another poet has been heard from. Roger's introductory paper 
"Civilization in the Far North" pointed out that Iceland was the only 
Scandanavian settlement which went on to develop a characteristic 
Scandanavian culture, rather than lapsing into the patterns of the con
quered territory. 

The Icelandic Sagas, composed and transmitted orally by the skalds, 
or bards, were a hallmark of Icelandic civilization. Those recounting the 
discovery and settlement of the New> World are of special interest. 

"Where Grapes The Vine Adorn", Roger's second paper, segued 
from historical and literary Icelandia to Roger's final paper by explain
ing the motivation and problems leading up to the completed work. 

"The Saga of the Greenlanders", Roger's po.em, catches t~e sp~rit 
of the oral epic, the Graenlindinga Saga: how Er1c the Red, Leif ErlCsson, 
Thorfinn Karlsefni and other towering figures took over Greenland and later 
moved into North America proper. 

-3-
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Although varying the meter and rhyme scheme from section to sec
tion of the poem, the poet conveyed the impression of verse that was com
posed for oral recitation. Rising meters, either iambic or anapestic, are 
used throughout, catching the spirited quality of up-beat story-telling. 
The poems on rare occasions slid into somewhat disconcerting modernisms, 
as in "sit tight" or "share my shack". Old tales have been successfully 
recast into modern imagery, but the isolated instances here serve rather 
to suggest a humorous twist which may or may not be appropriate. 

Roger obviously is aware that the sagas, like the Homeric works, 
relied on rhyme, rhythm and catch phrases as memory aids, and he 
writes accordingly. 

This skald is hot stuff. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G, Davis 

-4-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 6, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 43 Members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Sash My Father Wore", written and 

. read by Alastair M. Connell 

Faith an' bejesus, 'twas was a hell of a paper surely. The night
mare quality of the troubles in Belfast - Belfast, today, no less-made 
as fine a theme for a short story as any they told of the troubles back 
in '16. 

The sash of course was the emblem of the Orange Order, whose 
bully boys had maintained a show of Prate stant force in Ulster for 
generations. It may have been a symbol of law and order to the Strachans, 
father and son, but you need more than that to save the family factory when 
the Provisionals are on the prowl. 

We'll never know whether mild-mannered Liam, one of Strachans' 
Catholic workers, would have let that IRA boyo burn down the factory. 
The boyo blew his own arse off first, trying to bomb the Ballymurphy 
Police Station. 

Never was the background of terror in Ulster made clearer than in 
this paper. 

A1" ritE Bv~,,v~s.s ""'ErT't"'~ F~L-~.,.,,~1:1' /Itt!' Pttf't;l{) pr~ M•#vrr;s 

w~p,r Af'ff.,;o;,;p As fl~lr9. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 13, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Xavier: 1831-1861", written and read by Robert Mulligan 

How odd of Purcell to choose the Jebbies. The good bishop, like his 
predecessor Bishop Fenwick, was having a hard time staffing the Atheneum, 
which when founded in 1831 was the first Roman Catholic College in the old 
Northwest Territory. The Jesuits were not then popular· in Ohio. As Father 
Mulligan points out, there have been lots of places where the Jesuits were 
not popular, but they got the tough jobs done. They could and would staff the 
college when others failed. 
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As evidenced by the history of Xavier, (although the author did 
not say it), the Jesuits operate on merit and dedication, not popularity. 
To a rigorous classical curriculum they added a "mercantile depart
ment" and a night school for the education and advancement of employed 
persons. The school maintained long hours and strict discipline. It 
faced the same criticisms which we can still reel off by rate: dead Ian
guages are useless, high grades are awarded too freely. Commercial 
subjects are inappropriate, classics are unrealistic. But the school has 
survived and thrived - or is it thriven? 

We look forward to Xavier: 1862-1978. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 20, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 49 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Things and History" written and read by John Diehl 

Symbolic of things to come, the Hungarian crown miraculously ap
peared on the wall under "Here comes one with a paper" as the paper 
opened. The crown, a thing, is as John points out, "an artifact with 
deep undertones of national pride and emotional feeling". Things are 
hard facts, and the brief history of Cincinnati in terms of its artifacts 
and physical structures, from the first flatboats through the Watson 
clocks to Rookwood pottery, was instructive. 

The history of ideas is hard to nail down, there being so many dif
fering opinions about ideas. Too much history has been propaganda rather 
than a dispassionate summary of events, and there's the rub. It is all 
well and good to consider artifacts in vacuo, but when, like the Hugarian 
crown, they get caught up in events, they are subject to the same warping 
as ideas. Objective history is hard to come by. When if ever it is achieved 
it may not be as effective a morale builder as Carl Sandburg might have 
wished. Perhaps we need a little propaganda for our ego's sake. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 27, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 45 Members, 7 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Garvin Dalglish 

I 
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The first paper, "Das Kapital", by Robert Allen, contrasts the 
autonomous system of production and distribution to the system of 
state deployment. The push toward equality of benefits for everybodJ 
regardless of productivity7may discourage the producers in an autono~ 
mous system, and seems to already have discouraged the producers in 
the state -controlled systems where substituted incentives are inadequate. 
(Sometimes glory, like being Soviet Mother of the year, or power, like 

being a straw boss, is as satisfactory as getting a new car). 

If Bob's observation that "at any given time about half the people in 
a community are less well off th-n the average" is accurate, we may not 
be as badly off as we think. 

The second paper, "That Billmiller", was, naturally, by that Bill 
Miller. He discusses with great good humor the problems of having one 
of the most popular names in the U.S. A. Billmiller of the Federal Re
serve Board, Billmiller, the Vice Presidential candidate, the Royal 
Governor, the midget reporter and all the rest have acquired a sort of un
deserved anonymity from this multinimity. 

Perhaps they should consider the solution adopted by the resourceful 
Welsh. At their national singing sessions they sort out the Tom Joneses 
by their hometowns, viz: "Tom Jones Pittsburg", "Tom Jones San Fran
cisco", etc. Surely there can only be one Billmiller Cincinnati Cape Cod. 

Chuck Judd has fun with the language in "Meanings". He theorizes 
that many changes in word meanings result from authoritative mis-use by 
influential but ignorant speakers or writers. The government, the mili-
tary and the news media are especially responsible, or perhaps irresponsible. 

Ringing the changes on "nice", "list", "couth", "ruth", and others, 
Chuck demonstrates how meanings are changed. This sheveled paper was 
a pleasant and pointed commentary on the abuse of the vocabulary. "Sheveled"? 
Neat and orderly, of course. 

Some time ago John Vester described in vivid detail his recovery from 
a near-fatal auto accident. Garvin Dalglish' s paper "On Almost Becoming a 
Statistic" resembles John's only in the detachment with which each of them 
could view his mangling. Garvin's device was new to the Secretary: the ac
count purports to be given in the first person by a friend of Garvin's whore
ports Garvin himself in the third person. Garvin was able to nurse himself 
through the mental and physical trauma of broken bones by observation of 
other patients, contemplation of the statistical aspects of the disaster, and 
an ironic objectivity about his own condition, and even his own faith. How 
do these guys do it? 

Sic transit four glorious Mondays. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 

,. 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 3, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 10 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Tempestuous Sea and Tumble-down Bridge" 

written and read by Victor E. Reichert 

If the world and its preoccupations are a tempestuous sea, the 
tumble-down bridge from chaos to salvation is time itself. The 
analogy may have been borrowed by Jedaiah Ha-Bedersi from another 
writer, but his treatment of the metaphor has made it unforgettable. 

Victor describes the personality of this great philosopher from 
Bezier in the south of France who lived in the late Thirteenth and early 
Fourteenth Centuries. His short philosophical work Behinat 'Olam, 
the Examination of the World, deserves to stand with Boethuis's Con
sol.tion of Philosophy as one of the greatest conso*ations for the ......:;;:,.... ,__...,... 
troubled in Western literature. 

Among the earliest books to be printed, and translated into almost 
every European tongue, the Behinat 'Olam continues to be read. After 
all, when we are on a one-way bridge from the unfathomable to the in
comprehensible, we need all the encouragement we can get. 

Victor has ·again opened a window on a new vista of the human condi
tion. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved and William V. Donaldson was elected to membership. Lew 
Gatch and Charles Robertson presented their plan for an operating house 
committee and the preparation of a building manual. The plan will go 
forward. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 10, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Which Drummer" Which Music? How Measured? :r 

Written and read by John W. Vester 

I 
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John needn't have worried about coming up with a challenging paper. 
Offhand, you might think that "intelligence" would not be a promising 
subject, but given the Vesper treatment it became fascinating. Beginning 
with Sir Francis Galton, a character worthy of Troll ope, and coming down 
through a number of students of the game, the efforts to pin down the con
cept of intelligence have been legion. John's own tentative analysis: "A 
capacity of the individual which is manifested through his ability to adapt 
to and reconstruct the factors in his environment in accordance with the 
most fundamental needs of himself and his group. 11 This sounds suspiciously 
like Thoreau's regular drummer, but we must suppose that one pick's one's 
drummer to accord with one's felt needs. 

Intelligence as measured by the standard tests seems to depend on 
environment as well as heredity. Challenge sharpens the wits, and the 
greatest challenges come in the sharpest families. As the son of a certain 
Stratfordian sharpie used to say: "Some are born swift, some achieve 
swiftness, and some have swiftness thrust upon them." 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April17, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 7 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The American Mirage 11 written and read by 

Kornel Huvos. 

(Before the reading of the paper, William V. Donaldson signed the 
constitution). 

One would have thought that, with their long-time preoccupation with 
America, the French would have gotten a better handle on us. As Kornel 
points out, the French tend to carry preconceived ideas about foreigners 
which they prefer to confirm whenever possible. (Parenthetically, this 
tendency is not confined to the French. ) 

,,ftli• d ,o . 
Gilbert Chinard has <ie!ined the shifting French image of Amer1ca as 

the "American mirage", In an exhaustive examination of the literature, 
Kornel has traced the metamorphoses of the mirage from the Islands of 
the Blest snydrome to the "Is or is not the U. S. the beacon of the future?" 
school. 

He points out four over-all phases in the continuing romance of the 
American Mirage: The Noble Red-Man, The Leader (and later) Betrayer 
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of Democracy, The Industrious Boor, and the Radical-Conservative
L.eader-Degenerate. Evidently a composite of French opinions in any 
g1ven phase would be pretty accurate, but (the French being what we 
think they are) no one Frenchman seems capable of reaching a balanced 
view. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 24, 1978 

Secretary Frank G. Davis presiding 
Attendance: 41 Members, 1 Guest 
Budget organized and read in part by Randolph L. Wadsworth. 

The first paper was another of Norman Levy's poetic gems, "Happy 
Birthday to Me, or Mid-Course Maneuvers. " This was a surprisingly 
comprehensive analysis of his reactions to having a 45th birthday, com
pressed into a few lines. 

Even if the enjambment 
Would not be very 
Pleasing to Saintsburr 

What the Hell 
It was good fun and 
Came out very well 
So give him a hand. 

The second paper, written and read in propria persona by Lewis 
Gatch, was entitled "In Which The Young Professor Tells Us How To 
Make Straight A 1 s. " This was a flight of fancy which only Lew could 
have put wings to. 

Brain branding is the newest system of stretching the memory by 
ludicrous association. The tale of the Presidents, beginning with a ton 
of dirty wash and ending with a shimmy car tour was about as zany a 
tour de force as we have heard in years. If anybody can remember the 
story line he should have no trouble adding in the Vice Presidents too. 
After all, behind every successful rich Knicks won is a spare old hag, 
too. (Spiro Agnew). You started it, Lew! 

With typical British understatement Ernest Bevin called it "the most 
unsordid act of history." The Marshall Plan was the subject of Randy 
Wadsworth's own contribution: "A Most Unsordid Act." Randy and a 
cousin were in Europe in 1947, at the same time a junket of Senators" was 

( ..4 5fi-EII])Iy C~f,Lec"tiV/: 
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studying the need for enabling legislation for the Marshall Plan. At a 
time when this county was grumbling about price controls and housing 
shortages, Western Europe was still a shambles, both physically and 
economically I Paris,after eight years of deterioration, without func
tioning appliances, heat or transportation,was in desperate shape. Eng-
land was no better. The Senators took note. 

After this first-hand account, we can better appreciate the crying need 
for post-war reconstruction in Europe. As the Wall Street Journal said: 
"No U. S. tax money was ever better spent. I I • " 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G I Davis 
Secretary 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 1, 1978 

President Frank H. Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 38 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "The Late Mrs. Campbell" written and read by 

George Rieveschl 

George fooled the listeners on two counts: the late Mrs. Campbell 
was not G. B. Shaw's Mrs. Campbell, but just little ol' Dorothy Parker; 
and the fear of many that the paper would turn out to be a collection of 
quotations was completely unfounded. George made a three -dimensional 
character out of the brilliant and often tortured woman whose tight, dry 
verse so often skewered her personal tragedies as butterflies are pinned 
to a display board. 

We get a picture of Dorothy as the idolized little sister of the "Vicious 
Circle" of the Algonquin: Benchley, Sherwood, FPA, Woolcott, et al; but 
suffering through a personal life of recurring unhappiness and tragedy. Her 
childhood was a psychiatrist's nightmare, from which she apparently never 
fully recovered. 

This was a fine paper and a perceptive analysis of the girl who once 
wrotef "This, the sum of experiments - I loved them until they loved me." 

At the business meeting following the paper the minutes were approved 
and the summer outing was announced as a bus trip from the Cincinnati Art 
Museum parking lot to the new Miami Museum at Oxford with exercises to 
follow. 

David Bowes was then elected to membership. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 8, 1978 

Vice President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 46 Members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Executors or Executioners?" written and read by 

David Reichert 

" 1 t• The answer must be "executioners . The rea execu 1oner was a 
Francis K. Lloyd, operator of Marlborough Galleries, who in effect 

,. 
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suborned the executors of the estate of Mark Rothko. 

Dave began the paper with an appreciation of Rothko' s chromatic 
abstractionism, and his rise to international prominence. Rothko, at 
his death, left a huge estate, including an incredible 798 paintings, in 
the hands of three executors, who through self-dealing, gross negligence, 
and virtual conspiracy with Lloyd, were dribbling the collection away 
until Rothko' s daughter Kate routed them out. 

Although most of the works are being recovered, or paid for, the 
mind still is boggled at the millions of dollars involved in the systematic 
rip-off. 

Dave 1 s concise summary of the labyrinthine transactions reads like 
a detective thriller, and is skillfully developed. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 38 Members, 3 Guests 

May 15, 1978 

Paper Entitled: "Hand in Hand", written by Philip R. Adams and 
read by George Stimson 

Phil was felled by the flu, and George filled in for Phil flawlessly. 

"Hand in Hand" in Bahama-land is taken from the unknown second 
stanza of the little-known national anthem of the Bahamians, in whose 
archipeligo Columbus had his first American landfall. Since then the 
chain of 690 islands and thousands of rocks has progressed, or at least 
moved, from piracy to blockade-running, to rum-running, to a combina
tion of Las Vegas gambling and Swiss banking. 

The paper, along with the historical framework, had accounts of 
the island architecture, economy or lack of same, and a possibly erroneous 
reference to Blackbeard Teach (or Thatch) as a Welshman. The probability 
that he was from Bristol does not preclude the possibility that he was of 
Welsh extraction, but if the Bahamas have all those leeks, why haven't they, 
ah, sunk? 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 51 Members, 5 Guests 

May 22, 1978 

Paper Entitled: "The Longest Journey" written and read by 
Lewis G. Gatch 

Before the paper, new member David Bowes came forward and 
signed the constitution. 

Rudyard Kipling once wrote a short story about the military en
titled "The Flight of Fact". Lew's paper, like Kipling's, started off in 
a matter-of-fact way, but somewhere along the line the story took on a 
life of its own: plausible and realistic, but nevertheless fiction. 

Also like Kipling, Lew has a gift for writing realistic conversa
tion and sketching characters in terse but memorable phrases. Will 
eager-beaver Walker's chute open, or will the jump master unhook him? 
Is Cpl. Smitts a sadist or a necessarily hard task master? Lew's hitch 
at the paratroop school at Ft. Bragg raised a lot of similar questions, 
each answered in its own good time. 

The paper begins with the not unusual ploy of a discussion of what 
to write for his next Literary Club paper but even this takes on a special 
color when Lew's advisor concludes with the advice that he should start 
writing. Literary efforts are, after all, like jumping out of airplanes: 
"the longest journey begins with but a single step." 

This was another outstanding contribution .in the inimitable Gatch 
style. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 8 Guests 

June 5, 1978 

Papers Entitled: "Dr. W. J. Mayo", written and read by Eslie Asbury, 
and "More of the Same", written and read by William 
Sullivan 

The originally appointed reader having been unable to read, Messrs. 
Asbury and Sullivan gallantly stepped into the breach with what may be what 
is known in racing as an "entry". 

"As" described the Mayo clinic as "by W. J. Mayo out of Mother Al
fred". The association of the Mayos and the Franciscans began with a tornado 
in Rochester, Minn., and still continues with the clinic and the hospital. As, 
who served as chief resident in general surgery at Mayo's, came away with 
admiration for the entire operation at Rochester - research, surgery, and, 
increasingly, internal medicine. "Dr. Will" - W. J. Mayo - was the man who 
made it all possible. 

Not only the quality of the service but the loyalty and capability of the 
staff are outstanding. "No one ever played out his option at the Mayo Clinic", 
As tells us. He also tells us that Dr. Will was a guest at the Literary Club 
in 1895, although his name is not in the book. 

In the second paper, Bill Sullivan follows Roscoe Barrow on Titles: 
"Misdirection is the name of the game". The title had nothing whatever to do 
with the paper, which dealt with the joys of teaching logic and philosophy after 
a career in insurance. The current vogue is to regard logic a$ a mathematical 
rather than a philosophical exercise. Bill explains logic as a set of rules and 
tools for seeking out Truth: the shape and form of argumentation. Validity is 
not truth; it is logic. 

Epistemology is the study of knowledge - as Bill says, an eye-opener. 
What do we know? How do we know? In his pleasant, easy-going way, Bill 
opens the vistas of humility. Every would-be do-gooder should be required to 
take his course. Good intentions do not necessarily result in good deeds. If 
good intentions do not necessarily result in good deeds, then, (in consequence) 
(a) the validity of the results must be examined and (b) the goodness of the 
validity must be evaluated, before intentions are translated into action, or (c) 
neither of the above. Put in another way: If the Secretary had been trained in 
logic, he could have done a better job with Bill's paper. 
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At the business meeting following the papers the minutes were 
corrected to read that there was no meeting on the last Monday in May. 

Lew Gatch announced the plans for the Annual Outing and Walter 
Farmer described the meeting place: the New Museum on the old Western 
College Campus of Miami U. 

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 

President 

Vice President 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Clerk 

Board of 
Management 
(three year term) 

Walter I. Farmer 

Lewis G. Gatch 

Frank G. Davis 

John A. Diehl 

John C. Lee 

Charles S. Robertson, Jr. 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

June 12, 1978 

President Frank Mayfield presiding 
Attendance: 60 Members, and 10 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Rhythm of the Game", written and read by 

Frank Davis 

This year's annual outing was held at Miami University in Oxford, 
Ohio. Refreshments were served in the New Museum which had just 
been completed. The New Museum was so new that it was completely 
bare of any inventory except for a superb collection of art objects es
pecially trucked in for our benefit by Walter I. Farmer. 

Dinner was served in the Student Union Building, a short distance 
away. 

While ma!ly of us were suffering from input overload, the paper of 
the evening was mercifully in a light vein and sprinkled with Frank's 
inimitable brand of tongue-in-check and ever-so-subtle humor. 

The subject matter was predominately GOLF and the format pre
eminently poetical. It was perfect for the occasion. 

For a professional non-golfer and a non-poet to presume to comment 
upon this sparkling piece of literary craftsmanship is something like an 
atheistic writer who is assigned to turn out publicity material in support 
of a new version of the Holy Bible, written in a completely foreign language. 

Like some of us who enjoy grand opera, even though we do not under
stand the libretto, it was a most enjoyable evening. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John C. Lee 
Acting Secretary 
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THE LITERARY CLUB 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

September 18, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 52 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Color is Black and White", written and read 

by Louis M. Prince 

The paper of the evening was written in three independent sections, each 
dealing with the same basic theme: Racial segregation and integration. 

The first section is a nostalgic account of a trip taken by the writer as a 
young man in the 1930's on board the C & 0 "varnish" train, "The George 
Washington", from Cincinnati to Washington, D. C. (For those unfamiliar 
with the route, the train departed from Cincinnati at 6:01P.M., crossing 
into Kentucky at Covington, proceeding up the Kentucky side of the Ohio River 
to Ashland, into West Virginia, Virginia, and Washington) . Being then 
somewhat more frugal, the writer traveled by day-coach. Wishing to be as 
close as possible to the locomotive, the writer found the Jim Crow rules to 
be strange and disturbing, causing him to have to move back to the white car 
when entering Kentucky. Each time the train crossed a state line, the train
man would change a small sign in each coa(h to designate if it was for blacks ' 
or whites, or for any color at all. The black coach was always closest to 
the locomotive. In W. Va. the train became integrated again, but as it en
tered Virginia, it went back to segregation. 

The second section deals more specifically with actual cases of segre
gation where blacks were denied entrance to such public places as theatres, 
schools, amusement parks, restaurants, etc. While there had been undeni
able discrimination by whites against the blacks, the fact is' that the division 
between middle class blacks and the black and white poor is now more signifi
cant than the division between middle class blacks and middle class whites. 

The third section deals with a specific case; a black newscaster who is 
seen often on TV networks and who is being considered as a possible replace
ment for Walter Cronkite when he retires. The black newscaster has obviously 
come a long way over the years and has overcome many obs~acles, but he has 
to ask himself if he owes any of his success to the fact that he is black. While 
he has not as yet made the grade as a top anchor man, it does appear that it 
could be a distinct possibility. In sum total, the paper traces the enormous 
gains made by the black race in this country since the 1930' s. 
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Walter Farmer excused the guests and called the business meeting to order. 

The minutes of the June meetings were read and approved. 

The proposal for membership of James P. Metzger was presented, and he was 
elected. 

The proposal for membership of Luke Fec1(was presented, and he was elected. t/ 

The Secretary's annual report was read and corrected. 

The Treasurer's annual report was read, and as John Diehl pointed out, the 
Club's finances are in very sound condition, but current dues income does not 
cover current expenses. In line with a resolution made by the Board of Manage
ment on September 11th, it was proposed to increase annual dues to $125.00, 
associate dues to $25. 00, and the initiation fee to $100.00, This notice was 
placed on the bulletin board and will be voted on in accordance with the Club 
Constitution at the first meeting in November. 

Charles Robertson, newly appointed chairman of the maintenance committee, 
presented his report on the state of the building, pointing out the necessity 
of having the exterior brick word treated, as well as other matters. 

Walter Farmer discussed his problems in obtaining missing photographs of 
members, past and present. In line with a resolution made by the Board of 
Management, he announced that the Board would not accept any more pro
posals for membership without a suitable photograph of proper size. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John C. Lee, Acting Secretary 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

September 25, 1978 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 39 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "A Successful Foundation", written and read by 

John A. Reid 

Before the paper, Eslie Asbury read the Memorial for Morris Ed
wards, whose consistently excellent papers regaled the Club for over thirty 
years. It was resolved that the memorial be entered in the records and a 
copy sent to the next of kin. 

Contrary to the expectations of some, the paper of the evening was 
not about Maidenform or how to be somebody with Formfit Rogers. It dealt 
with philanthropic foundations in general and the improbably named C. Bas
com Slemp Foundation of Big Stone Gap, Virginia. C. Bascom Slemp was 
the son of Civil War Colonel Campbell Slemp, later the first Republican 
Congressman from Virginia. It can therefore be deduced that his son was ac
tually Campbell Bascom Slemp, and it is certain that the son succeeded the 
father in Congress, serving until 1923 when he resigned to become Secretary 
to President Coolidge. 

Bascom and his sister Janie founded a museum of Appalachian cul
ture and it was mainly to finance the museum that a testamentary trust was 
created which grew and expanded to finance (among other things) student 
grants,rescue squads, hospitals and cemeteries. (an interesting juxtaposition) 
and furnish a shot in the arm for Southwestern Virginia in general. The 
financial secret seems to have been the large investments in coal stocks, 
thus returning to the land the proceeds of what was removed from it. Quiquid 
plantatur solo solo cedit. 

How did John Reid get into all this? He is one of the Trustees, and 
they have done a splendid job. It is unfortunate that the shenanigans of the 
Rothkt trustees as related by Dave Reichert got so much publicity, when the 
Slemp trustees get so little. 

September was short on sessions but long on substance. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 2, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 51 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Rembrandt", written and read by John W. Warrington 

This long-expected paper was of course the first-hand account 
of the "kidnapping" or rather "picturenapping" of two Rembrandt paint
ings from the Taft Museum in December of 1973. Much of the story 
was spread in the contemporary news media, but John's personal ex
periences as head negotiator and contact man were fascinating. 

John 1 s opposite number, and the central character in the drama, 
was a dealer in magic and spells, real estate, bars and other stuff whose 
name was not Huff but How, spelled Hough. Other unforgettable charac
ters were the McDonough family, Lt. Amman, Al Schottelkotte, and as
sorted cops, robbers and newsmen. 

John's picture of his night-time trip to a country junk yard sur
rounding the McDonough cottage was an outstanding episode in the ac
count. 

The term "Mickey Mouse 11 has been used to describe a lot of 
pointless and involved running around. The chase that Hough led John 
and the cops was a classic episode of Mickey Mouse, with overtones of 
Howdy Doody and Buffalo Bob. Futile trips hither and yon, unanswered 
phone calls, monitored phone calls, threats, double-drop tenders, and 
finally the recovery of the pictures, the ransom money and the kidnappers 
made a story line worthy of Agatha Christie. Even knowing how it would 
come out did not spoil the story in the least. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved. Eslie Asbury requested that the name of the principal sponsor 
be mentioned when the election of a new member is announced. This will 
be of particular assistance to the writers of memorials. f 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 9, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 26 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "God and the Universe" written by Richard S. Rust, Sr. 

under the pseudonym of "The Old Member" and read by 
Robert W. Hilton, Jr. 

This difficult paper begins with name-dropping among the gods (al
though Amon-Ra and Uranos are unaccountably slighted) and ends with 
something akin to the poet's summation of Man: "From the great deep to 
the great deep he goes". In the space between, Dick seeks for a satis
factory concept of the Universe. He seems to conclude that this concept 
is somewhat beyond our grasp. To many serious-thinkers raised like Dick 

in a biblically-oriented environment the theories of modern science are 
deeply disturbing. Fundamentalists see only an either-or problem. Some, 
like Dick, may opt for science. Others, like the "Creationists" cling to the 
Bible (in whichever translation seems most comfortable). That the universe 
as proposed by the scientists might be a more magnificent display of the 
power of the Almighty than the folk-myths of the Bible is seldom considered. 

Dick might also reflect on the suggestion of at least one clergyman and 
biblical scholar that 27 Matthew 46 repeats only the first line of the Twenty
Second Psalm:') In religious circles the first line is normally used to imply 

e sense of the entire text. See: "Pater Noster", "Venite", "Hear oh 
Israel", etcetera. Far from implying a loss of faith, the Psalm is a power
fu1 and Job-like affirmation of confidence in God's ultimate wisdom and 
righteousness. "He that hath ears, let him hear". 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 16, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 35 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "How to Save a River", written and read by Glenn Thompson. 

Glenn starts out by contending that he really does not know how to save 
a river, but then indicates some pretty successful courses of action. The 
paper is about "LMI" - Little Miami Inc. - a group of citizens anxious to pre
serve the Little Miami River from sewage, industrial pollution, erosion, run
away subdivisions and the Army Engineers. 
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By diligent lobbying - Glenn enlisted then Senator Frank Lausche - and 
riding herd on various bureaucrats, LMI's troops have made the LM a pro
tected scenic river and continue to battle the 50-odd governmental units which 
control the banks for preservation of the historic Little Miami. 

Glenn's modest paper reported a good deal more than mere progress. 
Like John Warrington's report, it is a valuable resource paper for future 
historians and students of how a game is played. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

October 23, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 43 Members, 8 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Ph. D. Student No. One" written and read by Hans Zimmer. 

Most Literary Club members probably think of the Berlin Blockade 
as an exercise in Russian truculence defeated by Harry Truman's airlift. 
For Hans Zimmer it was something different. A senior teaching assistant 
in Berlin, with his future as a chemist as bleak as the ruined city, he wasn't 
earning enough in a month to buy a pack of black market cigaretts. But Hans 
did get a full-time teaching job, including the supervision of several candi
dates for doctorates. His first Ph. D. student - "Student No. One" was 
Sammy, a Polish Jew who had left Poland for Moscow during the War. Sammy 
ultimately got to post-War Berlin via Israel. All during the blockade, Sammy 
and the rest used their labratories in rotating 4-hour shifts, day or night, 
when power was available. · 

A party thrown by Sammy was the vehicle for a shift of scene: Hans's 
most exciting war adventure. 

}Jo ·w Most Literary Club members think of World War II in terms of Ameri
can Theatres: the Pacific, Italy, France, etcetera. Although characteristic 
of military anecdotes everywhere, Hans's was about the German Eastern 
Front, where he was on a train which was blown up by partisans between 
Molodetchno and Schlobin. The kicker was that Sammy had been in charge 
of the partisans. 

The paper gave an unforgettable new dimension to WWII. 
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BLANKPAG 

MINUTES OF THE 
ONE HUNDRED 1WENTY-NINTH 

ANNIVERSARY MEETING 
October 30, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: ' ' Members, 2 Guests 
Papers Entitled: "Fanfare for the Senior Member", written and read 

by Frank Davis, "A Letter To The Club", written by 
Murray Seasongood and read by Robert Hilton· 

t . . ' ' ./ .. 

"Anniversaries and Neglected Mena Howard Ayers, 
Lafcadio Hearn, and George Pendleton", written and 
read by Eslie Asbury, and "Some 18th ~r,tN.l Profiles", 
written and read by President Walter Farmer.~ C,ewrvA. y 

Prior to the dinner Robert Mulligan gave an appropriate invocation, and 
the President introduced his guests. After the usual gastronomical and visual 
extravaganza by Vice President Gatch's delectible cateresses, the Secretary 
read a "Fanfare for the Senior Member" in honor of Murray Seasongood, who 
had celebrated his one hundredth birthday on the previous Friday. Bob Hilton 
then read a short and characteristically witty note from Murray, who was un
able to attend. 

The Asbury paper was another of the gems of club history which we have 
come to expect from our Historian. It v4;"al)c'H~tifd around the Fiftieth Anni
versary meeting - the largest in Club history, including 52 former members. 
Although the Club had some black-sheep members, it has overlooked from 
time to time some white sheep who probably should have been elected. The 
three listed in the title were all prominent Cincinnatians but were either de
liberately slighted or neglected. 

The Presidents' paper suffered a bit from rather hasty reading. (Walter 
at one point seemed to refer to the "Blintz" of Wales.) The paper itself was 
both scholarly and amusing. Derived from the shrewish correspondence of 
Horace Walpole, it is buttressed by extensive research, as the bibliography 
indicates. Modern gossip columnists would have had a field day {or rather 
centur~with the characters of the so-called "Age of Reason". 

Correspondence and diaries of the 18th Century are sociological and 
cultural gold-mines for the period. Everybody who was anybody seemed to 
go in for letters. Maybe in a future paper Walter will report what Ladies 
Pomfret, Montague and the rest had to say about their ambivalent critic 
Horace Walpole. 

-4-
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This was _a ~ong and wide-ranging month. It needs a Boswell 
a Walpole, to do 1t justice. , not 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 6, 1978 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 60 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Facts and Fiction" written and read by Henry R. Winkler, 

This was Henry's first paper for the Club, on a subject obviously close 
to his heart. 

Tolstoy's battle of Borodino has been said to be more true, though 
doubtless less accurate, than the battle as reported by military historians. 
This raises again the vexed question "What is truth?" 

The paper considers the possibilities of "seeing forces, concepts.,, 
patterns of development, .. in terms of people and their experiences. " 
Examining the works of three Nineteenth Century novelists, Thackeray, 
Dickens and Disraeli, he distills a sense of the times, the "felt life" as he 
puts it, of particular time and place. Thus, as fictional characters are 
thrown up from the almost faceless background of date-by-date historical 
fact, we are made to see how they react to each other and their surroundings. 
The result gives a depth and roundness to the past and brings to life the wax
work figures and dioramas of your basic history text. 

Of course, the bias of a novelist, like the bias of a historian, must al
ways be taken into account, but in the case of the novelist the bias itself (like 
Disraelis' upper-class misconceptions of the lower classes) can lend perspec
tive to his times. 

Would it be permissible to conclude that "truth" is the aspect of a fact 
or event from a particular view- point? That Dickens 1 s railroads were as
semblages of facts which enunciated numberless truths depending on how you 
looked at them? 

It is hard to tear oneself away from this paper, but a business meeting 
followed at which the following facts or events occurred or were observed: 

1. The minutes for the previous month were approved. 

2. A note from Murray Seasongood was read, thanking the club for the 
flowers and regretting his inability to attend the Anniversary Dinner. 

/ 



3. William Burleigh, proposed by Eslie Asbury, was elected to 
membership. 

4. Pursuant to notice previously posted, it was voted to amend 
Article III, Sections 5, 6, and 10 of the Constitution by increasing the 
annual dues to $125. 00 for Regular Members, $25. 00 for Associate 
Members, and the intitiation fee to $100. 00. 

There being no further business, etc. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 13, 1978 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 37 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Wolsey" written and read by John A. Kiely 

This really was about THE Wolsey, Henry VIII's Cardinal. John 
(a notorious bibliophile) had been given a 1706 reprint of an account of 
Wolsey's career written by George Cavendish, a Wolsey retainer and 
apologist. The book and further reading led to John's paper, a lucid 
discussion of the relationship of Henry and Wolsey. Henry's overwhelm
ing personality dominates this paper, as it must dominate any narrative 
involving him. 

Henry would never have recognized a "power behind the throne" but 
if he had, Wolsey would have been it. Educated at Oxford, admitted to 
holy orders, clever, hard-working and with an evident eye for his own 
advancement, Wolsey broadened and elevated his power base under Henry's 
patronage, but his personality is somewhat elusive. Unlike Beckett, whose 
clash of wills with Henry II destroyed him, or like Richelieu, ·Who acted like 
royalty himself, Wolsey hovers almost facelessly at Henry's shoulder. 

His inability to get rid of Catherine, deftly summarized by John, was 
his springboard to oblivion, but his aspiring power and wealth would un
doubtedly have drawn Henry's lightning soon enough. 

This paper and the Winkler paper made a nice juxtaposition. How 
does the historicity of a 16th Century biographer compare to that of a 19th 
Century novelist? 



MINU 'IES OF MEETING 

November 20, 1978 

Vice President Lewis G. Gatch presiding 
. Attendance: 42 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Lottery Man" by Richard S. Rust, Jr. 

Before the paper, the Vice-President exhibited Robert Allen's gift 
to the Club: a handsome pewter reproduction of an 1~th Century Scottish 
Chalice probably produced by the Guild of Hammermsn from Auld Reekie, 
and stated that it would be on view in the library. 

Some perceptive observer remarked that a true sense of humor in
cludes the ability to chuckle at one's self. Didk did. Claiming to have 
spent his life being identified as somebody' s grandson or husband or father, 
Dick finally found his own identity as a gambling man: a member of Ohio's 
first lottery commission. 

The paper recounts the history of public lotteries in the U.S. - an 
amazing proliferation from Colonial times until the late 1890's when they 
were barred from interstate commerce. The preparations for running a 
ld:tery in Ohio, as outlined, make a valuable contribution to local history. 

The image of Rusk the Godfather leaving his stodgy insurance company 
and transforming himself into a romantic public official basking in what he 
calls "the breath of human kindness" is unforgettable, especially by John 
Lloyd, Sr. , who got out a contract on him after finding the insurance com
pany' s parking lot sprinkled with lottery commission vehicles. 

Appended to this excellent paper was Dick's equally excellent letter of 
resignation - from the Lottery Commission, not from Union Central. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

November 27, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 3 Guests 
Budget organized by Woodward Garber and read by Edward W. Merkel 
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Prior to the presentation of the Budget, William Burleigh signed 
t~e Constitutio~~ ,,Wa~ter ?: Langs~~ pr~sented to the Club a copy of 
hlS latest book c.mcl!5ati m Color , Whlch was placed in the library. 
Members are agam req~~~d to donate copies of their published works 
as soon as they become available. 

The first paper fooled the unwary, including the Secretary. En
titled "B£>rn Atain'', it was a M~. Whig-type semi -dialogue between 

rFDi_Q ~·~ a Mr. <ainne 4ft r and one Garber, who was not Woody at all, but 
the true author, Herbert F. Curry. In the best Gephart style, Mr. fe-pc-fUtt.. 1.n·· 
'41; s: r:rll"twe held forth on the disasters resulting from the American 
Revolution, and urged reunification with Great Britain. Wallis Simp-
son's effort was premature. We might be more willing to return to 
the bosom by this time. But would the Limeys take us back? And 
what would become of the Irish Americans? 

The second paper, "Tua Culpa", was classic Ed Merkel. Ed 
points out that through no fault of his own he belongs to no clearly 
identified minority. He has never been oppressed, poverty- stricken, 
or a woman-exploiter, though he has never pushed his fool-proof so
lution to the bussing problem as much as he should have. 

However, the heavy burdens of the compulsively guilty have been 
dumped on him, depriving him of his dignity; for which he now de
mands respect, a lot of money and discrimination in his favor. 

One thing he is certain he cannot be blamed for causing or condon
ing: the United States Congress. On a serious note, he challenges the 
concept of collective guilt - an imaginary world which he firmly rejects. 

The third and final paper, "Revisionism Revisited'', by Frank Davis, 
was another in tile continuing saga of revisionist documents passing 
before the Club. This one attempts once again to choke off the blind 
hysteria! fury of the Stratfordians by clear evidence that Elizabeth I and 
James I and VI wrote Shaxpur's plays. Since it has become increasingly 
apparent that the entire cannon was really written by Sir Walter Raleigh, 
this paper was pretty much an exercise in futility, as it did nothing to 
disprove the claims of the Stratfordians. 

Nor would it have impressed the Negativists, who have always held 
that the absence of any Shaxpurian literary manuscripts whatsoever is 
conclusive evidence that Shaksper was never written at all. ''We are 
such stuff as dreams are made on", etc. 
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So ended a month devoted mainly to a variety of historical matters, 

past and contemporary. Just because it was all so palatable doesn't 
mean that there wasn't lots of food for thought. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

December 4, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 36 Members, 3 Guests 
Pp.per Entitled: "The Blue Wave" written and read by Holden Wilson, Jr. 

As Kimmy said, "Aw coach, there'll always be a Blue Wave." Not 
Hokusai's great Wave at Kanagawa, but Holden Wilson's Soccer Wave at Do
herty's. He (Holdy, not Hokusai) was drawn back into soccer by a burst of 
enthusiasm and few ill-chosen words at an alleged contest between this daugh
ter• s team at Doherty's School and a much better prepared opponent, By the 
time Holden's coaching stint was over, he and his valiant associates had 
steered the Blue Wave to a high position in the S.A. Y. League. 

The paper, an important tract in the relentless campaign of soccer 
to take over the world, was full of sharp characterizations of the players 
and pithy observations on coaching beginners.. The story came to climax 
with the ultimate success and break-up of the team, but the togetherness 
lingers on. There is still a Blue Wave. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved, and John Tew, proposed by Wit-viA M ,4. ~ vUI VA,.; , and Ethan 
Stanley, proposed by vJA'-T£1( C, ?=AA1GSA.v1 , were elected to member-
ship. The Club then received Victor Reichert's and Middlebury College's of
ficial invitations to come to Vermont on Monday, June 9, 1980, to visit the 
Breadloaf Campus for proceedings in honor of the late Robert Frost. 

There being no further business, etc. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

December 11, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 49 Members, 7 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Around the World in 1492 Days - or Making it in Las 

Vegas the Hard Way, "written and read by John C. Lee. 

Before the paper, John Tew and Ethan Stanley signed the Constitution. 

The subtitle of this paper refers to the anti-climatic adventures of one 
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Bill Taylor running a construction company in Las Vegas and adventuring 
in Politics. From there he moved to Maui and built a house for the John 
Lees. 

Bills' real adventures were in WW II. On the way to Wake Island 
to supervise some steel construction, he enjoyed all the pre-war pleasures 
of a Matson cruise to Hawaii and an Aloha welcome. Soon after, he was 
captured by the Japs at Wake. His adventures in the prison camp on the 
Chinese mainland were almost the highlight of the paper; but his escape 
from a prison train and harrowing travel across China to be picked up by 
the 8th Route Army put fiction to shame. He neve~ understood why Mao 
Tse- Tung took such an interest in him, or helped fly him to Chungking, 
from where he crossed the Hump and was flown on around the world and 
back home after 1492 days (about four years and one month), 

In addition to the hair-raising account of the escape, John wove in 
a very touching ace ount of Bill's relationship with Dr, Shindo, a humane 
prison camp doctor. 

Unbelievably, the whole thing is true. John showed news pictures 
of Bill and Mao. Bill really was there. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

December 18, 1978 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 65 Members, 7 Guests 
Holiday Celebration presented by the Trustees. 

In the beginning there was silence, and the fireplace was dark and 
void; and the Steward said "let there be a fire in the fireplace", and there 
was a fire. And the Trustees said "let there be eggnog, ·that the ~efl~~ ~e 
warmed like unto the outsides". And lo, there was eggnog, and e BitMiEco~
' o~red the face of the eggnog, and they tasted thereof, and found it good. 

Then Elliott Palmer said "let the spirit of Jim Maxwell and Christmas 
Past move among the members" and he read Jim Maxwell's "an Epilogue to 
the Christmas Carol". (Since the paper has been reviewed at least twice be
fore, suffice it to say that Jim showed that Scrooge's change of heart made 
him a bon vivant service club type, and left the bah-humbugging for poor Bob 
Cratchit.) 



,, 
·Then Charles Robertson said "let the spirit of Christmas present 

bring joy among you". And he read his paper entitled "A Winter Trip". 
(although yust ein business trip by der Kernforschungsanlage-Julich in 
Deutschland, viCh is ein nucleatorische geselschafft or vateffer, der wisit 
vas in- bringing uber-tonen uf der Christmas season mit Holiday-fairen und 
decoraten und party-machen und der wursten und kase und all like dot der. 
Sehr goot for der nucleator- searchers, nicht wahr?) 

Then Bob Hilton said "let there be another evocation of the spirit 
of Christmas Universal", and lo! there was another homily, this entitled 
"Faith, Fantasy and Kitsch". (Mankind's ongoing disagreements on how to 
worship have led to all sorts of beastliness. If one man's fantasy is another 
man's fact, may not one man's art be another man's kitsch? Not for Cardinal 
Spellman, who put a stop to the delivery of the infant Jesus by wire away in a 
little Bronx church. So, also, one man's faith may be another man's fantasy, 
as appears in the Thirty-nine Articles, I?~siDt,, but especially XIII, XIV, XIX, 
XXXV, etco When Bob comes on to consider tt1e old abbess in The Bridge Of 
San Luis Rey, he finds faith and kitsch intermingled. So it went in the little 
Bronx church, and so it goes in this far from perfect world. Faith, like fan
tasy, is where you find it.) 

Then after the sermon came the offertory: and Asbury said "let there 
be wild turkey XXXIX, and let there be dressing in the heart of the turkey, and 
creamed onions, and cranberries,)' and the caterers made it so. And the Trus
tees said "let there be music", and Andre and Hagner stirred the strings and 
there was music and clubabilit~f/iendship. over the face of the club. And the 
fire and the eggnog and papers and the dinner and the music and the clubability 
were one evening, and the Trustees saw that their work was good and they 
rested. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 8, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 35 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Originally Entitled: "The Eyes Have It" (with "Eyes" as in 
head), erroneously announced as "The Ayes Have It" (with "Ayes" as 
in viva voce), and finally written and read as "The History of Ophthal
mology in Cincinnati", by Taylor Asbury. 

From Daniel Drake to Donald Lyle, Cincinnati has had a steady pro
cession of prominent eye-specialists. (Prominent specialists, that is, 
not prominent eyes.) Before ophthalmology was a full-fledged specialty, 
Drake got the Ohio legislature to fund an Eye Infirmary in Cincinnati, but 
his successor Elkanah Williams put Cincinnati on the map, ophthalmalogi
cally speaking. He was also a member of the Literary Club as were 
Stephen Ayres, W. W. Seeley, Robert Sattler, Derrick Vail, Sr. and Jr., 
Don Lyle and Taylor Asbury. 

It was interesting to learn that Christian R. Holmes also was an eye 
expert, as well as a great educator and administrator. 

This was a paper in the grand Asbury tradition, combining local his
tory, medical history and Literary Club history in a neat package. It 
should be a valuable reference work at the Historical Society. 

At the Business Meeting following the reading, the December minutes 
were corrected to read "nutmeg" instead of "cinnamon". 

Gunter Grupp, proposed by Samuel Sandmel, was elected to member
ship. After the meeting was adjourned, member Donaldson expressed 
great unhappiness that a T.V. team had invaded the house to tape him for 
the 11 o'clock news. He requested that in the future no one should admit 
them to the premises. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 15, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 40 Members, no guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Revisionists Revised", written and read by 

James L. Elder 



Before the paper, Gunter Grupp signed the Constitution, 

In a further valuable contribution to the Club's revisionist studies, 
Jim examined the re-examinations of the controversial Richard III of 
England. As Chief Revisionist Merkel has pointed out, accepting an 
earlier revision and building on it is better than arguing with it. Jim 
has now demonstrated that accepting an earlier revision and then re
vising it is better still. 

Properly identifying the Tudor historians as political polemicists, 
Jim goes to Mancini, the Crowland l!hronicle, Fabyan, Paston aq.d 
others, many of whom had no visible axes to grind, On the basi .. of 
these, the Elder revision revises both the Lancastrians and their Richar
dian revisionists most fairly and convincingly. He shows that Richard's 
alleged murders of Henry VI, Clarence, and his own queen are unlikely 
and not proved. Richard undoubtedly had Hastings killed but possibly 
justifiably. He advocated the deaths of Rivers and Grey, and must be 
accountable for the killing of the two'princes in the Tower". Whether 
he did it, had it done, or let it be done, he was in charge of the princes 
and must answer for their deaths. The killing of the princes was, so to 
speak, the Towergate of this Richard, but would it be too much to speculate 
on whether the killers came into the Tower through the Watergate? Yes. 

This was a handsome and scholarly revision, but there was no need 
to cite Francis Bacon, who was really Shaksper, because everybody knows 
how Sweet Will felt about Tricken Dickon. Nevertheless, revisionism has 
once again been well served. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 22, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "The Gift of My Person", written and read by 

Thomas Gephart 

The man who gave his person was Henry, etc. Petain, Marshall and 
sometime hero of France. His career stretched from Napoleon III through 
107 governments to the end of World War II. His military ph~usophy op
posed the dashing tradition of the offensive. He beca~e the. V1ctor of Ver
dun by holding fast to a position. He espoused the ~agmot lme between the 
wars and in World War 11 he tried to hold on to V1Chy France at all costs. 
As h~ said to the nation: " .•• if I could no longer be your sword, I wished 
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to remain your shield." In the glow of victory, the France to which 
he had given his person, wishing to sweep Vichy under the rug swept 
him under along with it. ' 

. Thi~ little-understood man may have been dealt with unfairly. 
D1d h~ s1m~ly w.ant power ~t any cost? Did he expect Hitler's victory 
a~d w1sh, hke LAval, to bUlld a place for France in a Nazi Europe? 
D1d he work secretly to undermine and hold off the Nazis until help 
could arrive? Or was he so near senility as to be incapable of more 
than an occasional flash of comprehension? /lOttE of THr ArsovG? 

Tom's penetrating paper has probably brought us as close to the 
man and his possible motivations as can be done. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

January 2 9, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 38 Members, 3 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Samuel F. Pogue 

In the first paper, "Women and Children First", Charles Aring 
rings some changes on Frank Mayfield's report of how a female appli
cant was once fended off by the Club management. In the process, he 
builds up an evocative image of the unique character of the Club. Sup
pose there ~women members? Clothing, decor and food would soon 
be put through a sea-change, effectively deforming the whole atmosphere. 
Worst of all, suppose your wife belonged and mine didn't? Charles sug
gests that women might prosper more by emphasizing their unique talents 
as mothers, but not in our clubhouse. The female of the species just 
isn't clubbable. 

''Where Do Acrobats Capture Balloons?" In the outfield, of course. 
Louis Prince lets us in on this one, and a lot more, in the world of French 
Canadian baseball. The literal translation of idiomatic French, as in Mark 
Twain's Jumping Frog extravaganza, is always good for laughs. Here, how
ever, we had the additional good fortune of hearing how the French Canadians 
created their own baseball language out of English - the opposite side of/coin. 

T"ltfi 

French has tended to become a static language, but Canadian French, 
surrounded by galloping English, has, as Lou demonstrated, risen to er
ratic heights in coping with baseball terminology. We eagerly await Lou's 
next apparition at the stick. 
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The third paper, "Evenings Chez Nous", by Sam Pogue himself, 
dealt with another French theme: TV in France. During their ten 
months in Paris, the Pogues improved and broadened their French 
by watching the local programs. They also improved their balancing 
ability by coping with a couch which seemed to have been trained in judo. 

~C,_H~'f, 
Sam spoke~ of the news and sports coverage, was surprised 

at the innumerable talk shows, and enjoyed the interviews and studies 
of unusual people and occupations. He neglected to mention the good 
weather coverage in the news, which is about the only thing save the 
sports coverage that your Secretary could fathom, and which is much 
more important to the two-week visitor than the ten-month researcher. 
There is no question that television in a foreign country adds a valuable 
dimension to the overall impression which the visitor gets. 

Well, there was a lot of scholarship this month, hidden behind a lot 
of felicitous prose. The research in all three of the full length papers 
must have been enormous. The budget papers were amusing but full of 
food for thought. The weather was better than last year, though not much, 
so that the readers had deservedly large audiences. A good start for 
Seventy-nine. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 5, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 37 Members, 1 GuP.st 
Paper Entitled" "The Foolish Old Man Who Removed The Mountains" 

written and read by J. Vincent Aug 

The mountains are imperialism and feudalism, as Mao has updated 
an ancient Chinese fable. 

In this paper, which turns out to be much more than a travelogue of 
the Augs' recent trip to China, Whitey observed at first hand the efforts 
of the contemporary Chinese to remove their mountains. In a county 
where everyone is poor, but where everyone who behaves is sufficiently 
clothed, adequately fed, reasonably housed and well doctored, there is 
little if any social or economic jealousy, and much evidence of high 
public morale. 

For the current rulers, who seem anxious to modernize the economy, 
it may be that the ever-present image of Mao is itself an obstructive 
mountain. Although the Foolish Old Man and his descendants worked 
hard, it took God's own angels to finish the job. Where can this crowd 
find some angels? Why was Teng in Washington? 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved, and Yeatman Anderson III, sponsored by John Kiely, was 
elected to membership. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 12, 1979 

President Walter Farmer, presiding 
Attendance: 35 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Speech to Alumni" written and read by Robert Hilton 

Before the reading of the paper, Yeatman Anderson signed the Con

stitution. 

They asked the old alum how he enjoyed his class reunion. "Terrible", 
· d II 

he said, "they were all so fat and bald that none of them recogn1ze me. 



Bob Hilton didn't have quite that problem but the b · 1 tt . , raggmg e ers 
subm~tted by. many of his classmates made them somewhat unrecognizable. 
Bob hkensthese to the bragging statements wh1'ch dot1·ng t · h . . . . paren s m1meograp 
and mfhct on the1r frtends at Christmas. His parody - son John appointed 
clerk to Supreme Court Justice - daughter a Phi Beta Kappa and fashion 
mo~el, etc •. - gave .a. great lift to all those members whose wives have 
squtrmed wtth humthation at these annual put-downs from old and safely 
distant friends. 

Taking the floor at the class dinner, Bob tells it as it is: real success 
in li~e involves coping with trouble and failure, not just going from triumph 
to trmmph. He evokes deeply touching portraits of four of his classmates, 
who weren't there, to prove his point. All had had successes and failures 
in the ordinary senses of the words, and had struggled manfully to live 
valuable lives. This is real truth, and in the further interest of truth Bob 
candidly admits that he never delivered that address. What a pity! ' 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 19, 1979 

Vice President Lewis G. Gatch presiding 
Attendance: 51 Members, 7 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Paradigm Anyone?" written and read by Edward 

W. Merkel 

Paradigm, they tell me, is the prefet·red pronunciation, probably be
cause the Greek paradejknyai long preceded the Latin paradigma. Con
trariwise, your secretary finds paradigm comes more trippingly off the 
tongue. Paradigm not only has two pronunications, it has two meanings: 
not just a pattern, model or example, but also a complete conjugation or 
declension, showing all the inflectional forms; ringing the changes, as 
it were, on an idea. This makes Ed's paper a real paradigm of paradigms, 
in either sense. 

The paper also copes with syllogisms and sigmoid curves (not sigmoid 
colons). The major premise of Ed's sylllltfl~~ When any science get~ 
bogged down, it will flounder until some produces a new paradtgm, 
or pattern, which will restructure the body of knowledge into a new and 
useful symmetry. The minor premise: The social scien~es are s.o bo.gged 
down. Conclusion: the social sciences need a new parad1gm. Thts Wlll 

remove them from the sigmoid colon, and throw them into a sigmoid curve 

of rapid progress. 
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There seems to be a structural weakness in the syllogism when 
the concept of "need" suddenly appears in the conclusion, bu; let that 
pass. As Ed demonstrates later, there is a real need for a sigmoid 
jump in the social sciences, and the syllogism is easily balanced ~ 
t • k' II d11 • t th . s lC mg a nee m o e maJor premise. 

There is some justifiable doubt as to whether the so-called social 
s:iiences are amendable to scientific management, but let that pass. 
As Ed says, any body of knowledge requires an occasional paradigm, 
whether or not the body can breed hypotheses subject to proof by ex
periment or prediction. 

There is also some justifiable doubt as to what identifiable aggre
gations of knowledge constitute the social sciences, but let that pass too, 
As Ed Jays, they all have disorganized material lying around in heaps. 

The great (you should pardon the expression) white hope of the social 
sciences is socio-biology. If it could establish a paradigm of human 
biological necessities, it might show how social systems could be struc
tured to accomodate the limited capacities of personkind. As things 
stand now, the popular assaults on existing institutions suggest that the 
complexity and apparent remoteness of social forces are demoralizing 
the rank and file, at least in the free world. 

On the other hand, such a paradigm might reveal that we are approach
ing one of TBilhard de Chardin' s peduncles from which an evolutionary 
spurt will produce an "urban man11 or "homo urbanis", mentally and 
emotionally equipped to thrive in the dense and frenetic world of the future. 

It's all in the hands of the socio-biologists, notfhe pedants who are 
fl -

married to the pedun_~le.~· ... 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

February 26, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 36 Members, 3 Guests 
Budget organized by Elliott Palmer and read by Robert Hilton. 

Before the exercises, the president announced the death of long-time 
member Howard Luther. 

This may be the first time that a budget was. presented when neither 
the writers nor the organizer attended the readmg. 
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The first paper, by James Traquair, who was out of town was 
entitled "Our Forgotten Presidents". They may have been f~r
gotten as Presidents, but many of the 14 men who served as Presi
dents of Congress from 1774 until 1789 (the years when Congress 
w_as ~he. govern~en_t of the _United States) were famous for other things. 
J1m mdlCates th1s m a ser1es of thumb-nail sketches. Peyton Randolph, 
the President of the First Continental Congress, was a prominent 
Virginia attorney and legislator. The Charleston plantation of Henry 
Middleton is still in the family and a delightful place to visit. John 
Hancock, John Jay, Richard Henry Lee and our own Arthur St. Clair 
all served. In any trivia quiz, it is well to know what prisoner-of-war 
was exchanged for Lord Cornwallis. The answer: Henry Laurens, the 
Fifth President. The number one odd-ball was Nathaniel Gorham, who 
is supposed to have invited a Prussian prince to become king of the U, S. 
The last of the first Presidents, Cyrus Griffen, later presided at Aaron 
Burr's treason trial, 

This paper was unique, and to the history-lovers, fascinating, 

The dirtiest trick of the month was Elliott Palmer's, when he left 
town and stuck Hilton and the Secretary with the title to the next paper, 
which should have been subtitled: From the Unpronounciable to the 
Inscrutable by Broken-Down Bus." 

This paper should be acted out on the Muppet Show, A collection of 
Mexican characters, pigs and chickens carrying on out of the windows 
of a delapidated bus would gladden the hearts of the two old geezers in 
the box at Muppet Theatre. Actually the trip was from Zihuatanejo, 
the last of the unspoiled fishing villages, to Morelia, the last of the un
spoiled old colonial cities, by the last of the oldest busses. Scheduled 
for seven hours, the trip took seventeen, with one or perhaps two com
fort stops. How Elliott can be so humourous about it all is beyond me, 
but it was a very funny paper. 

Sandy says Arf, the Big Sandy is a little river, but "Old Sandy", as 
described by Stephen z. Starr from the remoteness of his Vermont hide
away, was an articulate, literate commentator on the Civil War. Roger 
Hannaford, nicknamed "Old Sandy", came to the 2nd Ohio Cavalry from 
England via Cheviot, Ohio. After the War, he seems to have spent eight 
years in his cellar writing his recollections of the war, based on his 
diaries and letters home. He gives a trooper's eye view of over 60 
battles across most of the theatres of war, and philosophizes and com
ments sagely on the way. The trouble with t~is pa~e: is that. it i?spi~es 
an almost irresistable desire to read the enhre or1gmal, whlCh 1s still 
in manuscript at the Historical Society. Let us hope that Steve will some 

./ 



day edit the whole thing for publication. The potential for editorial 
foot-notes a la Douglas Southall Freeman boggles the imagination. 

I apologize for the length of this month's minutes, but it has been 
a busy month, and I haven't had time to write them shorter. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 41 Members, 3 Guests 

March 5, 1979 

Paper Entitled: "Which Medal?" written and read by Guido J. Gores 

Which medal should be awarded to a crew of four men trapped for 
days in the bowels of a disabled cruiser and finally rescued in amazingly 
good mental and physical condition? This was a part of Guido's communi
cations team on the U.S. S. Savannah, hit off Salerno by a rocket bomb 
which providentially dropped clear through the ship without exploding. Ever 
since, Guido and the rest of the crew of the Savannah have had a haunting 
sense of being on borrowed time. 

The paper was actually the biography of a ship, The Savannah sur
vived extensive service in the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, even the near
fatal bombing, and a period in dry-dock when Guido was in command, He 
creates a fine atmosphere of ship-side concerns, and the audience is left 
with the feeling that the needs of the ship and its mission demanded the full 
dedication of the crew. This is another fine chapter in wartime experiences 
of Club members. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved, and a copy of Dick Vilter' s book on General Hospital management 
(based on a Literary Club paper) printed by Vest&JRand Connell, was pre-
sented to the Club. V~t~TC(l.. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 12, 1979 

The minutes are reported by Bill Sullivan, secretary pr~em, as 
follows: 

On Monday, March 12, 1979 at eight-thirty P.M., with President 
Farmer presiding, John Peck read his paper "The Peck Peace Proposal" 
to fifty-two members and eight guests. 

John's Peace Proposal for the end to World War II was simple -
"Give Kansas back to the Japanese and call the whole thing off. " It was 
hardly the thoughtful plan of a future prominent jurist-rather it was the 



~pontaneous outburst of ?ne pl~gued b~ blazing heat, tormenting flies, 
and unpalatable food wh1le takmg bas1c training at Fort Riley. 

The real intent of John's paper was to provide his progeny with an 
answer to the question "Was the old man a Hero?" Here are a few examples 
of the rigors John underwent in his four-year tour of duty - you can draw your 
own conclusions. 

There was that 21 day trip through the West for John and Barbara 
following his 0. C. S. in the Corps of Military Police. Leisurely driving, 
high living in fine Inns, packing and unpacking, noting the scenery,completely 
undid the fine tempering of basic training. 

In one California assignment John and his motley crew were respon
sible for protecting the West Coast from Japanese submarines. It was a 
24 hour-a-day duty armed with a wooden-wheeled 75 milimeter cannon ap
propriated from some Indiana courthouse lawn. There was the added worry 
that the weapon, if fired, would explode. 

Waiting for orders was a constant frustration. The Oregon wait is 
a case in point. John \}"aS forced to spend his time in "make-work", like 
skiing, golfing, and epfCurean delights. (Not to mention the production of 
a second son). All the while exposed to the erratic shooting of Robins on his 
roof by his landlady who had a passion for"Robin Pie". 

/ And there was his final assignment - in Pari - as a Captain in the 
. ·./v Judge Advocate's office. It was fraught. ~~th 

6
peril. John lost innumerable 

(;Ji ·' skirmishes at the races in the Bo~&~ ~e. The principal business of 
' the day (in the M(mrice hotel where he was quartered) was the attempt to 

hide his shoes from a house staff determined to find and shine them. And 
each day re faced up squarely to equal parts of cognac and champagne in a 
futile effort to keep the French economy going. 

John's paper spells out these and other experiences in gripping de
tail and one wonders how it was we ever won the war. One fact emerges 
loud and clear - John's undisputable claim to the status of a genuine, certi-
fied, non-hero. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 19, 1979 

Vice President Lewis Gatch presiding 
Attendance: 35 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Travels West and Other Places" written and read by 

Robert J/1. Galbraith 
M· 



'. .j .. 

Over lots of lousy roads and through plenty of ~icissitudes to 
grandmother's house they went. The Galbraith family, when Bob was 
a boy and auto travel was in its nonage, started to drive from Cincinnati 
to Des Moines by auto in or about 1916. Although full of humerous anec
dotes about this and other trips, the paper transcended the usual 'personal 
reco~lections" document because of its rich background of early auto lore -
the hres, the gas tanks, the windshields, the side curtains - and a detailed 
and evocative description of the state of the roads. 

There were other items of interest to those who remember the late 
'teens and early Twenties: keeping horses in increasingly urban environ
ments, the perils coincident to prohibition, such as spilling hooch in the 
luggage, (the funniest episodes in the paper involved the hooch) and the 
perils coincident to turning town boys loose on the farm. All in all, a 
pleasant and satisfying paper. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

March 26, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 9 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Bruce I. Petrie 

Before the paper, Librarian Dalglish announced the receipt of a 
number of copies of a book of poems by Van Meter Ames, available to 
members in the club library. 

The first paper "A New Member's Speech to the Literary Club" 
limned the dilemma of a new member, required by trad~tion to keep a low 
profile, but who knows that a proposed new addition to the Club is unworthy. 
The deft characterization of the proposed member as a heartless phony who 
should be blackballed, should have been a clear signal that Bob Hilton was 
with us again, to say nothing of the public speaking format, Hilton 1 s spoof
ing of Hilton throughout manifested his true sense of humor. The abiding 
message of the paper: Honesty plus heartlessness does not equal clubbability. 

The second paper, "Reflections in the Life of a Long Island Boy", 
by Robert B. Hollister, made a nice companion to the Bob Galbraith paper 
of March 19. So much of our past is lost because nobody records the re
collections and experiences of the old-timers. Last month Steve Starr wrote 
about a man who chronicled his Civil War experiences. This month Gores 
and Peck recalled W. W, II, and Galbraith and Hollister have shed light on 
facets of the early ''Twenties. Bob Hollister had the advantage of growing 
up in a polyglot Brooklyn where crowded apartment houses merged with ele-
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\ gant residential streets: and farms, seashores and woods were a bike
ride away. Along with the benefits of a mixed environment, Bob and 
his friends grew up in an atmosphere of what he calls "controlled free
dom", where the kids had lots of choices of action within a framework 
of acceptable behaviour patterns. The paper not only reconstructed an 
era, but suggested the changing problems of growing up in an urban en
vironment. How do they handle it in modern Brooklyn, for instance? 

Bob promises more on the same theme. It should be thought -
as well as nostalgia - provoking. 

The last paper, ·by Bruce Petrie himself, dealt' with an old 
subject which is proliferating like the coyote in a newly hospitaWnviron
ment. "The Discrimination Business" merchandizes a pandemic human 
quality: the ability to note and choose between differences. To the extent 
that one discriminates blindly or bigotedly (if there is such an adverb) this 
is a bad thing. Bruce is concerned that there are now professional dealers 
in discrimination, seeking to identify and exploit grounds or non-grounds 
for bias and prejudice. In the process of merchandizing concepts of dis
crimination, white women, the biggest identifiable socioeconomic group 
in American society, have sold themselves as a minority. "Elite" has 
been converted into a bad word. The old saw "What's good for business 
is good for America" has been translated into "What's good for the dis
crimination business is good for the government". One thing must be 
said for the discrimination business: it has kept a lot of people off the 
unemployment rolls. 

Now what we need is a paper on the p!'otection business - the guys 
who will keep us from hurting ourselves if they have to lock us up and 
starve us to death. Help! the paranoids are after us!. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 2, 1979 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 46 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Cold Hands, Cold Feet", written and read by 

Martin B. Macht 

There is no doubt about it. In his first Literary Club paper, Bud 
Macht revealed that he is not only an engaging raconteur, he is a real 
comedian, That is, he is a comedian if being a comedian is being able 
to get laughs by showing the wry or laughable sides of prosaic or even 
semi-tragic events or situations. Even the name of Bud's W. w. II pro
ject, the Climatic Research Lab, got tangled with climaxes or climac
terics, as he told it. 

The sketches of his co-workers were probably accurate but had 
a certain car~icaturic quality, and the nightmarish occasion when he had 
to go out in the dark of the morning to untangle four giant searchlights 
from the Reading,Massachusetts overhead wires became a James Thurber 
anecdote, especially when it developed that the four searchlights should 
have been flashlights, One is tempted to review the hilarious episodes: 
all lab personnel participating in a subfreezing drink project consisting 
largely of grain alcohol, the fire at the bordello, and, as the news re
leases say, MORE. 

Concealed among all the laughs was a serious account of the cold 
weather research done in the old Pacific Mills at Lawrence, Mass. with 
detached service at Hudson Bay and co-ordinated studies with other 
agencies. 

It was all instructive as well as amusing. 

At the business meeting following the paper, the minutes were ap
proved as read, and Eugene Saenger, proposed by Garvin Dal!lish, was 
elected to membership. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 9, 1979 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 44 Members, 4 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Funston", written and read by Herbert F. Curry 



Old club members had betrayed their ages by asking Herb if his 
paper was to be about General Funston. It was indeed. For those of us 
whose memories do not reach back before W. W. I, General Frederick 
Funston was a new addition to American military history, who but for 
an untimely death might have filled Black Jack Pershing's niche in our 
military hall of fame. 

Herb presented the paper as an apology to the good General, be
cause an impromptu visit to Funston's boyhood home in Kansas had 
elicited a lot of scoffing from Herb and a companion. 

The botanist son of Congressman Foghorn Funston had conned his 
way into the Cuban revolution of 1897, where he learned guerilla warfare 
the hard way. He came home to the Kansas National Guard, then went to 
the Philippines as a Colonel with no more formal training than the average 
National Guardsman. His greatest single exploit was the capture of the 
famous Philippine insurgent, Emilio Aguinaldo, by unorthodox but effective 
tactics. 

For a man of unprepossessing stature, no West Point background, 
and a tendency toward military improvisation, Frederick Funston's reach
ing the rank of Major General in charge of the Southern Department is a 
remarkable achievement. It is equally remarkable that since then he should 
have dropped so completely out of the public eye, but as Herb points out, 
he served during a period of our history which modern revisionism prefers 
to downgrade - our so-called "colonial period". 

This was another of Herb's good ones. , 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 16, 1979 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: The Oracle - A Musical Fable (Without Music), 

written and read by Norman A. Levy 

Before the paper, Eugene Saenger signed the Constitution. 

Eslie Asbury read the Memorial for Howard Bourn Luther, a mem
ber since 1941, and a regular attender until his final illness. 

-2-
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Norman evokes a cyclopean wall inhabited by an apparently com
puterized oracle served by an exegete~ seated like the Delphic Priestess 
on a~tripod. 

pet\ll.OU~ 
The Oracle knows everything, but since it appears to be pro-

grammed to reflect the personality of the question~~A"tts answers are al
ways couched in variations of the ancient injunction 'know thyself." The 
exegete, who might even be Levy, E:eems to have a somewhat ambiguous 
relationship to the oracle, There is a suggestion that he, like the pries
tess, may have a creative part in the auguritic process, but if the appli
cant types the message and the oracle flashes the answers, how can this 
be? 

It is unfortunate that Arthur Sullivan and Cole Porter are no longer 
in the song-writing business. The lyrics of the postulants: Lovers, 
Warrior, Cynic, Mocker, etc. are on a par with W. S. Gilbert's patter 
songs or the soliloquies of either Gilbert or Porter. 

While one might quarrel with a few concepts - for instance~ is the 
perfectly adjusted person actually normal? - the verses imply rather than 
dictate~ and one must respect the poetic muse~ who always means more 
than she says. 

THE CRITIC'S SONG 

No exegete nor voice prophetic 
Should comment on this work poetic 
(Sometimes ascetic~ often frenetic 

1/IA£.c~rrc.];)ia8eltic, apoplectic, even hectic.) 
I shall no further analyse~ 
Criticize nor stigmatize: 
Eschewing power to tyrannize 
Or penalize, I give the prize. 
I dare not elect 
To gently correct~ 
To deftly dissect, 
To mildly object. 
(Infinitive splitting may sometimes be fitting) 
I choose and not pick 
More carrot than stick 
More praise and less prick 
More flip and less flick 

Each delectation detect 
Every misprision deflect 
Every misjointure connect: 
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His verse first is terse, 
Then cursive, discursive: 
Humor has bite 
Shadow throws light 
Enough for one night. 

This oracle's a mental mirror 
Flashing back to every hearer 
His own image, nearer, clearer. 

Question: Is not such an oracle a mere pretender fit for de-
rision? Should we not laugh you to scorn? ' 

Answer: Ho-ho thyself. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 23,. 1979 

Vice President Lewis Gatch presiding 
Attendance: 48 Members, 3 Guests 
Paper originally entitled: "Lincoln's Setcret Sorrow", replaced by a 

paper entitled "Rats, Cats, White Whales. 
and History," written and read by 
William J. (That Bill)Miller 

The paper had all of Bill's wit, charm and facility. He ranged 
widely, from a riotous disquisition on a cat ranch supported by a rat ) 
ranch and vice versa to a penetrating analysis of the Van Swearingen$'; 
feet-of-clay empire. 

Tapping his own extensive experience as a reporter and editorialist, 
Bill dealt deftly with cons and con-men he has known and known of: the 
comet pills, the death ray man, and the check kiter whose operation spread 

like ripples on a Ponzi. 

All these and more made for a very happy evening. 

-4-
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

April 30, 1979 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 51 Members, 5 Guests 
Budget organized and read by Booth Shepard 

Before the budget, it was announced that John Vester had given 
the Club a copy of the March, 1979 "Forum" which had requested and 
printed ''l.,o"iSoMI" \Jiri,i,E''( "J J0r111~ "''G'fl.4ttr C/,VIf P-4-PI:R 
on his medical and psychological reactions to his near-fatal automobile 
accident. This will be added to the Club library. 

The first paper: "William Patterson Alexander of Kentucky", 
started like a bit of Asburyana on Kentucky history, but turned out to 
be a John C. Lee thumbnail biography of one of the Presbyterian mini
sters who went as missionaries to Hawaii in the 18301 s. It is hard to 
picture modern Lahaina as John described it, but history bears him out 
that in the whaling days it was Sin City. Also, history may support his 
contention that the early missionaries were wrongfully accused of doing 
well as well as doing good, but Join's paper indicates that their descen
dants did in fact often do well. John, like Mark Twain, holds that the 
Alexanders and the rest were of inestimable value to the islands. 

The second paper: "Raking Leaves", by John Wulsin, was remis
cent of his paper on canoeing in the North Woods. The intensity of the 
feeling and color put the listener inside the skin of the narrator as he 
ripped into the oak leaves on a hot autumn night. 

Mellowed by beer and contemplation, John would have left those 
oak leaves for Mother Nature to dispose of, but he was driven by the 
conscience of his wife to tidy up. Moved by the full moon, he staged 
his own Cad Goddeu, or Battle of the Trees:in his private oak grove. 
As Taliesin said "With foot-beat of the swift oak, Heaven and earth rung". 
The oaks talked to John, beat him up, and called in the savage wind out 
of the spiral north to spread their leaves back over their gro~nd. ~ohn 
can blame this on the martinis, two beers, and a cold front, 1f he llkes. 
Any Druid could tell him you don't screw around with oak groves - es
pecially when the moon goddess is out at the death of the year. 

The imagery was, nevertheless, magnificient. 



The third paper, by Booth1was entitled "A Unique Contribution". 
Both the subject matter and the paper itself were in fact unique contri
butions. The basic contribution was from Booth's wife, who suggested 
that he fulfill his obligation to furnish an evening program for the Uni
versity Club~was happy to oblige. For an hour and forty minutes he 
held the large·st audience in club history spellbound with a discourse on 
archeology and the Bible. I can confirm this, having been present my
self, and I believe that the wiring nf the first two floors of the clubhouse 
for sound is also unique in club history. Those of the Literary Club who 
have been privileged to hear Nelson Glueck in our own Club or at H. U, C. 
may not appreciate fully the impact of his talk that evening, but Booth is 
right. It was a unique contribution, 

This has been a particularly heavy month. Five Mondays of pa
pers, all requiring minute attention, result in mountains of minutes. This 
coming June, your Secretary will have completed four years in this office, 
Others have served longer, but I have no desire to break records. I have 
enjoyed this tour of 9-uty, and especially the attendant honor. To paraphrase 
Lovelace: I woul(fove it near so much loved I not honor more. But I find 
the job of precis-~riting increasingly onerous (that's without an "h'') and if 
it hasn't began to show in the minutes, it will. 

It seems to me that a fresh approach to the Secretary's job is in or
der, and I should be very grateful if the Club were to try out a new Secretary 
for the next years. 

\ 

\ \ 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 

):<by presenting Nelson Glueck. To Booth's su:pris~ and satis
faction, Nelson, himself a member of the Umverstty Club, 

./ 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 7, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 42 Members, 5 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "General Abe", written and read by Joseph S. Stern, Jr. 

Before the paper, the Club observed a moment of silence in honor of 
Forest Frank, who had died the previous week. 

Joe's first paper was a strong one, inspired by a letter he had bought 
at an auction. The letter, dated December 26, 1861, was from A. Lincoln 
to General Burnside, ordering him into action. At the time Gen. George 
B. McClellan, "the problem child of the Civil War", was down with typhoid 
fever. "Little Mac", a superb organizer, (and incidentally a member of 
the Literary Club) had done wonders in building up the Army, but was al
most pathologically reluctant to use it. At one point, Lincoln said that if 
McClellan didn't want to use the Army, he (Lincoln)would l~e to borrow 
it for a while. J Abe never took the Constitution literally an~ 1{illll to be 
his own Commander in Chief. He proposed actions, but did. not order. 

The paper deftly outlines the military situation, and how Lincoln had 
increasingly to cajole, entreat and all but drive his generals into action. 
The letter which inspired the paper was one of those directives to action, 

Local color came into the paper through comments of the Cincinnati 
newspapers on the course of events. The paper was deeply researched, 
well organized and may well have laid the foundation for a sequel, as it 
showed U. S. Grant's star already beginning to rise in the West. (That 
metaphor was miMed by the Secretary, not the reader.)· 

At the ensuing business meeting, the President appointed Eslie As
bury, Morse Johnson and Robert Hilton the memorial committee for 

Forest Frank. 

The minutes were approved as read. 

The President announced that he was tired of fo1Jing around with 
the picture problem. Members must furnish their photographs or be 
forever blank. 

Robert Smith, proposed by Charles Aring, was elected to member
ship. 

.I 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 14, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 38 Members, 6 Guests 
Paper Entitled: "Ou.t-takes, or Faces on the Cutting Room J:i'loor", 

Written and read by Robert J. Kalthoff 

"Out-takes" comes from the recording industry: editing out the 
mistakes, sour notes and other muffs which frequently intrude into 
human performance. Bob suggests that the insistence on cold per
fection often leaves the best of humanity on the cutting room floor. 
Rubenstein, F1ora Robson, even Toscanini, have been humanized by 
goofs. In live performances the goofs lend a special dimension to 
performances. 

Moving on to out-takes of, rather than by, humans, Bob refers 
to Professor Tschiassny, cut out of Hilter' s Austria and dropped on 
the cutting room floor of General Hospital, and Sean Patrick the drowned 
rookie cop. Finally, in a sensitive biographical sketch, Bob describes 
the out-taking of his brother and best friend Victor by a senseless auto 
driver. This was the most unkindest cut of all: the ultimate, irrevo
cable out-take. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

May 21, 1979 

President Walter Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 1 Guest 
Paper Entitled: "Ministers and Strait-Jackets", written and read by 

James W. Kennedy 

Before the paper, Robert Smith signed the Constitution. 

While Jim Kennedy was training for the ministry, he sp~nt four 
months of clinical training in the Wooster State Mental Hosp1tal. It 
was an invaluable learning experience for him. The need for under
standing of and perceptions about the mentally ill broadens the mind 
for dealing with others, not only in the rector's study, but ~resumably 
in the congregation at large. If unresolved conflicts u~derlle most 
mental illness, effecting cures or alleviating troubles 1s founded on 

I 



understanding, forgiveness and outreach rather than custodial care. 

Driving out devils has been priests' work for millenia. In "olden 
times", the devils of inner conflict were attacked head on, with whip 
and spur as it were. Jim shows how the modern priest works with the 
victim to enable him to evict his own devils. Just like the literal exor
cist, the person working with the mentally ill needs all the support he 
can get from his religious convictions. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 



MINUTES OF MEETING 

June 4, 1979 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 50 Members, 2 Guests 
Paper Entitled: Fr~m "DardB.nella" to "Anna and the King of Siam", 

wr1tten and read by James 0. Coates 

Before the paper, Eslie Asbury read the Forest Frank Memorial. 

"Words once spoke can never be recalled", but words once writ
ten are under the control of the writer, for a while at least. Before the 
printing press, a man's written words were presumably his own, or his 
abbey's, or his sponsor's. When commercial publishing became profit
able who was entitled to the profit? It was appropriate that Lord Mans
field, the father of English commercial law, contributed a lot to the de
velopment of copyright law. 

Since Mansfield, many prominent jurists: Learned Hand, Jerome 
Frank and Felix Frankfurter among others, have contributed to the legal 
literature on the subject, but none of their contributions has been copy-
righted. -----

We have come a long way: from the days when the Stationer's 
Company had exclusive publishing rights to everything in writing; to our 
multi-media times when songs, movies, TV, etc,, can whip out countless 
variations, parodies, sequels and imitations of a successful idea. Jim 
marshals a series of interesting,challenging and amusing cases "com
pounding confusion in a field replete with complexity" .. 

This was another in the year's succession of successful first 

papers. 

At the business meeting following the paper these notable events 

succeeded in rapid succession: 

The minutes were read and corrected to indicate no meeting on 
Decoration Day, May 29, thus creating minutes of no meeting •. ~n the 
past, the annual list of papers has indicated the appropri~te ha1tl,. but 
it might be well in the future to include missed meetings m the mmutes. 

.I 
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At the annual election, the following officers were elected for 
1979-1980: 

President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Clerk 
Trustee 

(term expiring 1982) 

Lewis W. Gatch 
Frank G. Davis 
William A. Sullivan 
John A. Diehl 
John C. Lee 
Elliott P. Palmer 

Senior membe~s remarked that this is the first election in human memory 
where all cand1dates were elected on the first ballot. This will hereafter 
be known as the "Gatch with Dispatch Election." 

This is the first time that we have elected a third-generation 
president, Lew having been remotely preceded by his father and grand
father. Never guilty of laches, the Club catches batches of Gatches. 

MINUTES OF MEETING 

June 11, 19 7 9 

President Walter I. Farmer presiding 
Attendance: 67 Members, 3 guests 
Paper Entitled: "Scenes Through an Early Nineteenth Century Window", 

written and read by Robert B. Hollister 

This was the Annual Outing, held in the elegant home and garden 
of President Farmer. The paper was read in a natur·al mini-amphitheatre 
which did not distract from the interesting paper. Before the reading the 
Club voted enthusastic thanks to Walter for a great party and a successful 

year. 

This was a second first paper. Earlier in the year Bob furnished 
a memorable budget paper on growing up in Brooklyn. This first full
length paper was based on a packet of family letters from the second and 
third decades of the Nineteenth Century. This is the stuff of which human 
history is made. It recalled Henry Winkler's recent paper on the fleshing 
out of history by portraying the people who lived through it. 
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The names were a little confusing, as one does not normally 
think of John Jeremiah as full brother to George Anson, It all comes 
right at the end, when it is revealed that their family name was Hol
lister, and that George Anson Hollister was Robert Branch Hollister's 
Great Great Grandfather. How fortunate to have ancestors who leave 
us such fascinating first-hand glimpses of themselves, 

Written from the area of western Connecticut and New York, 
the letters teem with advice, news and suggestions from John to his 
younger brother: how to be a good apprentice, how to succeed in 
marriage, how to handle real estate, cope with death; all against a 
background of economic vicissitudes and inexorable national expansion, 

Again, John is lucky to have such a literary treasure and we are 
lucky that he has shared it with us. 

There were no meetings on June 18 or 25, July 2, 9, 16, 23, 
or 30, nor on August 6, 13, 20, or 2 7. Bill Sullivan will have to ac
count for September 3 and 10, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 



LITERARY CLUB 
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

1975-76 

During the Club Year three new members were admitted: Stanley 
Troup, Robert E. Wolverton and Robert W. Mulligan. There were two 
deaths: James M. Nelson and Robert W. Elder. At year's end the 
Roster stood: Dr. Carr: 1; Honorary: 1; Active: CfG" ; Associate: /.1. 
Total: tcet 1 ,((tie, 

The Club had a total of 38 meetings including the 126th Anniver
sary Celebration, Christmas Celebration and Summer Outing at the resi
dence of Frank Mayfield. 

Attendance for all meetings averaged 44. 4,below last year's aver
age of 46. 4, but above the seven year average of 42. 771428. (The latter 
average is based on Rogert Clark's six-year figures of last year.) Roger 
also reported that on the six-year average the second meeting in October 
had the lowest attendance: 35. 5. This past year (at 33) was only third 
from the bottom, being submarined by the third meeting in November with 
32, and a weather freak in January when snow and ice froze the attendance 
at 16 hardy souls. The Secretary, obviously showing off his desk computer, 
reports that guest attendance for the year averaged 3. 86 per meeting. 

Subject matter of the papers ranged widely, and can be better clas
sified by Polonius (Act II. Sc. 2) than by Roger's standard list. Thus we 
found Historical-Bicentennial: 5 full length papers; Concerned-Environ
mental, Concerned-Sociological, Concerned-Economic and Concerned
General: 6 full length and 4 budget papers; Literary: 4 long and 1 budget; 
Literary Club: 1 budget; Literary Seasongoodiana: 2 short excursions; 
Historical- Philosophical: 4 long; Philosophical: 4 long and 6 budget pap
ers; Humerous-Satirical: one each; Black Humerous: one; Humerous 
Economical: one; Short Poems: 2 budgets; Poems Unlimited: none; 
Mules: one budget paper; and Busts and Bottoms: one full length. ):~ 

It is also possible that the Club established a new record in First 
Papers - Full Length: six, respectively by Connell, Bennis, Friedenberg, 

Huvos, Elder and Traquair. 

This report concludes with the announcement of awards for longest 
and shortest titles of the year. The longest was compunded by Warren 
Bennis: "The Man With the Blue Guitar, or Where Have All the Leaders 
Gone", contained 51 letters divided among 13 words, but must be disquali
fied for containing a subtitle longer than the title proper. The Longest 

II T 't B . II ):~ which might have been subtitled Ars Longa, r a reVlS • 
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Title Award therefore goes to Victor Reichert, who created "The Beauty 
Abishag and More in the Poet's Treasure Trove", consisting of 46 letters 
in 10 words. Supporters of Chuck Judd are protesting the defeat of his 
contribution: "The Soil is Bare Now, Nor Can Foot Feel, Being Shod", 
which actually contained 11 words but only 39 letters. Counting punctua
tion and spacing, Victor is a clear winner with 56 units to Chuck's 51. 

There is no dispute as to the Short Title Award. Charles 
Aring's 11 1809" is disqualified for a.dding a subtitle, leaving Bert Smith's 
"Goldy" the clear winner. 

Let us hope for the Clerk's sake that there will be no heated con
tests for Longest Title next year. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis, 
Secretary 

I 
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LITERARY CLUB 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

1976-77 

During the Club year four new members were admitted: James 
0. Coates, Martin B. Macht, Joseph S. Stern, Jr. and James W Kennedy. 
There were three deaths: Bart J. Shine, Bertrand L. Smith and Dale P. 
Osborne, and one resignation, John Paul Jones. Two members: Eslie 
Asbury and Ralph Carothers were elevated to Honorary Membership. At 
year's end the Roster stood: Dr. Carr: 1; Honorary: 3; Active; 93; 
Associate 12. Total 109. ' 

The Club had a total of 37 meetings including the 127th Anniversary 
Celebration, Christmas Celebration, and Summer Outing at the ancestral 
Gatch home in Milford. 

Attendance for all meetings averaged 42, down for the third 
straight year, but omitting the last four weeks of January and the first 
two of February (averaging 29. 33} the average goes up to 44. 5: about the 
same as last year. Guest attendance was also slightly off at 3. 03. 

Returning to Roger's Standard List of Subjects we find the follow-
ing papers: 

Full Length Budget 

Historical 7 3 

Biographical 7 1 

Humor 4 4 

Satire (a new sub-heading} 1 2 

Social & philosophical 3 4 

Personal experience 1 5 

Literary Club 1 1 

Poetry 1 0 

Science 1 0 

Geographical-Travel 1 0 

Other Categories: 
1 Literary 1 

Musical 0 1 

Religious 0 1 

Cooking (should this be Social 1 0 

and Philosophical? } 
1 

Seasongoodiana 0 

./ 
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Curiously the group last year dealing with\oncernlof various sorts (en
vironmental, etc.) shrank from 10 last year to just one this year. 

The long title award was not hotly contested this year. The clear 
winner was resurrected by Woodie Garber from 1885: C. T. Greve's monu
mental "Extracts from a Letter of an Asiatic Traveller in America, Picked 
up by the Wayside, that is, the Letter was Picked Up." If it is felt that 
Greve should be disqualified for having written almost a century ago the 
modern winner is Jack Watson's "Eyes to See, Ears to Hear: The Making 
of a Magnificient Maestro", closely followed (the next week in fact) by 
Robert Kalthoff's 10 worder: "Lack of familiarity Breeds Lack of Con
tempt or Jellyside Down". 

There were several one-word titles, with Lou Prince's "Ryan" 
and Ralph Carother' s "Beds" tying for the award. 

If there is a lesson for us in the past year it must be parodied 
from Herodotus: "Neither sleet nor snow nor sub-zero cold can dis
courage the members from their Monday night rounds". 

So ended an interesting year. 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 

./ 
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LITERARY CLUB 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

1977 - 78 

During the Club year five new members were admitted: Alfred Gottschalk, 
Robert B. Hollister, Henry R. Winkler, William V. Donaldson, and David 
Bowes. Roscoe Barrow died, and the resignations of Francis Dale and Walter 
Friedenberg were approved, Stephen Z. Starr was transferred to Associate 
Membership. At year's end, the Roster indicated: Dr. Carr: 1; Honorary: 
3; Active: 91; Associate: 13. Total: 108. 

The Club had a total of 37 meetings including the 128th Anniversary Cele
bration, Christmas Celebration, and the Summer Outing at Miami University, 
Oxford, Ohio. 

Attendance, including guests, averaged 46, 57. Attendance of members 
only averaged 42. 57, from which it can be deduced that we averaged exactly 
four guests per meeting. Considering that in four weeks of January and 
February attendance ranged from 9 to 24, the year was a great success. 

This was no doubt largely due to the quality of the papers, which, accord
ing to Roger's Standard List of Subjects (Revised) lined up as follows: 

Full Length Budget 

Historical 7 2 

Biographical 5 2 

Humor 0 2 

Satire 0 0 

Social & Philosophical 7 5 

Personal Experience 0 1 

Fiction 4 0 

Literary Club 2 1 

Poetry 2 2 

Science 2 0 

Geographical - Travel 2 0 

Literary 2 2 
33_ .17 

There was no real contest for the Secretary's Long Title A war~, which was 
· b B b Hl'lton with "Christ Christmas and the Llterary Club, won gomg away y o , ' 

./ 
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Report of the Secretary 
Page Two 

or Honesty and Generosity as Necessary Foundations for Good Writing". 
dd II • II . II' 1' Chuck Ju 1 s Meamngs nosed out Bruce Petne 1 s The Stump for the 

short title. 

One item of business should be reported: the creation of a permanent 
House Committee, (Charles Robertson the first chairman) to oversee the 
preservation and improvement of the Clubhouse. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 
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LITERARY CLUB 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

1978-79 

During the Club year nine new members were admitted: James 
P. Metzger, Luke Feck, William Burleigh, John Tew, Ethan Stanley, 
Gunter Grupp, Yeatman Anderson, III.~Eugene Saenger and Robert 
Smith. Morris Edwards, who died at the end of the previous year, 
Howard Luther and Forest Frank died. Woodward Garber, Samuel 
Sand mel, Samuel Trufan nd William Donaldson were transferred to 
Associate Membershir. At year's end, the Roster should indicate: 
Dr. Carr: 1; Honorary: 3; Active: 93; Associate: 11. 

JAC.k ~. wAt.Sot-1 ,A&.I11At(\ M. C-otJf.J~L" 1 GAttv•rJ f)At.Gc..ISIJ 

The Club had a total of 38 meetings including the 129th Anni
versary Celebration, Christmas Celebration, and the summer outing 
in President Walter Farmer's garden. 

Attendance averaged 45. 3947: 41. 5789 members and 3. 8157 
guests. This is below last year's 46.57 in spite of the fact that we 
had no really poor weather days as in the previous two years. 

The papers fit into rather narrow categories in Roger's Stan
dard List of Subjects (Revised): 

Full Length Budget 

Historical 9 2 

Biographical 2 1 

Humor 0 4 

Satire 0 4 

Social & Philosophical 9 2 

Personal Experience 10 5 

Fiction 0 0 

Literary Club 1 0 

Poetry 1 1 

Science 0 0 

Geogrpahical- Travel 0 0 

0 0 Literary 
32 19 

d b M s Winkler, Macht, Stern, First papers were rea Y essr • 
Kennedy, Coates and Hollister. 



The Secretary's Long Title Award goes to John Lee for 
"Around the World in 1492 Days, or Making It In Las Vegas the 
Hard Way':'. The Short Title Prize goes to John Kiely for "Wolsey", 
with a second prize to Curry's "Funston" and honorable mention 
to Warringtons "Rembrandt". 

On November 11, 1978, the Club voted to increase dues to 
$125. 00 for regular members and $25.00 for associates, with an 
initiation fee of $100. 00. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Frank G. Davis 
Secretary 

-2-
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JOSEPH W. SAGMASTER 

On May 27, 1975, the Literary Club lost one of its great mem

bers, Joseph Wilfred Sagmaster. He succumbed to a lingering illness 

which had prevented him from attending the meetings of the Club. He 

is survived by his second wife (Beatrice Smith Boyle), his daughters, 

Elizabeth, Mary and Helen, who were by his first wife (Clara Lindlater). 

Strangely, the Club had held no meeting the night before his death, it 

having, for the first time in memory, observed the Memorial Day 

holiday. 

The son of Joseph Wilfred and Lillian Agnes (Gorman) Sag-

master, Joe was born in Cincinnati, October 21, 1900, graduated 

from the University of Cincinnati in 1925 with a Bachelor of Arts de-

gree, and membership in Phi Beta Kappa, and was a Rhodes Scholar 

at Oxford University, England, where he received his Bachelor of 

Literature in 1928. 

Shortly thereafter he joined the staff of the former Cincinnati 

Times-Star, serving a brief stint as reporter, then as editorial 

writer, columnist and, in 1952, became executive editor, a post 

he held until the Times-Star was sold, July 1958, to the Scripps-

Howard -owned Cincinnati Post. 

· kl 1 "This Week Both in his editorials and in hlS wee y co umn, 

Abroad", a penetrating analysis of foreign affairs, Joe showed a 

superlative ability to get to the heart of his subject and offer a 
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challenge to the reader to think, rather than form a hasty opinion. 

This was understandable, because Joe never put a thought of his own 

on paper before determining its authenticity. His editorials were care

fully drafted in pencil in his own personal mixture of words and short

hand before being revised and typed in final form. And he often sought 

the advice and opinion of his colleagues for his writings, paying parti

cular attention to the clarity and effect of his presentation. He was an 

analyst and realist, without being an unyielding pessimist. Long before 

others he foresaw the fall of France to Hitler's Panzer divisions and, 

while hopeful for the future of world peace, he never closed his eyes to 

the potentialities of disturbing and threatening events. As a result his 

editorials provided a sharp insight into the events of the times. 

After the sale of the Times-Star, Joe moved to the Cincinnati 

Enquirer where he served as editor of the editorial page for two years. 

He then became the first Director of Broadcasting at the University of 

Cincinnati and shaped the destinies of Station WGUC until his retire-

ment in 1969. 

Joe was an ardent devotee of symphony concerts and opera both 

here and abroad, served as program annotator for the Cincinnati Sym

phony Orchestra and the May Festival, and was a sometime member of 

the Boards of the Cincinnati Summer Opera, the Chamber Music Society, 

the MacDowell Society and the Mercantile Library of which he was once 

President. In 1961 he received the Rosa F. and Samuel B. Sachs prize 

for cultural contributions to the life of Cincinnati. 
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Joe was elected to the Club in 1930, served as Secretary from 

1942-48, as President during the 125th anniversary year, and as Trustee 

1950-56. He wrote 71 papers · af which 47 were for the budget to which 

he was always willing to contribute, but there were more requests than 

he could fill. A few members have written more papers, but fewer 

have a greater total output because of the substantial length of his budget 

papers, and no member has exceeded the quality of his papers during at 

least the past 50 years. 

For over a hundred years the standard of our best offerings has 

been high and little affected by passing literary fashions. However, there 

is enough difference between the Classic, the Victorian and the Modern 

literary atmosphere to make comparisons between Joe Sagmaster and, 

for example, Wm. H. Venable, difficult. On any basis, Joe must rank 

in the upper one percent of Club writers. Excellent exapmples are his 

presidential address and "Yes Virginia, There is a Santa Claus". 

His papers, his practical contributions to Club affairs, his con-

servatism tempered by intelligent liberalism were the :reflections of ex-

traordinary education and great intellectual achievements, coupled with 

broad experience of the world, altogether the rarest and finest of all 

combinations. 

Aside from his regular attendance and his dedication to all the 

affairs and traditions of the Club, his extraordinary contributions were 

his services as Editor of the 125th Anniversary Volume, carred on in 

spite of his terminal illness, his services as President in our 
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centennial yea~, and his services as Secretary through which, by 

example, he defined the traditions and duties of that office. Joe wrote 

easily and read his papers well. He was quiet but firm, witty yet tact-

ful and therefore popular. He was small in physical stature but Joe 

Sagmaster was a giant in the Literary Club. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Eslie Asbury 
Chas. Aring 
Geo. P. Stimson, Chairman 
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EDWARD J. SCHULTE MEMORIAL 

Edward J. Schulte died on June 7, 1975, after a series of strokes. 
One of five children of John and Mary Schulte, he was born in Cincinnati on 
Ap~il 27, 18~0. His wife was the late Louise Franke and he is survived by 
the1r only ch1ld, Mrs. Paul (Dorothy) Weber of Cincinnati, and her son, 
Paul Weber of Elgin, Illinois. Ed graduated from the St. Elizabeth parochial 
school in Norwood, the Norwood High School and the Cincinnati Art Academy, 
and was awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree by Xavier University 
in 1958. Like many other great men of his time, Ed had few degrees but 
through study, curiosity, broad contacts, and determination, he became a 
truly educated man. 

His earliest work was in the residential field but after producing 
St. Monica in 192 7, he developed into the nation's leading church architect. 

For the Cincinnati Archdiocese he designed at least eight churches 
and chapels, including St. Cecelia Church arrd the restoration and addition 
to St. Peter in Chains. After completion of St. Peter in Chains, Ed con
ducted the members of the Club on a private tour of this magnificent build
ing. In all his buildings he combined the functional with the artistic and 
turned down lucrative contracts rather than compromise his standards. 
For example, he turned down the new Christ Church stating that the plan 
did not suit the site. 

He planned and supervised the building of many churches in the 
middle west, south and west, both Catholic and Protestant. Among the 
more important were the St. Bernard Abbey in Alabama; St. Raphael 
Church:, Pittsburgh; St. Joseph Cathedral, LaCrosse, Wisconsin, and 
the Holy Cross Seminary near LaCrosse, a great tourist attraction for 
members of religious orders, educators and architects. 

Apart from his work, his chief interest was in music and he 
served on the Boards of the old College of Music and on the College-Con-
servatory after consolidation. 

Ed was elected to the Club along with John Weis on February 2, 
1930, one month after Joe Sagmaster, Walter Siple, Frederick Hic~s, 
Shiro Tashiro, Stan Dorst, Bart Shine and Standish Meacham, all mne 
of whom were nationally known figures who added lustre and interest to 
the Club. After the vintage crop of 1930, no others were elected. for 
over three years, and Ed Schulte out-stay~d them all. His. devotwn ~o 
the Club was so great that he missed meetings only V:hen h1s pr.ofesswn 
often called him out of town and when he was incapac1tated by h1s la~t . 
illness. He was a Trustee in 1972, but in bad health, when the eff1C1ent 
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renovation of our building was carried out by Lew Gatch, Walter Farmer, 
Woodie Garber, Charles Cellarius and John Diehl. 

Ed was quietly articulate, yet modest about his great achievements. 
His papers were prepared with great care and could not have been written 
by anyone else. They were varied, entertaining and instructive, but above 
all, they carried a part of him, his perspective, his broad architectural 
philosophy and his deep religious nature, all expressed with a forceful and 
becoming humility. Among his 17 papers, his first "Life's Stage Setting,'.' 
later "The Cathedral," and his last "The Lord was My Client" were typical 
and noteworthy. A copy of his memoirs is in our library. Ed had no h~i1g-
ups in reconciling science with religion, art with his profession, and the 
intellectual with the practical. As befitted a man of his breadth of experience 
and stature, he was intelligently conservative but he left ideological extremism 
to the Don Quixotes or those with axes to grind, Ed Schulte is one of the 
many who illustrate the major original purpose and permanent value of the 
Club, an opportunity for its members to associate with superior intellects 
of diverse achievements. 

(signed) John A. Kiely 

William A. Sullivan 

Eslie Asbury, Chairman 

Mr. President, the Committee moves that this memorial be re
corded by the Club and a copy sent to Mrs. Paul Weber. 



,-- JAMES MORANGE NELSON, SR. 

J~mes Morange ~elson, Sr. was born on April 11, 1904 gifted 
w~th the creat~ve curiosity of a journalist, the sensitive 
radar of a public relations expert and the infectious charm 
of a ranconteur. 

After graduating from the University of Wisconsin where he 
was.important- editor and chief of its daily newspaper~ 
soc~able - Alpha Tau Omega~ and honored - Sigma Delta Chi, 
he returned to his native city of Chicago to serve on the 
staff of the Chicago Daily News and from there went to New 
York City with Sears & Roebuck and then to the Young & Rubicam 
Advertising Agency. His skills advanced him to the position 
of Associate Editor of the American Magazine and finally in 
1944 to Cincinnati as Vice-President of Ralph H. Jones Advertising 
Agency, from which he retired in 1966 to serve as Chairman of the 
Plans Board for the Leonard M. Sive Advertising Agency until 
his complete retirement several years before his death. 

While he faithfully and brilliantly discharged the many re
sponsibilities required in his chosen occupations, his interests 
were many and his energies unflagging. 

For many years he was a pillar of the City Charter Committee 
of Cincinnati, bringing his unusual insights, expertise and 
unselfish dedication to the cause of good government, partic
ularly in the councilmanic and political issue campaigns. He 
was one of the first to recognize that blacks should be accorded 
the rights and responsibilities of any citizen in the political 
and business life of our society and joined the NAACP long be
fore it became popular to do so. 

Nothing gave Jim more excitement and contentment than the 
life of the camper and fisherman. He enjoyed going, especially 
with his two sons, into the Wilderness Country, in northern 
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Ontario. On these trips his deftness 
with his superb equipment, particularly bait lures, constantly 
produced fresh fish in the skillet every breakfast, prepared 
by him with the art of a great chef. His delightful way with stories 
made evening sessions around the camp fire, acc0mpanied by the 
call of the loons and the water-splashing of the beavers, price-
less experiences. His sense of how to make the human a~imal 
respond as he wished served him well when confronted wh1le alone 
in the wilderness by a large bear. He simply rushed at the 



bear, yelling and waving his arms, startling the bear into 
hasty retreat. Those who were with him still remember his 
hooking the granddaddy of all pikes in that region - this 
one according to all eye witnesses seemed more than half the 
length of a paddle - but regrettably was lost when the fish 
managed to break the line under some sunken logs. 

Jim wrote seven regular and three budget papers for the Literary 
Club between January 1951 and the date of death. All were skill
fully crafted, at times highly entertaining and at times wonder
fully illuminating. His regular papers included a discussion of 
election and opinion polls (an interview with Dr. George Gallup); 
the story of the first steamboat built by Colonel John Stevens 
three years before Robert Fulton's 11 Clermont 11

; prohibition 
and prior experiments in banning alcoholic consumption; the 
story of a personal camping trip in the Quetico Forest, Ontario's 
Wilderness Country; the story of victoria woodhull, an 1864 
prostitute who became the nation's foremost women's liberation 
leader and president of the National Society of Spiritualists; 
a discussion of the functions of advertising and advertising 
agencies; and the attempted rescue of Mussolini by a German 
commando unit following his imprisonment by the Allies. His 
budget papers concerned the avoidance of Plagiarism, the 

: Dutch tulip craze in 1635, and a discussion of our planet 

Universe. 

Before he died on April 21, 1976 he could feel great content
ment in knowing that his two sons were the heads of fine families 
and highly successful in their chosen professions, one of whom 
had even become an acclaimed expert on ordnance, having completed 
one of the unique encyclopedias of light weapons used by all 
armies in ww II; that literary and public relations personnel 
in both New York and Cincinnati could and did vividly recall 
many of Jim's most ingenious and successful endeavors; .and that 
many civic-minded Cincinnatians would recall with admiration 
and affection his heroic labors to make this a better place 
to live. Last but not least he could proudly reminisce about 
The Literary Club which, from the moment of ~is member~hi~ to 
his last days, remained one of his most prec1ous assoc1at1ons 
and to which he contributed delightful conviviality and so many 

superior papers. 

Robert w. Hilton 
John A. Reid 
Morse Johnson, Chairman 
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BART J. SHINE 

Bart J. Shine was born on 6/21/87 in covington Kent k d d · d · . . . , uc y an 
1e ~n C1nc1nnat~ on 10/16/76. His parents were Rose Jennings 

and M1chael T. Sh1ne, an Irish-catholic immigrant, his wife 
wa~ the ~ate Flor~nce F~rbach and he is survived by their only 
ch1ld, M1ss Carol1ne Sh1ne. After attending the Old cincinnati 
Technical High School on the u.c. Campus, he graduated with a 
C.E. degree in 1909 from the u.c. College of Engineering and 
built a number of buildings as contractor or engineer before 
starting his life-long career in 1918 in the Engineering College, 
winding up as the Professor of Structural Engineering and one 
of the all time ablest members of the faculty. 

He loved teaching and its wide responsibilities. Having self
educated himself in the humanities and having competed for 
nine years in the business and Engineering world, he was acutely 
conscious of the constricted knowledge and outlook of average 
professional, business and academic people and of the under
privileged origin of nearly all his students. He and others 
in the Engineering College inspired many student to broaden 
themselves and learn to be gentlemen and they were rewarded 
by seeing many of them become great figures in the world and 
benefactors of u.c. A sort of Mr. Chips, Bart, according to 
John Diehl, was the most popular teacher on the faculty, retiring 
to emeritus status in 1957. 

He was a Charter Member of the Registered Professional Engineers, 
a member of the ASCE, ASEE, the Cincinnatus Association and on 
the Board of the Better Housing League. 

The Club elected a vintage crop of distinguished and devoted 
members in 1930 including Stan Dorst, Pres. Frederick Hicks, 
Joe Sagmaster, Edward Schulte, John Weis, Shiro Tashiro, Nat 
Whitney and standish Meacham. Not the least was Bart, pro
posed by William wood with the definitive sponsorship of Louie 
More, Dean of our university members. He was regular in attend
ance until prevented by ill health and served as president in 
1956. His papers were contributions to our liberal education 
and some required close attention. and a valuable one to us was 
on the architecture of our club building. His first, on .. Changing 
Literary Fashions 11 , was a typical Literary C~ub first paper, a 
serious lengthy discussion of the world of 11terature •. Among 
his great papers were one on 11 Bridges 11

, the 6000 year h1story of 
which he outlined as also the history of architecture; another 
was on modern architecture, its development, potential and 
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limitations (Gropius vs. Frank Lloyd Wright) and a paper en
titled 11 Man Against Himself 11 containing his views of science, 
philosophy and religion (He was a fallen away catholic) on 
his 1944 11 Plan to save downtown Cincinnati 11

, he was prophetic 
of what has been done. 

His wide experience naturally made him a non-reactionary 
conservative. His favorite bon mot was that all great scholars 
and scientists fondly believe they are completely educated and 
that professors believe they are automatically intellectuals. 

We shall miss his wit, his understanding and his ever present 
Irish smile! 

Respectfully submitted 

Hoke Green 
Dale Osborn 

and 
Eslie Asbury, Chairman 
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ROBERT WARFIELD ELDER 

Bob Elder w~s elected a member of the Literary Club in 
1964. He d1ed unexpectedly after a short illness on August 
30, 1976. He was the third son of Frances Lamphere Elder 
and Frank Ray Elder and was born on December 1, 1920. His 
father was pastor of the Covenant-First Presbyterian church 
at 8th and Elm Streets from 1928 to 1950. He is survived 
by his wife, Barbara Hunt Wood, the daughter of Literary 
Club member Edmund Wood, and by three daughters. A son 
predeceased him. 

Bob Elder attended Clifton Elementary School and walnut 
Hills High School before earning a Bachelor of Science degree 
from Davidson College in North Carolina in 1942. During world 
war II he served in the United States Air Force, spending one 
year in England. After the war, he attended the University 
of Michigan Law School from which he was graduated in 1949 in 
which year he was admitted to the Ohio Bar. He was an assistant 
County Prosecutor for several years. He was associated with 
the law firm of Aug, Elder and Reilly and was later a partner 
in the firm of Ireton and Elder. He served as President of 
the Lawyers Club of Cincinnati, as Chairman of the Real Property 
Section of the Cincinnati Bar Association, and as Chairman of 
the Cincinnati Bar Association's Committee on cooperation with 
the Real Estate Board, Recorder and Other Agencies. In short, 
he was a highly competent and well respected Cincinnati attorney 
who gave unselfishly of his time for the advancement of his 
profession. 

Bob loved the theater, attended theatrical pr,oductions when-
ever possible, and was very active in the Glendale Lyceum 
Dramatic Club. He was a very good amateur actor and gave 
outstanding performances in the many roles he won, both dra
matic and humorous but especially in the latter. He particularly 
admired plays of the Elizabethan era and-adorned his office walls 
with prints of various Shakespearean characters in appropriate 
costume. His puckish sense of humor and sense of the dramatic 
were m-irrpred in the fine papers that he wrote for our Club. 

Bob's first Literary club paper, read on November 20, 1966, 
was a saga in verse of the events following the death of. 
Edward the confessor involving the struggle for the Engl1sh 
throne of three contenders, Harold, son of Godwin, Harald 
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Sigurdsson~ King of Norway, and William, Duke of Normandy. 
It showed Bob•s great competence in dealing with the subject 
in an Elizabethan dramatic manner. Bob•s second paper pur
ported to have been found by Bob at the last minute in the 
chest in the Clubhouse hall for budget papers just in time 
to save Bob from the disgrace of having to admit to the 
membership that he had forgotten to write a paper in time 
for the date assigned to him. It described "someone • s" 
experiences in wartime England. It involved sex, other 
forms of Anglo-American relations, drink, gambling, and a 
fantasy of the author•s explaining proportional representation 
to the House of Commons. Bob•s last paper, read by him on 
June 4, 1973, allegedly was the paper that he had forgotten 
to write two years earlier. In it Bob told the story of 
his ancestor, Captain Michael Pierce, who, while commanding 
a troop of colonial soldiers in 1676 in Massachusetts, was 
killed in an Indian ambush organized by Chief Sagamore 
Canonchet. Mid-17th century Indian-colonial relations were 
examined in some detail showing incidents of treachery on 
both sides. 

Good writing - and Bob Elder would never settle for anything 
less - often shows the writer•s values in life and mirrors 
his personality. In Bob•s case his papers showed a sensitive 
and gifted person possessing a fine and disciplined mind and 
many talents. He was a kindly person sensitive and open to 
the world and concerned about the needs of people. These 
qualities and his devotion to our club will be greatly missed. 

Memorial Committee: 

John A. Kiely 
Douglas M. Mansfield 
Robert w. Hilton, Jr. 

Chairman 
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BERTRAND L. SMITH, JR. 

1906 - 1977 

Bertrand L. Smith, Jr., died April 22, 1977, at the age of 

seventy years. He had been unwell in recent years and on several 

occasions had been confined to the hospital where he remained his 

usual cheerful self. He is survived by his wife, Nell Maloney 

Lockwood Smith, and his son, Bertrand L. Smith, III. 

Bert was born in Indiana and spent his boyhood in North Vernon, 

Indiana. In his early teens his parents moved to Cincinnati. An 

injury during naval service and a progressive and crippling spinal 

arthritis severely limited his physical activities but not his 

indomitable spirit and good humor. 

In the mid-twenties his father, Bertrand L. Smith, Sr., opened 

~ book store on Central Avenue near Fourth Street, named The Travelers' 

Book Store because of its nearness to the then busy Central Station. 

In 1930 he relocated on Main Street, between Fourth and Fifth Streets, 

and it was there that Bert entered the book business. By then he was 

badly crippled and required crutches to get about. In 1932 the store, 

which had grown rapidly and was in need of larger quarters was mov8d 

to its present location at 633 Main Street. In 1934 Bert took over the 

management and subsequently the ownership of the store, renaming it 

"Acres of Books." His knowledge of books led to the acquisition of an 

immense collection on almost every branch of learning and literature. 

Quite a bit of his stock, including some rare volumes, was not readily 

obtainable otherwise on the market. 
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Cincinnati librarians and those from nearby cities, as well as 

those from schools and universities were among his customers. 

Collectors were frequently to be found in and about the store. Among 

his book loving visitors many were from our Club. Through his love 

of books and his knowledge of them, he built the store into a unique 

emporium of books unlike anything previously available in Cincinnati. 

Ill health brought his retirement from the business in 1972. He 

continued as a knowledgeable and competent appraiser of libraries 

and book collections until his death. 

Bert was elected to the Literary Club in 1951. He was truly a 

man of books, his love for them continuing throughout his life. 

The Eighteenth Century and its men of letters were his particular 

interest and many of his papers dealt with this period. His knowledge 

and ability in the field led to his appointment as Curator of Eighteenth 

Century Literature at the University of Cincinnati. He wrote many 

budget papers for friends in addition to his own regular contributions. 

His papers, dealing largely with books and authors were sound, scholarly 

and entertaining. Invariably he permitted an inimitable bit of humor 

to creep into his writings. 

His position as an authority on books is evidenced by his 

membership in numerous organizations, among them The Bibliographical 

Society of the University of Virginia, The American Appraisers 

Association, The American Booksellers Association and the Antiquarian 

Booksellers Association of Greater Britain. 

With all his ability and learning, to say nothing of his 

crippling, he was a friendly, unassuming man, an excellent companion 
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and a cherished member of The Literary Club. His regard for the Club 

was prodigious even though he had been able to attend infrequently in 

his declining years. Despite his prolonged crippling he was ever 

cheerful and one could not keep from being cheered by his presence. 

His was a unique presence among us. 

- 3 -

~-1EMORIAL COMMITTEE: 

Charles D. Aring 
Richard w. Vilter 
John A. Kiely, Chairman. 
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DR. DALE P. OSBORN 

Dale Pettigrew Osborn was born on May 18, 1895 at Flaundreau, 

South Dakota. His parents, Almond and Hattie Pettigrew Osborn, were 

pioneer settlers and his mother was the first Indian teacher in the 

Dakota Territory. He is survived by his wife, Eleanor MacNeale, one 

son, Dale, Jr., and three grandchildren (Dale III, Bryan, Kristen). 

After graduation from the Madison, South Dakota High School, he ob

tained B.S. and M.D. degrees from Northwestern University, spent two 

years as Resident in Harper Hospital, Detroit, and started practice in 

Cincinnati with Dr. John Greiwe and William L. Freyhof in 1924. In 

association with these men and later on his own, Dale became a distin

guished internist and cardiologist. The group owned the first electro

cardiograph in Cincinnati and for years Dale, as a member of the staff 

of the Deaconess, Christ, Bethesda and Good Samaritan, lugged the heavy 

apparatus back and forth to these hospitals until they finally acquired 

electrocardiographs, after which he continued to read the tracings. 

Dale was President of the Academy of Medicine, Ohio State Heart 

Association and the Greater Cincinnati Heart Association and was a 

Fellow of the American College of Physicians and the American College 

of Cardiology. His avocation was playing the piano and organ and compos

ing music. In 1955, the Ohio Historical Society awarded him the prize 

as composer of the year for his piano cantata. 

Proposed by myself and sponsored by Dr. Knight, Dale was elected 

to the Club on May 4, 1929. During the balloting, Louie More, who was 

sitting next to me and who always addressed me as though I was still in 

his class-room, whispered loud enough for everyone to hear, 
11

Asbury, 

I think he 1 1l make it in spite of his sponsors~~~ Proposing him, I 

stressed that Dale was a musician and that we would need a piano player 
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to replace Fred Hinkle during Club singings, formerly a great feature 

of Club Informals. 

At more than 35 Christmas meetings, a carol, composed by Dale in 

collaboration with his gifted wife, Eleanor, was sung by the Club, with 

Dale at the piano. His attendance and devotion were unswerving for 47 

years and he spared no effort on his well-written papers, such as 11 The 

Clerk," "Unbalancing the Budget, 11 and others, all enlivened by his quiet, 

original brand of unabrasive humor and devoid of the modern compulsion 

to strike ideological poses. 

He was the clerk, or as our old Victorian anglophiles pronounced itJ 

11 Clark, 11 for two terms, his first term ending when he was elected 

President in 1955. In all, he served as Clerk for 20 years, seven years 

longer than any Clerk, and whatever the emergency, never failed to have 

a reader on hand. In recent years he went far beyond the call of duty 

in helping the Historian assemble information on old members. When I 

once asked him why he would accept such a tough job for so long, he laughed 

and said, 11 The Clerk is on the Board and thus is spared the temptation 

to propose his cronies for membership. 11 Actually he thought he was on 

the Board too long and for this reason was reluctant to involve himself 

in Club policy. 
As Clerk, Dale served in the tradition of his great predecessors, 

such as Herbert Jenney, Harry MaCkoy, Charles Theodore GtEVf and Alfred 

Cressler. He was one of the few doctors, excluding the living, who, in 

contrast to the many lawyers, had a long and significant impact on the 

Club, including Lawrence Carr, C. G. Comfgys, Stephen Ayres, Arthur L. 

Knight,~irah s·uck, Martin Fischer, P. S. Conner, Frederick Forcheimer, 
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Otto Geier and Stanley Dorst, and the pre-clinical professors Richard 

Austin and A. P. Matthews. 

Dale P. Osborn is a Club immortal. He lives on as a part of the 

tradition of the Club. 

Walter I. Farmer 
Richard Vilter 
Eslie Asbury, Chairman 

Mr. President, I move that this memorial be recorded in the 

minutes and a copy sent to~ Jlft.~c~~~ 



MEMORIAL 

ROSCOE LINDLEY BARROW 

Rosco.e Lindley. Barrow died Monday, November 21, 1977 in 
San ~ra~c1sco, Cahfornia. As his daughter Beth wrote .. "Dad 
was m hts office after lunch when he suffered a heart attack. 
Thank God he was not alone. As was typical, one of his students 
was ~ith him. Despite first aid he never regained consciousness 
and d1ed shortly after arrival at the hospital." 

. Roscoe 1 s de at~ was a great loss - to his family and many 
fr1ends, and to us m the Literary Club. 

Roscoe was born in LaGrange, Greene County, North Carolina 
on October 17, 1913. His father was a tobacco and cotton farmer and 
also owned the "Snowhill Horse and Mule Co. 11 

He graduated from Snowhill High in May 1930 and was poet in the 
graduation exercises. His early interests were nicely balanced 
between History and the Classics and Basketball and Baseball. 

He graduated from the Lewis Institute (now illinois Institute of 
Technology) in June 1936 with a B.S. Degree. His interest in base
ball continued and he added ''anchor"man on the track team to his 

athletic laurels. 

In June of 1938 he graduated from Northwestern University Law 
School with a J.D. degree and in DecembE:r was admitted to the 

Illinois Bar. 

From 1938 through 1942 he was an attorney for the N. L. R. B., 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the Office of Price Ad-

ministration. 

During that period, precisely June 4, 1941 Roscoe made his 
greatest move - he married Ruth Elizabeth Coberly. From that 
union there were three lovely daughters - Beverly, Elizabeth, and 
Lucy (all of them now married) - and one son, Roscoe Jr., who is 
currently a Freshman in the Hastings School of Law. (Roscoe was 

Oh, so proud, of his family). 

From 1942-1945 he was Ensign in the U. S. Navy and had some 
great stories about his experiences as Officer in charge of the 

''Golden Boot''. 
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From 1945-1949 Roscoe was with the Department of Justice and 
during that time practiced before the United States Supreme Court 
and the United States Court of Appeals. ' 

His University of Cincinnati association began in 1949 and ended 
in 1972. He was Professor of Law (and Doug Mansfield remembers 
him as his favorite Professor); Acting Dean and then Dean (the 
youngest Dean of the oldest Law School west of the Alleghenies.) In 
1965 he retired as Dean and the following year was visiting Professor 
of Law at the University of Virginia. 

In 1954 he worked with Dr. Fabing to revise the restrictive laws 
on Epileptics. And in 1955 he co-authored "Epilepsy and the Law". 
That same year he was selected by the F. C. C. to study proposed 
control of TV networks and for that Agency he authored the "Barrow 
Report". Subsequently, in 1968 he directed hearings for the sub
committee of the House of Representatives on the F. C. C.'s "Fair
ness Doctrine". 

In 1972 he retired from the University of Cincinnati Law School 
to bee orne visiting Professor at the Hastings College of Law, and 
from 1973 until his death he was Professor of Law at that San 
Francisco institution. 

Truly, a good life, full of worthwhile achievement. 

In his Cincinnati years we venture to say that Roscoe's greatest 
joy - aside from Ruth and his family - was the Literary ?lub. I-~e 
loved this club and its members. He was a regular and mterestmg 
member from 1958 to 1973 when his move to San Francisco gave 
him Associate Member Status. His papers were numerous and 
superb, reflecting his broad experience and great writing skill. 
But how he loved to sit with his member-friends after the Paper! 
It was surely of those occasions that it was written "in the clash of 

wits Truth is illuminated". 

Roscoe was a good man, a great man, a humble man, a joyful 

man. Why are we crying? 

Respectfully submitted 
January 16, 1978 
Memorial Committee 
John Kiely 
Douglas Mansfield 
William Sullivan, Chairman 
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ESLIE ASBURY, M. D. 
2401 INGLESIDE-APT. B.t 
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MORRIS EDWARDS 

M~rr~s Ed~ards, born Indianapolis, Indiana 6/21/03 and died in 
C~nc1~nat1 7/10/78, was the son of J.F. and Stella (Lodge) Edwards. 
H1s w7fe was Mary Adams and he is survived by two daughters, 
Genev7eve (Mrs. Paul Stuhlreyer), Carolyn (Mrs. Millard s. Bartels) 
and f1ve grandchildren. He graduated at Wabash College with an 
A.B. degr7e, served as a reporter for Indiana newspapers (The 
Crawfordv1lle Review and Indianapolis Star) and the Associated 
Press for four years and was an important official of the United 
Sta~es Chamber of Commerce and associate publisher of the Nation's 
Bus1ness for 8 years before coming to Cincinnati in 1937 to head 
the Chamber of Commerce, first as Executive Vice President and 
later as President. He was associated with the Cincinnati Street 
Railway from 1944-53 serving as its President and also was Presi
dent of the Ohio Bus Line, the American Transit Association and 
the Gruen Watch Company (1953-55). From 1955 until his death he 
was Vice President of the Thomas E. Wood Insurance Company. 

Morris came to Cincinnati on the crest of the '37 flood but he 
never receded. He was a fine example of the new order, a pro
fessional executive manager and as head of the Chamber of Commerce 
and the Street Railway {which he put on rubber wheels) and as a 
citizen, he made many civic contributions, especially in helping 
devise the master plan. He was a member of the Queen City, Opti
mist, Cincinnati Country and commercial Clubs, the Scottish Rite 
and the Republican party. 

Morris Edwards, proposed by Walter Draper, was elected to the Club 
on 5/7/45 and was a member until his death. He contributed 15 
papers,· five of them for budgets and never failed an assignment. 
Carefully prepared and forcefully read, they re'flected hi~ fine 
train~g as a journalist. Among his best were "The As~ocJ.at;d 
Press" Otwell documented account of the great news serv1ces; A 

1A f Co.ntemporary View" an eulogy of Senator R?bert Ta t, Sr., a m~n 
of u·nmatched integrity, industry, and br1llance who neve: sa1d 
an unkind word about an opponent and who never strode·an 1ssue. 
In his paper, "Just for the Record", an analys~s o~ t~e ch~racter 
of the controlling citizens of the city, he sa1d CJ.nc1nnat1 was 
the only metropolis from which Senator Taft could have emerged 
as a national leader. His paper "Just a Minute!" was a scholarly 
account of all presidential elections on which the Electoral College 
system had a bearing. I. didn't realize how good. his papers w~re 

. witil I. re.viewed tjle.¥1 but the titles did not ind1ca~e the sub] ect, 
a Literary Club~hich reduces the value of our 1ndex. 
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His attendance, except during his long illness and many absences 
from the City, was good, his papers were in our best tradition 
and he was a well indoctrinated member. These things were no 
accident. Morris was SP,~aored by Walter Draper who never shirked 
the continuing duty of ~-sponsor to acquaint his protege' with 
the rules and traditionstof the Club. 

Signed: 
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HOWARD BOURN LUTHER 

MEMORIAL - THE LITERARY CLUB 

Howard Bourn Luther, son of William James Luther and 

Minnie Howard Niles Luther, was born September 21, 18.96 in 

Attleboro, Massachusetts, and died February 23, 1979 in Cincinnati. 

A brilliant student, he received a B.S. degree from M.I.T. in 

1908, studied two years at the Technische Hochschule, Dresden, 

Germany, taught at M .I. T. from 1913 to 1922, except for two years 

served in the U.S. Navy as an officer in the Bureau of Construction 

and Repair. 

From 1922, Howard was head of the Department of Civil 

Engineering of the University of Cincinnati, until he became 

Emeritus in 1951, served as Associate Dean to Herman Schneider 

0924-45), was a life member of the American Society of Civil En-

gineers, Boston Society of Engineers, Tau Beta Pi and Triangle 

Fraternity. He was a member of several historical societies and 

was elected (1953) to the "Sons of Colonial Wars" in the right of 

Elder Samuel Luther, a captain in the Swansea Militia Company 

and member of the Plymouth General Court. Howard also served 

as Historian of the Ohio Society of Colonial Wars and w·as a mem

ber of the Camargo Country Club, the Cincinnati Country Club 

.-!-the University Club;"'--,1~ -~~f;.;.J=~..Il>~~-
1n 1925, Howard married the late Ethel Wright, a member 

of the prominent Wright and Ramsey families of Cincinnati. 

only child, born in 1926, is Miss Frances Ramsey Luther. 

Their 

Howard 

Luther • s wife was directly related to four Ramsey's in three gen-

erations who were members of The Literary Club, including the 
'1fl·(, 

most recent one, William Ramsey, her nephew· 
.1\ 
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Howard was elected to The Literary Club in 1941 and his 

attendance was regular except during the period of his long ter

minal illness. In addition to many scientific publications, includ

ing a "Manual for Engineers," he wrote 22 papers for the Club. 

Among the best were "William Hohenzollern," a profile of. Emperor 

Wilhelm 2nd, a fine first paper, "Entrepreneur De Lesseps" which 

covered a lot of engineering territory, and lighter contributions 

such as "During the First World War" and "The Baker Street 

Irregulars." From his papers and conversation, one gained ideas 

or knowledge' . the immortal purpose of the Club, and his club con

duct met Anthony Trollope 's criteria of the ideal club member. 

He was, and realized he was, a genuine intellectual but in his 

disagreements he was reluctant and modest and did not parade 

his superior knowledge. Thus, Howard was a gentleman by any 

standard, especially by the ultimate standard of The Literary 

Club. 

Walter I. Farmer 
Robert M. Galbreath 
Eslie Asbury, Chairman 

'f/tto(rr 
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FOREST FRANK MEMORIAL 

Forest Frank, son of Joseph and catherine (Gottbraith) 

Frank, brother of Paul and Richard, and father of Michael and 

Forest Frank and Mrs. Sharon Lawson, was born at Louisville, Kentucky 

on January 17, 1907, and died in Cincinnati, Ohio, on May 2, 1979. 

Before his appointment as the salaried Executive Director of the 

Charter Committee in 1935, he had been educated in the Louisville 

Male High School, the University of Louisville and the University of 

Cincinnati, had served as a reporter on the Louisville Courier-

Journal and from 1928 to 1935 had been a political writer for 

the Enquirer. 

Working within the shadow of ambitious and powerful men with 

varying motives, viewpoints and approaches, and doing a job which 

another man of equal ability might have demanded and probably received 

double remuneration, Forest had the sagacity, integrity, and 

diplomacy to keep his diverse group working together, to rescue the 

Charter when it seemed a lost cause and to hold the respect of 

the opposing parties and the citizens of Cincinnati. Forest was a 

rare combination of the intellectual, the pragmatist, and the 

unrelenting, unselfish worker, and he had the personality to 

make his abilities effective. His ability to write and his 

avoidance of personal publicity also furthered his career. It 

was not generally known that he was a conservative Republican, 

but he did not burden himself with fixed ideological stances, 

preferring simply to be right and thus to be an American in the 

best tradition. 

Proposed by Henry Bentley, Forest was elected to the Club 

~ in 1939 and remained a devoted member and regular contributor 
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until his final illness. Like Walter Draper and James Albert 

Green, who also started as reporters, he did not fob off on our 

membership resurrected pot-boilers. His papers not only reflected 

his professional skill as a writer but were on subjects he knew. 

They were carefully researched and edited, a combination which 

receives the ultimate applause of the Club. 

In addition to many published articles, he wrote 16 papers 

for the Club, mostly full length. The first, entitled "The Last of 

the Editors, 11 was the story of Henry Watterson, about whom the 

reader of this memorial had written less effectively many years 

previously. Another was about Judge Blair, who indicted the whole 

electorate of Adams County, Ohio for selling their votes for $2.00 

each. One of his best, entitled "The Great Champion of England's 

Fundamental Liberties, 11 was about John Lilburne, who influenced 

John Locke who, in turn, influenced Jefferson, Franklin and Madison 

in framing our Declaration of Independence and Bill of Rights, and 

among his last was "Papers, Publishers, and Polls," mostly about 

the "Kentucky Irish American," a hilarious, widely quoted, now 

defunct, Louisville weekly. 

He also was a member of the Historical Society, the Cincin-

natus Association, the Contemporary Arts Center and the American 

Academy of Political and Social Sciences. 

We cherish the memory of Forest Frank as a member of The 

Literary Club and a great American. 

Morse Johnson 
Robert w. Hilton, Jr. 
Eslie Asbury, Chairman 
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